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RESUMO

D’ADDIO, R. M. Recomendação de conteúdo baseada em descrições semânticas extraídas
de anotações de usuários. 2020. 137 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computa-
ção e Matemática Computacional) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Univer-
sidade de São Paulo, São Carlos – SP, 2020.

Sistemas de recomendação surgiram como forma de reduzir o problema de sobrecarga de infor-
mações. Eles necessitam de dados para funcionar corretamente, ou seja, seus usuários precisam
fornecer interações para que seus perfis possam ser construídos, enquanto itens precisam de
descrições para serem diferenciados, especialmente em abordagens baseadas em conteúdo. Essas
abordagens geralmente dependem de fontes externas, que podem ser metadados estruturados
ou textos não estruturados, como sinopses, notícias ou resenhas de usuários. As resenhas de
usuários têm sido cada vez mais usadas como fonte de informações devido à sua capacidade de
transmitir características do item, bem como a opinião do autor em relação a elas. Esta pesquisa
de doutorado se concentra no design de representações ricas e semânticas de itens a partir de
resenhas de usuários, a fim de aumentar a precisão das recomendações. Além disso, objetiva-se
analisar sua aplicação em vários domínios, algoritmos e tarefas de recomendação, verificando
sua qualidade e diferenças. Propõem-se cinco representações de itens baseadas em conceitos, que
são projetadas no modelo de espaço vetorial. Todas elas compartilham, em algum nível, o mesmo
conjunto de características, variando na semântica que seu esquema de ponderação transmite.
Elas foram exploradas numa variedade de abordagens, algoritmos e configurações de avaliação,
desde experimentos offline até uma avaliação online com usuários reais. Os resultados revelam a
necessidade de projetar boas representações semânticas de itens, que ajudam o recomendador a
diferenciar corretamente os itens da coleção e, finalmente, produzir sugestões mais relevantes
para seus usuários.

Palavras-chave: Sistema de Recomendação, Representações de Itens, Anotações de Usuário,
Recuperação da Informação.





ABSTRACT

D’ADDIO, R. M. Content recommendation based on semantic descriptions extracted from
user annotations. 2020. 137 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computação e Ma-
temática Computacional) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de
São Paulo, São Carlos – SP, 2020.

Recommender systems emerged as means of reducing the information overload problem. They
require data to correctly function, i.e., users need to provide interactions so their profiles can be
constructed, while items need descriptive data to be differentiated, especially in content-based
approaches. Those approaches often rely on external sources, which can be structured metadata
or unstructured texts such as synopses, news or user reviews. User reviews have increasingly
been used as source of information due to their capability of conveying item characteristics
as well as the author’s opinion towards them. This doctorate research focuses on designing
rich, semantic item representations from user reviews in order to increase recommendation
accuracy. Beyond that, we aim to analyze their application in several domains, algorithms and
recommendation tasks, verifying their quality and differences. We have proposed five concept-
based item representations, which are designed in the vector space model. They all share, in
some level, the same feature set, varying in the semantics which their weighting scheme convey.
We explore them in a plethora of approaches, algorithms and evaluation settings, from offline
experiments to an online user trial. Results reveal the necessity of designing good, semantic
item representations, which aid the recommender in correctly differentiating the items in the
collection and ultimately producing more relevant suggestions to its users.

Keywords: Recommender Systems, Item Representations, User Annotations, Information
Retrieval.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of Web 2.0 (O’REILLY, 2005), it became easy for users to create and
provide content. That effect influenced to the aggravation of the information overload problem
(AGGARWAL, 2016a; RICCI; ROKACH; SHAPIRA, 2015), where there is so much information
online that users are not able to filter it themselves. Recommender systems (RS) arrived to soften
this problem, and are researched even before the Web 2.0 movement, nearly completing three
decades of research, with the first works as independent research area appearing in mid-1990s
(RICCI; ROKACH; SHAPIRA, 2015). Nowadays, e-commerce and streaming services are the
ones that most benefit from RS, but other applications can indeed use them, such as spam filters,
trip planning agencies, food ordering applications, and even dating apps.

Recommender systems take users feedback to learn their tastes in order to suggest
relevant items, softening the information overload problem and facilitating users to choose what
to buy or consume (AGGARWAL, 2016a; RICCI; ROKACH; SHAPIRA, 2015). User feedback
can vary between thumbs up/down buttons, star ratings (e.g., 1 to 5 stars), bookmarking and/or
building a wish list; or be more subtle as capturing a user’s browsing history or mouse clicking
pattern (NING; DESROSIERS; KARYPIS, 2015). User feedback is crucial to recommender
systems; without them, there is no way that the system is able to produce a personalized list of
suggestions. In this case, recommendation is just a matter of most popular or highest rated items.

Suggestions that a recommender may produce can be evaluated in two main scenar-
ios: rating prediction and top-N recommendation (AGGARWAL, 2016a). Earlier research in
recommender systems tried to reduce the rating prediction error, i.e. strengthen the system’s
capability of guessing the rating that a determined user would give to a determined item. But user
confidence towards RS are not related with its ability to predict ratings; in fact, users are more
interested in receiving lists of suggestions and their confidence on the system raises as it agrees
with the set of suggestions it receives (BOBADILLA et al., 2013). With that in mind, top-N
recommendation has been taking a growing interest by the research community, while researches
focused on rating prediction have diminished. Beyond accuracy, researches that regard different
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aspects such as diversity, novelty, serendipity, etc. have gained attention in the past few years
(KAMINSKAS; BRIDGE, 2016).

Several techniques can be used to create recommender systems. Among them, the best
known and most used are collaborative and content-based filtering paradigms. The first elects its
recommendations based on the users’ previous interactions, deriving relationships between users
and/or items (NING; DESROSIERS; KARYPIS, 2015; KOREN; BELL, 2015). The second
suggests items based on their descriptions, which must be similar to the user’s interest profile
(GEMMIS et al., 2015).

The most important problem that collaborative filtering algorithms must deal is what is
called cold start, i.e. new items are difficult to recommend because they have not been classified;
similarly, new users are not able to receive suggestions because they do not have enough rating
history (NING; DESROSIERS; KARYPIS, 2015). Content-based recommendation systems often
have difficulty to obtain semantic and meaningful item information (GEMMIS et al., 2015).
Both techniques characterize most of the current recommendation systems, and it is still possible
to intertwine aspects of each, generating a hybrid system (ADOMAVICIUS; TUZHILIN, 2005).
Such systems take advantage of the benefits of both approaches in order to generate better
recommendations, e.g., collaborative filtering algorithms can incorporate item descriptions in
order to reduce the cold start problem (RICCI; ROKACH; SHAPIRA, 2015).

Beyond collaborative and content-based filtering, there are several other approaches in
which recommender systems can be built. For instance, knowledge-based recommenders deal
with unusual item recommendation, which require detailed item representations, which are often
constructed as knowledge graphs, and user feedback, which is often captured by means of user
queries (AGGARWAL, 2016b). Context-based recommenders rely on context information, such
as time of day, mood, pricing, location, among others (HARUNA et al., 2017). There is even a
growing effort by the community to research better ways to explain recommendations to users,
improving its trust towards the RS (ZHANG; CHEN, 2020).

Regardless of the method, in order for a RS to be successful, it must rely on its main
aspect: its available data. Users need to provide feedback and, in most of the aforementioned
approaches, items must be well described so that the system can make good suggestions.

This research focus on the item aspect of Recommender Systems. In our research, we
aim to increase recommendation accuracy by improving the descriptions of the items which are
likely to be recommended.

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

Recommender Systems need data to correctly function. With no user feedback, collabora-
tive filtering systems would not be able to generate suggestions (KOREN; BELL, 2015). Similarly,
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content-based recommender systems (GEMMIS et al., 2015), alongside other content-aware
RS paradigms such as context (HARUNA et al., 2017) and knowledge-based (AGGARWAL,
2016b) recommendations, need as much information about the items as possible. Content and
knowledge-based systems need semantic information about the items’ features, so that the
systems are able to differentiate them and correctly match them with the users’ profiles or their
explicit information need, respectively. Context-based recommenders usually require circum-
stantial information such time of the day, location, etc., but also may require to know items
information to derive contextual recommendations (HARUNA et al., 2017). There has also, in
the past few years, a growing effort on refining recommendations explanations or justifications,
where some successful approaches relied mostly on item features (ZHANG; CHEN, 2020).

In this sense, it is natural that researches may focus on methods for better describing
items. Early works attempted to use structured item information (such as genres and/or personnel
for movies and music) to describe items (PAZZANI; BILLSUS, 2007), which often required
a domain expert to correctly catalog them or the access to external databases. Other works
started to use unstructured information, i.e. texts, to extract features for their items, such as the
news recommender developed by Capelle et al. (2015), or the cross-lingual recommender from
Narducci et al. (2016). Another step towards enhancing semantics of content-based systems was
the adoption of user reviews as the primary source of information, a growing trend according to
the survey performed by Chen, Chen and Wang (2015).

Indeed, reviews provide great semantics since they are able to convey both items’ charac-
teristics and users’ opinions towards them. With the aid of methods, tools and techniques derived
from the areas of natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR), several works
were able to extract information from these sources in order to describe users (TERZI et al.,
2014; ZHAO et al., 2019), items (QUMSIYEH; NG, 2012; MCAULEY; PANDEY; LESKOVEC,
2015) or both (CONTRATRES et al., 2018). Moreover, user reviews were also used to aid in
the process of explaining or justifying recommendations, such as the works of Chen and Wang
(2017) and Musto et al. (2019).

But, to the best of our knowledge, most of these works tend to use this information as
means to refine their own recommender systems and algorithms, not delegating the required
attention to correctly refine and properly design structures and/or representations that are able to
convey the semantics found within these texts. Moreover, linguistic issues such as synonymy
(several word conveying the same meaning) and polisemy (one word containing several meanings)
are often disregarded, which ultimately may hurt the system’s capability of acknowledging
similarities between items or even disregarding fundamental differences between them. For
example, a recommender that have representations with synonymous features may regard a
movie with the feature “cop” as not related to a movie with the feature “policeman”, since the
two words are regarded as different features even though they share the same meaning. Similarly,
two movies with the feature “stars” can be regarded as related, while one can relate to “celestial
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corpses” and the other could be using the word as a verb, in which it means “play a role”.

Even though we have worked previously in this research theme (D’ADDIO; MANZATO,
2015; D’ADDIO; DOMINGUES; MANZATO, 2017), we have not addressed the aforementioned
linguistic issues. Also, we also did not focus on the semantics that different feature weighting
schemes may present to recommenders. Finally, we have previously restricted our efforts to test
our representations in a single recommender algorithm and item domain.

This doctoral work is a continuation of our previous efforts, with the goal to address the
issues we have presented so far.

1.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis
In order to develop our research, we raised an important question that were drawn from

our previous work as well as from careful reading of the literature:

∙ Research Question 1: How can we effectively use user-provided unstructured information
such as user reviews to better describe items?

– Hypothesis 1: Allied with state-of-the-art natural language processing tools, we can
design rich and semantic item representations that allow recommender systems to
better discern items qualities and flaws, ultimately matching them with users’ tastes.

As one can see, the literature presents a plethora of works that try to address the same
issue. But as far as we know, most of those works refrain themselves in trying to construct repre-
sentations with a higher degree of semantics, using them as tools to enhance the recommending
solutions they propose. In this sense, our work focuses on the item representation side of the
problem, devising semantic alternatives to describe them.

Moreover, the research question and Hypothesis presented above are broad and difficult
to be directly addressed in experiments. To better address this question, we have formulated two
more research questions that can be directly addressed in our experiments, leaving Question 1 to
be indirectly answered. The research questions are:

∙ Research Question 2: Does increasing the semantics of item representations improve
recommendation accuracy?

– Hypothesis 2: Increasing item’s semantics leads to a greater capability of differentiat-
ing items, which is crucial for recommender systems that rely on content to make
predictions.

∙ Research Question 3: Is a kind of item representation more relevant to use in determined
recommender system or scenario than another?
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– Hypothesis 3: Each recommender system and scenario in which it is being applied on
has their particularities, which should be addressed accordingly. Different semantics
may benefit differently in each of these The descriptive power of a representation
may dictate its applicability in each scenario.

1.3 Objectives
Given the aforementioned Research Questions and their respective Hypotheses, this

research project has as main objective the creation of more rich and semantic item representations
based on user-annotated texts, such as user reviews, with the aid of well established natural
language processing and information retrieval methods and tools. These representations can
aid recommender systems in their decision making processes to generate more meaningful
suggestion for their users. Beyond producing them, we have as secondary objective the goal
of analysing their application in different recommender algorithms, settings, data domains and
approaches, to better ascertain their capabilities, advantages and limitations.

1.4 Contributions
This research produced the following main contributions:

∙ We have defined a methodology for producing item representations based on opinionated
texts, i.e. user reviews. This methodology considers reviews as items’ descriptive infor-
mation and considers mainly the consensus of user opinion towards items. In this sense,
user reviews can be extracted from different sources instead of just relying on information
from users within the system itself. This directly diminishes the limited content analysis
(GEMMIS et al., 2015) since information can be easily gathered from free and open
platforms on the Web. We follow the same methodology in the construction of all types of
item representations proposed in this research. First, we gather reviews for the available
items, which may be obtained directly from the users or from external sources, depending
on the dataset; then, we extract the feature set that will represent the dimensions of most
of our vector-based representations and, finally, we devise a weighting scheme for them
that will be based on different semantics.

∙ We have developed five different item representations, which are produced following
the methodology described previously, constructed with the aid of state-of-the-art NLP
and IR methods and tools. Those representations are all based on the same feature ex-
traction technique, which extracts features as concepts instead of simple terms, varying
on the weighting scheme. We used BabelFy (MORO; RAGANATO; NAVIGLI, 2014)
to disambiguate the items’ reviews, allowing us to extract the relevant concepts for the
representations. We made different representation constructions, all based on the concepts
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we extracted. The first one was based on an extension of the well known term frequency
- inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) (MANNING; RAGHAVAN; SCHüTZE, 2008)
weighting scheme, and is depicted on experiments detailed on Chapters 3 and 5. Another
one, based on sentiment analysis, and considered our main approach, is used in experi-
ments on Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The other three representations were all based on concept
embeddings, and they vary on the semantics they depict. One of them plots the item in the
same latent space as the embeddings, and the other two are based on similarity between
item and concepts. They are detailed in the experiments conveyed in Chapter 5.

∙ We applied the representations in a wide array of algorithms, data domains and methods.
Even though we performed several tests and comparisons, we restrict our presentation
to the most expressive results, which were or are in the process of being published, and
are reported in the rest of this thesis. In the majority of our experiments, we applied our
approaches in the classic item-based k -Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm, since it is
data-dependent and ideal to evaluate the differences between representations. We also
applied them in a matrix factorization algorithm, as well as an explanation-oriented RS.
We evaluated them in both the rating prediction and top-N recommendation tasks, which
are the tasks in which most of the works on recommender systems are based, as well as
into several different datasets. We also applied our approaches in a simulated cold-start
scenario and a user trial.

∙ We have prepared four datasets with our pre-processing approaches, which are available to
use on a repository1. These pre-processing steps were very resource intensive, since there
was a great volume of text to be processed and some tools, such as Babelfy, had limited
daily access to its server. The already pre-processed datasets are available to use, easing
preparation time for future experiments.

∙ This research produced 2 full papers and 1 short paper published in conferences, as well
as 1 published and one submitted journal article. Beyond them, we produced other 2 full
and 1 short conference papers, and 2 journal articles during this period. Even though they
are related to this research, those papers were not inserted in this document, since some of
them reflect contributions made previously during the author’s master degree, while others
relate to user profile modeling. They are listed for reference in Section 7.3.

1.5 Outline

This doctoral thesis is organized in the form of a collection of articles, which were
written during this research and summarize its contributions. The four conference papers and
the two journal articles presented here all relate to the main goal of this research: exploring rich

1 https://github.com/RafaelDaddio/DatasetsSysRec
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and semantic item descriptions in recommender systems. Each article is depicted in its entirety
in each chapter, enveloped by an introduction and a conclusion which places them into this
research’s context. The articles summarize the most relevant results obtained throughout the
research, and are organized as follows:

∙ Chapter 2 presents a new study based on previous attempts into producing sentiment-based
item representations (D’ADDIO; MANZATO, 2015), this time applied into a recommender
based on soft-clustering techniques. The paper depicted here, “Exploiting Item Repre-
sentations for Soft Clustering Recommendation”, was published in the Proceedings of
the 22nd Brazilian Symposium on Multimedia and the Web (WebMedia ’16) (D’ADDIO;
MANZATO, 2016).

∙ Chapter 3 presents a collaboration with Ronnie Shida Marinho, in which we produced item
representations based on disambiguated concepts using state-of-the-art natural language
processing tools. The paper is entitled “Semantic Organization of User’s Reviews Applied
in Recommender Systems” and was published as a short paper in the Proceedings of the
23nd Brazilian Symposium on Multimedia and the Web (WebMedia ’17) (MARINHO;
D’ADDIO; MANZATO, 2017).

∙ Chapter 4 presents another collaboration between our research group, in which we use
four different item representations in two recommender systems on a simulated cold-start
scenario. The paper, entitled “Incorporating Semantic Item Representations to Soften the
Cold Start Problem”, was published in the Proceedings of the 24nd Brazilian Symposium
on Multimedia and the Web (WebMedia ’18), receiving the Best-Paper Award (D’ADDIO
et al., 2018).

∙ Chapter 5 reports efforts into combining two of the proposed item representations in
order to increase recommender accuracy. We explore ten different techniques which can
be divided into pre, post and neighbor combinations. The article, entitled “Combining
different metadata views for better recommendation accuracy” was published in the
Elsevier’s Information Systems Journal (D’ADDIO; MARINHO; MANZATO, 2019).

∙ Chapter 6 reports a collaboration with Arpit Rana and Derek Bridge from University
College Cork, Ireland, in which we apply one of our item representations in their state-of-
the-art recommender system with the focus of checking whether this representation helps
produce better explanations for users. The paper, entitled “Extended Recommendation-
by-Explanation” is currently submitted to Springer’s User Modeling and User-Adapted
Interaction.

Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this research, as well as its limitations and
future directions.
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CHAPTER

2
EXPLOITING ITEM REPRESENTATIONS

FOR SOFT CLUSTERING
RECOMMENDATION

2.1 Contextualization
Recommender systems are known to capture and process the interactions that their

users perform to better learn what to suggest (RICCI; ROKACH; SHAPIRA, 2015). Content-
based or content-aware hybrid recommenders consider extra information that better describes
their items to, allied with its users’ interactions, improve suggestions. Even new items have a
chance to be recommended if they have features in common with other previously liked items
(AGGARWAL, 2016a). Thus, a crucial design aspect of such recommenders is the quality of
their items’ representations, which must correctly describe them so that the system is capable of
finding similarities and discrepancies, correctly aligning them with users’ interests.

As we have stated in Chapter 1, the main goal of this research is to design such rich
representations, as well as explore its impacts on content-aware recommender systems. In earlier
works (D’ADDIO; MANZATO, 2015; D’ADDIO; DOMINGUES; MANZATO, 2017), we have
designed some review-based item representations. Our main goal was to find semantic methods
to extract item features, which would comprise the dimensions of vector space representations.
They were applied to the well known item k-NN algorithm, yielding interesting results.

In this work (D’ADDIO; MANZATO, 2016), we apply some of those representations
in another recommender algorithm. With that, we analyzed whether the representations yield
the same result patterns in other contexts, as well as if they indeed help better describe items.
We apply them into an adapted algorithm from the work of Ganu, Kakodkar and Marian (2013),
which uses soft clustering solutions to predict ratings of unknown items for a user.
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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems help dealing with the information
overload problem since they provide personalized content
for users. There are two major paradigms in recommenda-
tion: content-based and collaborative filtering. Regardless
of the paradigm, there has been a great effort into finding
additional information to better describe items and/or users,
which in turn helps to increase the personalization power of
the system. User’s reviews turn out to be a great source of
information, since they provide information about the char-
acteristics of the items as well as insights about the opinion
of the user towards them. In previous works, we explored
some techniques for extracting information from reviews in
order to generate items’ representations and applied them
into an item k -NN algorithm. In this work, we explore the
impact that those representations, alongside with rating and
genre-based representations, can cause into a soft clustering-
based recommender system. We compare our findings with
the item k -NN algorithm and observe that they are better in
some cases, but the soft clustering recommender has lower
computational cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems emerged to deal with the well-

known information overload problem by producing person-

alized content to their users. Theses systems can be tra-
ditionally divided into two main paradigms: content-based
[15], where users’ profiles are matched with items’ represen-
tations using similarity measures; and collaborative filtering
[8, 13], where two main approaches are adressed: the neigh-
borhood and the latent factors space models. Beyond these
two paradigms, there is an effort to combine them into a
third hybrid approach, where the flaws of each other are
compensated by their strengths [1].

Specifically in neighborhood models, there are many forms
to represent the entities (users or items) in order to obtain
their similarities. The most common approach is to use the
user x item rating matrix as features for a similarity met-
ric [12], but one can use other information such as items’
metadata or users’ demographics depending on the context.

In fact, given the current scenario of the Web, where users
can provide content by producing annotations, comments
and reviews about any subject, there is a great amount of
rich and detailed information available that is created collab-
oratively by the community. Recent works focus on extend-
ing the traditional recommendation paradigms by using this
user-provided unstructured information [9, 11, 21, 23]. This
is a great source of information, since it is able to describe
items in detail.

However, dealing with such unstructured user-generated
data raises a set of challenges [2]. First, reviews are prone
to the occurrence of noise, such as misspelling and false in-
formation. Secondly, there is a requirement for natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) tools to analyze, extract and struc-
ture relevant information about a subject from texts. Fi-
nally, there is a lack of research about how to organize and
use additional data provided by users in order to enhance
items’ representations, and consequently, to improve the ac-
curacy of recommendations.

In previous works [5, 6, 7], we explored different meth-
ods to extract relevant information from users’ reviews in
order to produce items’ representations for an item-based
k -nearest neighbors (Item k -NN) [12]. Although the results
were promising, the study was restricted to one specific rec-
ommendation algorithm. Even more, the algorithm takes a
considerable time to process, since it builds a neighborhood
for each user x item pair by taking into account item x item
similarities among those rated by the user.

A possible alternative to reduce computational cost and
time is to cluster closely related items. Since those items
have similar characteristics, their contribution to a final rec-
ommendation score may be close, thus allowing to group
them and use a single score as their cluster contribution.
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Even though, items may have a big variety of characteris-
tics, making it virtually impossible to group them into well-
defined and hard partitioned clusters. With this, a possible
solution is to use a clustering solution which produces over-
lapping clusters, with items having probabilities, or perti-
nence degrees, of belonging to each of the clusters. With
this, items can relate with each other in different aspects
and with different degrees.

In this study, we explore the impact that different types of
items’ representations can cause to an algorithm where the
relatedness between items is governed by a soft clustering of
them. We adopt the terminology “soft” to address partitions
with cluster overlapping, but test our findings with fuzzy
(Fuzzy c-means [3]) and probabilistic (Expectation-Maximi-
zation [4]) clustering algorithms. We apply the partitions
obtained by these algorithms into a recommender system
which we adapt from the work of Ganu et al. [9]. We evalu-
ate our proposal by considering the error between predicted
and real ratings, and the results show that the recommen-
dations generated by considering soft clusters of items are
better to those produced by the Item k -NN model with two
of the four items’ representations addressed. Nevertheless,
the best soft-clustering configuration yields better results
than the best item k -NN configuration, with the advantage
of requiring less computational time to be executed.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we discuss
some related work; in Section 3 we provide more details
into which items’ representations we have considered in this
study; in Section 4 we detail the recommendation algorithm;
in Section 5 we describe our experimental setting and our
results and, finally, in Section 6 we provide our final remarks.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we present some works that use users’

reviews to obtain additional information in order to generate
better recommendations. We also present some works that
aggregate clustering solutions to calculate recommendations.

Some recent works use reviews to extract sentiment re-
lated to the characteristics of the items in order to charac-
terize them for a content-based recommendation scenario.
For example, Qumsiyeh and Ng [21] proposed a system ca-
pable of generating recommendations for various multimedia
items, using information such as genres, actors and reviews,
extracted from multiple trusted Web sites. Their method
is based on mathematical and statistical formulations us-
ing the sentiment (positive, neutral or negative) and degree
(ratings) of every aspect it considers to predict scores of
unclassified items.

Unlike the work described above, other works use reviews
for the construction of user profiles, applying them in collab-
orative filtering and hybrid approaches. Kim et al. [11], for
example, proposed a personalized search engine for movies,
called MovieMine, based on reviews and user-provided rat-
ings. In this system, the user types a query, which is ex-
panded by adding keywords taken from earlier reviews pro-
vided by himself, allowing the search key to be customizable.
Ganu et al. [9] proposed a review-based recommendation
system for restaurants. This system performs a soft clus-
tering of users based on topics and sentiment present in the
reviews.

Clustering methods applied into collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation have been studied previously in the literature.
In the work of Gong [10], for instance, the k -means algorithm

was used to cluster users based on their ratings in order to
find nearest neighbors and smooth the prediction. Then,
k -means is applied to cluster items and finally produce the
recommendations. Park and Tuzhilin [19] address the Long
Tail problem problem by splitting the data into head (items
with many ratings) and tail (new or unpopular items), and
apply the EM clustering in the tail set. Recommendation is
thus produced by creating predictive models for the groups
in the tail set, while the items in the head set have each
a unique predictive model. Pham et al. [20], in turn, pro-
posed a hierarchical clustering of users based on their social
information found in a network topology.

Related works also use the degree of appreciation of users
towards items features as alternatives to build clustering so-
lutions for recommenders. As stated before, Ganu et al. [9]
performed a soft clustering of users based on features ex-
tracted from their reviews. Wang and Chen [23] also used
reviews to derive information about users, which is used
in CF and clustering techniques. Liu et al. [14], in turn,
use clustering solutions in a multi-criteria recommender sys-
tems. The main notion is that users have their preferences
defined by different criteria, such as price, quality, location.
Users with similar criteria preferences are thus clustered,
and recommendation is based on those groups.

Our approach differs from the aforementioned since it ex-
plores different item representations derived from reviews,
ratings and genres to cluster items in a soft-partitioned sce-
nario. These partitions are applied in a recommender algo-
rithm that makes direct use of the pertinence degrees of the
items in each of the clusters.

3. ITEM REPRESENTATIONS
In this study, we consider four items’ representations that

describe the items in different senses. Two of them are ob-
tained directly from the database, being ratings and item
genres used as features. The other two where obtained from
outer sources of user reviews, being terms and aspects used
as features. Figure 1 gives examples of these representa-
tions, where ui ∈ U represent the users that gave the rating,
gi ∈ G are the genres that an item may or may not contain,
ti ∈ T are the terms and ai ∈ A are the aspects used as fea-
tures that may or may not have a sentiment value related
to them.

The following subsections detail better the four represen-
tations we address in this study.

3.1 Traditional Representations
The first kind of representation consists solely in the rat-

ings obtained in the database. Each item is represented by
a vector where each position consists of a user. The score of
each position is the rating that a specific user provided to
that item. The scores are discrete numbers that range from
1 to 5, and if a user u did not provide a rating for the item
i, (i, u) = 0. Thus, each item’s vector represent which users
evaluated it and, for those that indeed evaluated it, which
ratings they assigned.

The second representation uses the items’ genres available
in our database. Since in this study we are dealing with a
movie recommendation scenario, each position represents a
movie genre, such as “action”, “suspense” and “drama”. The
scores are binary, and reflect whether an item has or not
determined genre.

The other two representations were constructed by con-
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Figure 1: Examples of the Item Representations.

sidering user reviews found on the Web and are described in
the following subsection.

3.2 Review-based Representations
The main goal of these representations is to capture the

overall sentiment (good, bad or neutral) of many review-
ers towards different characteristics of the movies. This is
done by following the premise that users analyze reviews
from other users to decide whether or not to consume cer-
tain product. When reading the reviews, a user can verify
whether the item meets his/her expectations in certain as-
pects, analyzing if the majority of the reviewers appreciates
or not the features that he/she thinks interesting. Thus, we
encapsulate into one representation the average sentiment of
other users towards several aspects of the items, obtained in
their texts.

In this study, we consider two different feature granular-
ities: terms and aspects; which were proposed in previous
works [6, 7]. Terms are words that represent actual char-
acteristics of an item [16], while aspects are collections of
terms that together represent a generic concept [2]. For
instance, suppose that among the terms extracted from a
review, there are the words actor, star, and artist. While
in the term-based representation they would be treated as
separate features, in the aspect-based representation they
may be aggregated into a single feature, namely ACTOR.

Regardless of the granularity of the representation, one
may need to pre-process the texts in order to obtain candi-
date words (tokens) that may constitute terms or aspects.
We pre-process the whole reviews set (gathered from the

Web) with the well-known Stanford CoreNLP1 [17], a nat-
ural language processing toolkit that contains several NLP
routines. There, we perform routines such as tokenization,
lemmatization, stemming, part-of-speech (POS) tagging and
sentence splitting. The sentiment analysis algorithm is also
executed in this toolkit, and a brief description of it can be
seen in Section 3.2.3.

Having the texts pre-processed, we apply either the term
or the aspect extraction techniques, obtaining a set of fea-
tures that will constitute the item representation. We detail
them in the following subsections, and later present the scor-
ing method for the representations.

3.2.1 Term Extraction
The term extraction technique involves the application of

two filters in the set of lemmatized words: one linguistic and
another statistical.

First, we select only words with the nouns POS tag as
candidate terms. One of the problems with part-of-speech
taggers is that unknown words tend to be classified as nouns.
This problem is aggravated when using texts produced by
users, due to misspellings, Internet slangs and abbreviations.

Therefore, we select from the set of candidate words those
that are more common among the item reviews, assuming
that these may be, in fact, features. Since an item has n
reviews, instead of using the document frequency (DF) [16],
we decided to use a similar metric called item frequency (IF)
[6, 7]. Considering F as the candidate words set and I the
items set, the item frequency IFf of a candidate word f is
given by

IFf =

|I|∑

i

kif , (1)

where kif is equal to 1 if an item i has the candidate word
in at least one of its reviews. The IFf is then compared to
a threshold, and if its value is greater than it, the candidate
word is maintained in the term set. In an earlier experiment,
we considered four different thresholds for constructing lists
of terms: 1, 30, 100 and 200 [6]. The results indicated that
the threshold of 30 is a good value since it produces a shorter
set of terms with interesting results, performing better than
the baseline.

3.2.2 Aspect Extraction
In this approach, we apply a set of heuristics, similarly to

those applied in the term extraction, to reduce the number
of candidate words and create aspects from the reviews. We
apply in the set of lemmatized word both linguistic and sta-
tistical filters applied in the first term extraction technique:
first we select only nouns and then apply the item frequency,
discarding the candidate words that have an IFf value lower
than a certain threshold.

From the set of remaining terms, we aggregate those that
contain the same or similar stem. For example, when per-
forming the pre-processing step, we may obtain the lemmas
“director” and“direction”, but both share the same stem “di-
rect”. By joining the lemmas that share the same stem, we
often reduce the number of features that have relation to
the same topic.

The last step, performed semi-automatically, is to aggre-

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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gate synonymous topics. We use a lexicon as a basis to
obtain the synonyms of the lemmas for each existing topic,
and group those topics who share the synonyms. After per-
forming this step, we make a manual check to remove errors
and noise.

We explored this technique in a previous experiment [7].
The results showed that the produced aspect set was very
small, which affected the capability of the Item k -NN rec-
ommender to distinguish the items and hence to locate ap-
propriate neighbors to produce adequate suggestions.

3.2.3 Building the Representations
Regardless of the method, the resulting feature set will

constitute the items’ representations dimensionality. In the
next step, the sentiment value for each of those features
is computed. Thus, an item is represented by the average
sentiment of many users’ reviews towards each of its char-
acteristics.

In order to do that, first we apply a sentiment analysis
algorithm in the item’s reviews, obtaining the sentiment for
each sentence. The main reason for using a sentence-level
sentiment analysis is that most of the features extracted
from the reviews is nouns, specially in a movie recommen-
dation domain. Nouns have neutral sentiment, hence we rely
on the context and sentiment existing in sentences contain-
ing these nouns.

We use the sentiment analysis algorithm available in the
Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [22] to obtain the sentiment of all
reviews’ sentences. In this approach, recursive neural net-
works models are used to build representations that capture
the structure of the sentences, obtaining in this way their
sentiment based on the meaning of each of words. The Stan-
ford CoreNLP sentiment analysis tool classifies sentences in
five sentiment levels: “Very Negative”,“Negative”,“Neutral”,
“Positive”and“Very Positive”. We convert this classification
into a [1, 5] rating system, being 1 equals to “Very Negative”
and 5 equals to “Very Positive”.

Next, the system analyzes the feature set and checks if
they are terms or aspects. If they are terms, the system
finds and stores which sentences are related to them. If
they are aspects, the system finds the set of terms that each
aspect represents, and then checks which sentences contain
them.

After obtaining the sentences related to each feature, the
next step is the sentiment attribution to them. For each
feature of each item it is calculated the average sentiment
of the related sentences. Thus, the final value represents
the collective level of appreciation or depreciation of certain
attribute of an item. A zero value indicates that an item
simply does not have that feature.

4. RECOMMENDATION
With the representations at hand, each of them will de-

scribe the items in a specific manner. The goal of this paper
is to analyze which of these descriptions can organize bet-
ter the items into clusters, which will in turn serve as single
weights to contribute to the recommendation, thus reducing
the computational cost. As mentioned before, hard parti-
tioned clusters are not a good solution, since the nature of
the representations describe items as belonging to different
cluster with varied degrees of persistence.

Thus, we apply them into a soft clustering algorithm which
will produce partitions with overlapping clusters. These

clusters, as well as the probabilities that each item is con-
tained in those clusters, are given to a recommender algo-
rithm which will use this information to predict ratings for
unknown user x item pairs.

For this work, we adapted a recommender algorithm pro-
posed by Ganu et al. [9], which uses the premise of soft
clusters of users in its calculation. The changes were made
in order to the algorithm perform its calculations with a soft
clustering of items. A brief description of the original algo-
rithm follows, and then we detail the changes we made in
order to produce a soft clustering of items.

4.1 Original Algorithm
The main idea of the original algorithm is that each user

has a value that describes the probability, or the degree of
relevance, that it is contained in a cluster. The predicted
rating for an unknown pair (u, i) will be an average of all
ratings from other users who evaluated the item in question,
weighted by the degree of relevance of them.

In order to obtain the clusters, the authors used the Itera-
tive Information Bottleneck (IIB) in users’ profiles that were
produced based on the sentiment analysis of several aspects
of reviews produced by themselves.

Once the groups and the degree of relevance of each user
are defined, the recommendation algorithm uses this infor-
mation to predict the rating of an unknown user-item pair.
Considering that the set of users who have rated an item
i is called Riv, and that each user has a relevance degree
for the cluster ck, denoted as u(ck), the contribution score
Contr(ck, i) of each cluster ck given a fixed item i is calcu-
lated by the following equation:

Contr(ck, i) =

∑
v∈Ri

v
v(ck) ∗ rvi∑

v∈Ri
v
v(ck)

, (2)

where rvi is the rating that user v gave to the item i. Thus,
the contribution of each cluster is an average of the scores
given by other users to the item, weighted by their perti-
nence in the cluster.

The final rating r̂ui is predicted by calculating the average
contribution weighted by the relevance degree of the user u
in relation to the n existing cluster:

r̂ui =

∑n
k=1 u(ck) ∗ Contr(ck, i)∑n

k=1 u(ck)
(3)

4.2 Item-based Soft Clustering Recommender
We adapted the previously detailed algorithm to compute

the predicted ratings from soft clusters of items. The cluster-
ing solutions are produced from the items’ representations
described in the previous section. With them, the algorithm
tries to predict a rating in a similar fashion of the original
algorithm, but instead of computing contribution from clus-
ters of users, it computes from clusters of items. In the
following subsections, we detail each change we perform in
the original algorithm.

4.2.1 Soft Clustering Algorithms
The first difference worth noting is that while the orig-

inal work uses the IIB algorithm, we decided to test two
other soft clustering algorithms: one based in fuzzy cluster-
ing (fuzzy c-means, or FCM) and one based on probabilis-
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tic clustering (expectation-maximization, or EM), since they
are well-known and successful soft clustering algorithms.

The FCM is a fuzzy version of the well known k-means al-
gorithm, by allowing the overlapping of clusters and setting
degrees of cluster persistence to the data. As well as the
k-means, it attempts to minimize the intra-cluster variance:

min
µij ,vi

J =
N∑

j=1

c∑

i=1

µmij ‖ xj − vi ‖2, (4)

where xj is an object, vi is a cluster centroid, µij is the
degree of pertinence of an object j to a cluster i with a value
between 0 and 1,

∑c
i=1 µij = 1 and m > 1 is a fuzzification

value.
The EM algorithm attempts to probabilistically model the

data through Gaussian mixtures. In this sense, the clusters
are Gaussians distributed into the data space, and the ob-
jects have probabilities of belonging to those Gaussian. The
algorithm maximizes the log-likelihood function:

ln(p(X‖π,Σ, v)) =
N∑

j=1

ln(
k∑

l=1

πlN(xj‖vl,Σl), (5)

where πl is the a priori probability that a random object
was generated by a Gaussian l, N(xj‖vl,Σl) and Σl is the
weighted covariance matrix of the Gaussian l.

4.2.2 Recommendation algorithm
Regarding the recommendation algorithm, we perform a

conversion similar to the one done from the User k -NN al-
gorithm into the Item k -NN. In this sense, the contribution
of a cluster ck is calculated by considering the score and
relevance degree of all other items rated by the user. We
also aggregate into the calculation the baseline estimates
bui, which represent user and item biases and are commonly
used in neighborhood and factorization models [12]. A base-
line estimate for an unknown rating r̂ui is denoted by:

bui = µ+ bu + bi, (6)

where µ is the global average rating, bi and bu are the item’s
and user’s deviations from the average. To estimate bu and
bi one can solve a least squares problem. We adopted a
simpler approach which will iterate a number of times the
following equations:

bi =

∑
u:(u,i)∈K(rui − µ− bu)

λ1 + |{u|(u, i) ∈ K}| , (7)

bu =

∑
i:(u,i)∈K(rui − µ− bi)
λ2 + |{i|(u, i) ∈ K}| , (8)

where K is the set of rated items and rui is a rating given
by a user u to an item i.

Given those changes, the algorithm works as follows. Con-
sidering Ruj as the set of items that a user u evaluated, and
i(ck) as the pertinence degree of an item in a cluster, we
rewrite the contribution score Contr(ck, u) of a cluster ck
given a fixed user u as:

Contr(ck, u) =

∑
j∈Ru

j
j(ck) ∗ (ruj − buj)
∑
j∈Ru

j
j(ck)

. (9)

With this, the contribution of a cluster is the average of
the variation between the ratings of the other items evalu-
ated by the user and their baseline estimate, weighted by
their pertinence degree on the cluster. The final rating r̂ui
is given as:

r̂ui = bui −
∑n
k=1 i(ck) ∗ Contr(ck, u)∑n

k=1 i(ck)
, (10)

which is its baseline estimate adjusted by the average of
the clusters contributions weighted by the pertinence degree
of the item.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In the following subsections, we detail the experiments

conducted. We first present the dataset used, then we de-
tail our experimental setting, and finally present the results
obtained.

5.1 Dataset
We performed our experiments on a database related to

movies, generated from the MovieLens Web site2 and en-
hanced with information contained in the IMDb Web site3.

For this study, we used the well-known MovieLens 100k
(ML-100k) database. The ML-100k consists of 100, 000 rat-
ings (from 1 to 5) performed by 943 users for 1, 682 movies.
It also categorizes the movies into genres and provides users
demographics.

We also collected up to 10 reviews per item for the ML-
100k database, resulting in a total of 15, 863 documents.
Unfortunately, not every movie had the maximum number
of reviews, in fact, there were some movies that did not have
reviews at all.

5.2 Experimental Setting
Regarding the size of the representations, we have ob-

tained 3, 085 terms by selecting the IFf threshold of 30,
accordingly to our findings in earlier experiments [6]. Each
item contains sentiment in an average of 223.32 terms. As for
the aspect-based representation, it contains a set of 78 fea-
tures, with each item having sentiment in an average of 22.59
aspects. Regarding the other representations, the genre-
based contains 18 features, with each item being assigned
on average to 1.72 genres; while the rating-based contains
943 features, which is the number of users in the database,
and each item was rated by an average of 59.45 users.

Regarding the clustering methods, we selected as 3, 5 and
7 the number of clusters and run each of them 10 times for
each representation, selecting the partitions that had the
smallest intra-cluster variation for FCM and biggest log-
likelihood function for EM.

Regarding the recommendation algorithm, we learned the
baseline estimates by iterating 10 times the Equations 7 and
8, with λ1 = 10 and λ2 = 15, as suggested by the literature
[12].

We evaluate our approach in the rating prediction sce-
nario, using the root mean square error (RMSE) between a
predicted rating and its real value in the test set, which is

2http://movielens.umn.edu
3http://www.imdb.com
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Table 1: RMSE results obtained by applying the clustering methods into the item representations.

Representations
Number of Clusters

3 5 7
FCM EM FCM EM FCM EM

Ratings 0,93995 0,94329 0,94193 0,94082 0,94193 0,94539
Genres 0,93310 0,93905 0,93654 0,94713 0,94176 0,94952
Terms 0,93883 0,93976 0,93979 0,94166 0,94187 0,94703
Aspects 0,93039 0,93292 0,93470 0,93817 0,94018 0,94245

(a) Ratings (b) Genres

(c) Terms (d) Aspects

Figure 2: Graphics comparing the results obtained by FCM and EM clustering for each representation.

defined as:

RMSE =
1

|U |
∑

u∈U

√
1

|Ou|
∑

i∈Ou

(r̂ui − rui)2, (11)

where Ou is the predicted items set that the user u eval-
uated. By evaluating in this scenario, we aim to minimize
the error between the predicted ratings and those on the test
set, thus, lower RMSE values represent better results.

All experiments were carried out in a 10-fold cross valida-
tion setting, and the values displayed are the average results
of the folds. In order to check the significance of the results,
we applied the Student’s t test [18].

5.3 Results
Table 1 and Figure 2 presents the results obtained by ex-

ecuting the recommendation algorithm with all previously
detailed configurations. Values in bold indicate the best
configuration results for each representation.

As it can be seen, the best results were obtained using
the partitions with fewer clusters. By analyzing the FCM
partitions, we have observed that as we raise the number
of clusters, the algorithm tends to assign similar relevance
degrees in every cluster for each item. As for the EM al-

gorithm, the behaviour is the opposite: it tends to assign a
high probability to only one cluster, while the others remain
with low probabilities. We believe that this happens due to
the nature of the representations. Since all of them are quite
sparse, as we try to segregate more the data by raising the
number of clusters, the centroids of the FCM tend to move to
the center of the data space, encompassing the whole data
with similar probabilities, while the EM tend to describe
the data by producing Gaussians that rarely overlap, giving
clustering solutions that are nearly hard partitioned.

Another thing worth noting is that FCM provided better
results for every kind of items’ representation in comparison
with EM (with p-value < 0.01 in all cases). This leads us
to conclude that FCM handles better the situations where
the data are not well behaved, i.e., the objects in the vector
space do not form natural clusters. This can be backed up
by the sparse nature of our data, where there are not small
and separated natural clusters.

We compare our best results (FCM with 3 clusters) with
those produced by executing the same representations into
the item k -NN. We have trained the baseline estimates with
the same configurations previously reported, set k = 40 and
used the Pearson correlation to find the neighbours. Table
2 and Figure 3 present the comparison.
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Table 2: Comparison of the best results with item
k-NN results.

Representations
Recommender

FCM Item k -NN
Ratings 0,93995 0,93583
Genres 0,93310 0,94018
Terms 0,93883 0,93135
Aspects 0,93039 0,94262

Figure 3: Chart comparing the best results (3 clus-
ters) with item k-NN results.

By comparing it with item k -NN, one can see that the soft
clustering recommendation provided significantly better re-
sults (p-value < 0.005) for two of the four representations:
genres and aspects. Both representations use a smaller set
of attributes, which can lead us to the conclusion that the
clustering algorithms considered in this study behaved bet-
ter with fewer features, providing more accurate groups. We
argue that it happens mainly because of the nature of the
distance metric used in those algorithms. Since FCM uses
Euclidean and EM uses Mahalanobis, and both distance
metrics consider zero values in their calculations, they tend
to perform poorly in matrices with high dimensionality and
sparsity.

The opposite can be seen in the item k -NN algorithm,
which seems to perform better using representations with
high dimensionality. The main drawback of this is that the
system needs more computational resources and time to per-
form the recommendations, since there are larger matrices
to process. This scenario tends to get worse as the database
grows.

Nonetheless, the result obtained by using the aspect-based
representation with FCM clustering is statistically superior
(p-value < 0.01) to the results obtained by the item k -NN
with rating and term-based representations. This shows
that, even though the soft clustering recommender provided
better results in two out of four representations, it still yields
the best result with a significantly smaller set of features.

Another indication of the strength of this algorithm is
that it in overall performs faster, as it can be seen in Table
3 and Figure 44. Even though the similarity, as well as the
partitions, can be computed offline and be given to the rec-

4Experiments were executed in a Linux Mint 17 Cinnamon
64-bits, with Intel Core i7-4930K CPU @ 3.40GHz x 6 and
16gb of RAM.

ommender itself which operates online, the recommendation
part by itself performs faster in the soft clustering-based al-
gorithm than in the item k-NN. The main reason for that
difference is that the item k -NN requires an additional step
before computing the predictions to find the k nearest neigh-
bors, which involves sorting items by similarity.

Figure 4: Chart comparing the overall execution
time of FCM with 3 clusters and item k-NN, in sec-
onds.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the application of four differ-

ent items’ representations in a recommender system that
uses partitions produced by soft clustering solutions. This
algorithm was adapted from the work of Ganu et al. [9],
and we tested two classic algorithms of clustering with par-
titions superposition. Experimentation indicates that the
algorithm provides, in some cases, better results than the
well-known item k -NN algorithm, making the choice of the
kind of representation crucial for the system. Nevertheless,
the algorithm provides the best results when considering a
smaller set of features (the aspects representation), outper-
forming even the best results produced by the item k -NN.
This proves to be advantageous since it requires fewer com-
putational resources and time. Another advantage is that
the soft clustering recommendation algorithm itself performs
faster than the item k -NN.

As future work we plan on testing partitions produced
by other state-of-the-art soft clustering algorithms into the
recommender system. We also plan to apply the proposed
system in other data domains, such as music, products and
turism.
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46 Chapter 2. Exploiting Item Representations for Soft Clustering Recommendation

2.2 Final Remarks
In this study, we found some insights related to Research Questions 2 and 3, i.e. “Does

increasing the semantics of item representations improve recommendation accuracy?” and “Is a
kind of item representation more relevant to use in determined recommender system or scenario
than another?”. We compare four item representations in a soft clustering-based recommendation
algorithm against their application in a neighborhood-based recommendation algorithm. Two of
them were based solely on dataset structured information, i.e., user ratings and item genre; while
the other two were based on user reviews, i.e., terms and aspects.

Related to Question 3, one can see that indeed the representations can impact differently
the recommender system in which they are used. Representations that had smaller dimensionality
performed better in the soft-clustering recommender, and this is due to the fact that the clustering
algorithms take into account zeroes in the representations’ vectors to calculate their distances.
Meanwhile, representations with higher dimensions perform better in the item-k-NN algorithm,
since they are able to present more detailed information to accurately differentiate each item and
thus produce better neighborhoods.

Related to Question 2, by analysing the pairs of high and low dimensionality item
representations (i.e. aspect vs. genre and terms vs. ratings), one can see that in most cases
representations with a higher level of semantics (i.e. those based on user reviews and sentiment
analysis) performed better. The only case where this was not true was comparing aspects and
genres in k-NN. Nevertheless, this is a strong indication that semantics play an important role on
designing content-based recommender systems.

Even though we do not fully answer the aforementioned research questions, and we have
indeed achieved interesting results, some issues arise from this experiment. The most prominent
one is mostly related to Question 2 and the semantics that review-based item representations
attain. While those representations have a significant semantic load due to sentiment analysis,
their feature extraction methods are bound to suffer linguistic problems such as synonymy,
where multiple terms define the same concept, and polysemy, where a term may have different
meanings, thus referencing multiple concepts. Moreover, the method disregards n-grams (i.e.,
terms with more than one word) and named entities, such as famous people, places, brands,
products, and so on. Another issue was that the experiment was performed on a relatively small
dataset, thus requiring further experimentation on other datasets and/or domains.

In the next chapters, we continue to attempt to answer our research questions by investi-
gating techniques to increase semantics in item representations and address the aforementioned
problems.
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CHAPTER

3
SEMANTIC ORGANIZATION OF USER’S
REVIEWS APPLIED IN RECOMMENDER

SYSTEMS

3.1 Contextualization
Taking into consideration the main drawback presented in last chapter, i.e., the linguistic

problems present in our current feature extraction method, we proposed a new method which
relies on state-of-the-art natural language processing tools.

This method takes the advantage of using Babelfy (MORO; RAGANATO; NAVIGLI,
2014), a disambiguation and entity linking tool which would not return terms as features, but
concepts and named entities. Concepts can be seen as linguistic units that describe an idea and
are composed by synonym words (synsets). Named Entities are a special kind of concept that
describes things that have a proper name, such as famous people, places, organizations, movies,
music artists and so on. Babelfy uses the BabelNet (NAVIGLI; PONZETTO, 2012) knowledge
graph, which is a vast multilingual natural language resource that unifies several knowledge
bases and sources such as WordNet, Wikipedia, Wikidata, Wikitionary and others.

By applying Babelfy into user reviews, the texts are disambiguated and the item features
that we would extract from them become BabelNet concepts (synsets). With that, the issues of
polysemy and synonymy are reduced. We applied this new set of features weighted by SF-IDF
(CAPELLE et al., 2012), which is an extension to the well known TF-IDF weighting scheme
(MANNING; RAGHAVAN; SCHüTZE, 2008) where synsets are used instead of terms. We
wrote a short paper describing our findings (MARINHO; D’ADDIO; MANZATO, 2017), which
can be read in the following. The original paper is written in Brazilian Portuguese, but for the
sake of consistency we provide an English translated version. The original version of the article
can be seen in Appendix A.
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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are widely used to minimize the information
overload problem. A great source of information is users’ reviews,
since they provide both item descriptions and users’ opinions. Re-
cent works that process reviews often neglect problems such as
polysemy and sinonimy. On the other hand, systems that rely on
word sense disambiguation focus their efforts on items’s static de-
scriptions. In this paper, we propose a hybrid recommender system
that uses word sense disambiguation and entity linking to produce
concept-based item representations extracted from users’ reviews.
Our findings suggest that adding such semantics to items’ repre-
sentations have a positive impact on recommendations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the Internet growth and the wide range of information
available on the Web, recommender systems (RS) have emerged.
Such systems assist users in the search for items of interest.

In general, RS can be classified into two important paradigms:
i) content-based filtering, where items are recommended to a user
based on the similarity of their content to the user’s profile; and ii)
collaborative filtering, where recommendations are inferred from
relationships created through user interactions with the system [1].
Hybrid methods have gained prominence for combining aspects of
both filters, minimizing their problems [1].

A recurring problem in these systems is the lack of information to
describe the items in the collection and the preferences of its users.
Recently, studies have studied the possibility of using user reviews
[4–6, 8, 12, 18], however, such texts present several problems, such
as noise and misspelled words. Although there are efforts related
to the correct extraction of information [5–7], such systems suffer
the aggravating factor called word sense ambiguity. Many words
extracted from the texts can have different meanings and contexts

(polysemy), in the same way that several words can refer to the
same concept and be treated as different characteristics (synonymy).

Several efforts have been made to add techniques that perform
the concept extraction instead of term extraction in recommender
systems [2, 10, 14, 15]. However, most of these works use texts
of a static nature as information sources, such as synopses and
Wikipedia pages, neglecting the source of detailed information in
user annotations. In particular, user reviews can provide, at the same
time, a detailed description of the item and the users’ opinions about
the product, however, its use depends on the correct processing of
information.

Thus, this work proposes a system that extracts concepts from
user reviews to build item representations. For this, we used a
tool that performs both word sense disambiguation (WSD) and
entity linking (EL) called BabelFy 1 [13], which extracts concepts
in the form of synsets from BabelNet2 [16] knowledge base. Such
synsets make up the item representations, which are processed by
a hybrid recommender algorithm. Results show the efficiency of
this approach, which surpasses the approaches based on terms with
which this work is compared.

This article is organized in the following way: Section 2 lists
works that follow the same line of research as this project; Section 3
presents the architecture of the proposed system; Section 4 presents
the experiments carried out; finally, Section 5 presents conclusions
and suggestions for future work.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Several efforts have been made in order to use unstructured user
annotations in recommendation systems. Chen et al. [3] conducted
a survey related to recommender systems that explore user reviews.

Some recent works use reviews to characterize the items in the
system, producing item representations [5, 6] or building relational
graphs [12]. Other works also make use of reviews to describe users,
building profiles that explain their preferences in relation to items
features [8], or using their texts to find similarities between them
[18]. Finally, some works describe both user and items [4], making
use of reviews to rank the features that are most relevant to the
user’s preference. The biggest limitation of these approaches is that
none of them deals with problems of ambiguity in the texts, such
as polysemy and synonymy.

1http://babelfy.org/
2http://babelnet.org/
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The WordNet3 taxonomy and WSD algorithms based on it have
been actively explored in the last decade by content-based recom-
mender systems [2, 10]. On the other hand, some recommender
works use EL techniques to extract features [14]. Finally, efforts
have been made to incorporate techniques that do both in content-
based RS, facilitating the creation of item representations [15, 17].

This work differs from the others presented in this section in the
following points. First, works that use WSD and/or EL are based on
pre-defined descriptions, such as synopses or Wikipedia pages. On
the other hand, works that use user reviews do not extract concepts,
focusing only on the use of keywords. The work presented here,
in turn, focuses on extracting concepts discussed by users in their
reviews. Second, the research presented is focused on content-based
recommendations. This work, in turn, produces item descriptions
that will be used in a hybrid system based on item neighborhood.

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM
As previously mentioned, the system proposed in this work uses
WSD and EL in order to extract concepts from the items. From
this, it is possible to characterize the items more efficiently, favor-
ing the recommender’s calculation. Thus, we developed modules
that perform specific functions, as illustrated in Figure 1. In gen-
eral, user reviews are used to feed the concept extraction module,
which produces a list, or vocabulary, that will be used by the item
representation construction module. Having produced the repre-
sentations, they will be processed by the recommendation module,
which makes use of an algorithm based on item neighborhoods
to generate suggestions for users. Such modules will be further
detailed in the following subsections.

Figure 1: General architecture of the proposed system.

3.1 Concept Extraction
The concept extraction module is responsible for carrying out vari-
ous tasks aimed at structuring user reviews. In this module, with
the aid of Babelfy, the following tasks are performed:

• Noise Removal: words with little semantic load are re-
moved, that is, the stop-words, in addition to words with
special characters, dates and numeric characters.

• Word Sense Disambiguation and Entity Linking: identifica-
tion of named concepts and entities is carried out. Thus, a
BabelNet synset is assigned for each disambiguated term. In
addition, the grammatical class of each synset is obtained.

• Morphosyntactic filtering: only noun synsets are selected,
due to the fact that item characteristics in most domains
are nouns.

The process described above is applied to all item reviews, pro-
ducing a set of candidate synsets. As the set generated is very large,
3https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

a feature filtering is carried out, removing those that are infrequent.
As an item has several reviews, the item frequency (IF) metric was
used [6]. The IF metric is an adaptation from the traditional docu-
ment frequency (DF) metric [11], but we consider every item review
as a single document.

After calculating the IF of each synset, the filter consists of re-
moving those whose IF value is below a certain threshold. In this
work, several threshold values were tested, and their results in re-
lation to the final recommendation are reported in Section 4.2.1.
The result of this filtering produces a set of synsets, the vocabu-
lary, which will be used in the representation construction module,
detailed below.

3.2 Representation construction
This module is responsible for using the synset vocabulary to build
item representations. Such representations are modeled in a vector
space, where each synset corresponds to a dimension of that model,
and each vector represents an item.

As well as [2], this work adopts the SF-IDF technique as a vec-
tor weighing scheme, an extension of the TF-IDF [11] technique,
applied to synsets instead of terms.

This technique analyzes how frequent a synset is in an item (SF)
and how rare it is among all items (IDF). Formally, assume that |𝐼 | is
the total number of items in the system, and that a synset 𝑠 appears
in |𝑖 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑖 | items. Also assume that 𝑛𝑠,𝑖 is the synset 𝑠 frequency
in item 𝑖’s reviews. The synset frequency 𝑆𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) can be defined as
[2]:

𝑆𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) = 𝑛𝑠,𝑖∑
𝑘 𝑛𝑘,𝑖

, (1)

where
∑
𝑘 𝑛𝑘,𝑖 corresponds to the total frequency of the other 𝑘

synsets in the item 𝑖’s reviews.
The inverse document frequency, 𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖 , is calculated as:

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑠) = log |𝐼 |
|𝑖 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑖 | . (2)

Finally, the SF-IDF of a synset 𝑠 in an item 𝑖 can be calculated as:

𝑆𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) = 𝑆𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) × 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑠) . (3)

3.3 Recommendation
As a recommendation algorithm, we opted to use an item-based
neighborhood method (item 𝑘-NN) [9], and it was adjusted to use
the previously generated item representations in the process of
obtaining neighbors.

The item 𝑘-NN algorithm aims to predict ratings of items un-
known by the user, based on the ratings of other similar items
already evaluated by him. For this, a measure of similarity between
item representations is used. The similarity measure chosen is Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient 𝑠𝑖 𝑗 [9].

With similarity values, the algorithm identifies the 𝑘 items rated
by 𝑢 that are most similar to 𝑖 , that is, the 𝑘 nearest neighbors. This
set is denoted as 𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢). Using this set, the final predicted rating
is an average of the ratings of the most similar 𝑘 items, adjusted to
their baseline estimates[9]:

r̂𝑢𝑖 = 𝑏𝑢𝑖 +
∑

𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑠𝑖 𝑗 (𝑟𝑢 𝑗 − 𝑏𝑢 𝑗 )∑
𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑠𝑖 𝑗

, (4)
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where𝑏𝑢𝑖 represents the baseline estimate, a value that encapsulates
the bias of both users and items.

4 METHODOLOGY AND EVALUATION
In this section, the experiments performed to validate this proposal
are presented. First, some information about the dataset used is
presented, then the configurations of the experiments are described
and, finally, the results are presented.

4.1 Configuração dos experimentos
In order to evaluate the proposed system, experiments were carried
out on the MovieLens 100k 4 dataset. It has been expanded by
adding user reviews of IMDb 5. On average, the first 10 reviews of
each item were collected, ordered by utility, resulting in a total of
15963 documents.

The proposal was compared with other approaches, also based
on neighborhood in the rating prediction scenario. It was compared
with the following baseline representations:

• Genres: this representation uses the metadata of genres of
the films, where each position of the vectors refers to a
genre that the item contains (value 1) or not (value 0);

• Heuristic Terms: this representation, proposed in [6], makes
use of heuristics to extract terms from user reviews. This
technique selects lemmatized terms with the noun part-
of-speech, and also applies the IF (with a threshold of 30)
for filtering less frequent terms. Two different weights for
the terms are considered here: TF-IDF and, as proposed
in the original work, sentiment analysis. The sentiment
represents the general opinion of the reviewers with re-
spect to each characteristic of the item. The terminology
HT-TFIDF and HT-Sentiment is adopted for each version
of the representations.

• Classified Terms: in this representation, proposed in [5],
a transductive classification algorithm is used to extract
stemmed terms, which also have the two weights described
in the previous representation. The nomenclature CT-TFIDF
and CT-Sentiment is adopted for each version of represen-
tations.

For the development, execution and comparison of the represen-
tations, the recommendation algorithm described in Section 3.3 was
used, with the number of neighbors set to k = (20, 40, 60, 80, 100),
and the similarity between the items is calculated by the shrunk
Pearson correlation coefficient [9].

The systems were submitted to a 10-fold cross-validation, and
the results are evaluated in the rating prediction scenario, whose
metric used is the root mean square error (RMSE). Finally, the
Wilcoxon test was used to verify whether the results obtained
by the approach are statistically different from those obtained by
baseline representations.

4.2 Results
To validate the proposal, two experiments were carried out. In the
first, different synset vocabulary sizes were analyzed, defined by

4https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
5http://www.imdb.com/

cuts based on the IF of the characteristics. In the second experi-
ment, the quality of the proposed technique was compared to other
baseline representations, described in the previous section. Such
experiments are detailed in the following subsections:

4.2.1 Experiment 1: finding an optimal threshold. In this experi-
ment, several thresholds based on the IF were verified in order to
find the most appropriate set of synsets, eliminating the features
that are less frequent and, consequently, add little or no information
to the representations. Thus, the vocabulary extracted by BabelFy
was filtered with thresholds defined as 𝑙1= 1, 𝑙2= 10, 𝑙3= 30 e 𝑙4= 50.
The representations are called: i) Babelfy-threshold 1, ii) Babelfy-
threshold 10, iii) Babelfy-threshold 30, e iv) Babelfy-threshold 50,
respectively. In addition, the filtered representations are compared
with the representation without applying any filtering (Babelfy-
full). Table 1 shows the results obtained.

Table 1: RMSE values for representations with different thresholds. Bold
values indicate the best results.

Algorithm Features k=20 k=40 k=60 k=80 k=100
Babelfy-full 60466 0,9197 0,9200 0,9208 0,9216 0,9224
Babelfy- threshold 1 28182 0,9189 0,9192 0,9201 0,9209 0,9217
Babelfy- threshold 10 6238 0,9183 0,9190 0,9203 0,9214 0,9224
Babelfy-threshold 30 2747 0,9212 0,9217 0,9230 0,9243 0,9254
Babelfy-threshold 50 1797 0,9225 0,9231 0,9246 0,9260 0,9271

Note that representations with lower thresholds showed better
results, that is, the vocabularies produced by 𝑙1 = 1 e 𝑙2 = 10. Both
vocabularies have similar results, the first being statistically supe-
rior only for 𝑘 = 100 with 𝑝-value < 0.05. In addition, compared to
the second, the size of the first vocabulary is significantly larger
(29,000 characteristics compared to just over 6000). Thus, preference
is given to the use of the Babelfy-threshold 10, given that having
a smaller dimension reduces computational resources, in addition
to generating faster recommendations. Therefore, this approach is
used for the next experiment.

4.2.2 Experiment 2: comparison against baseline representations.
In this experiment, the Babelfy-threshold 10 approach was com-
pared with the representations described in Section 4.1. Both HT
representations have 3085 terms, while the CT representations have
8433 terms. Gender-based representation has a total of 18 features.

According to previous works [6, 7], the size of the representa-
tion is an important factor in the similarity calculation and, conse-
quently, recommendation of the item 𝑘-NN algorithm. To assess the
quality of the representation regardless of the size of its vocabulary,
experiments were carried out with the same number of features as
both baseline representations. The results are reported in Table 2.

At first, Babelfy-threshold 10 was compared with the represen-
tations HT-TFIDF, HT-Sentiment, CT-TFIDF, CT-Sentiment and
Genres. There is a statistically superior performance for 𝑝-value <
0.01 against all of them.

In addition, versions with the same vocabulary size as the base-
line representations were built, producing the Babelfy-3085 rep-
resentation to be compared with both HT representations, and
Babelfy-8433 to be evaluated against the CT representations. It is
observed that both approaches based on Babelfy present statistically
superior results with 𝑝-value < 0.01. This reinforces the premise
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Table 2: RMSE values for proposed representations and baselines. Bold val-
ues indicate the best results.

Algorithm Features k=20 k=40 k=60 k=80 k=100
Babelfy-threshold 10 6238 0,9183 0,9190 0,9203 0,9214 0,9224
Genres 18 0,9404 0,9401 0,9401 0,9401 0,9401
Babelfy-3085

3085
0,9202 0,9208 0,9222 0,9235 0,9246

HT-TFIDF 0,9435 0,9407 0,9402 0,9403 0,9404
HT-Sentiment 0,9310 0,9314 0,9330 0,9347 0,9361
Babelfy-8433

8433
0,9180 0,9186 0,9199 0,9210 0,9219

CT-TFIDF 0,944 0,9436 0,9434 0,9432 0,9431
CT-Sentiment 0,9301 0,9305 0,9327 0,9345 0,936

that, by adding more semantics to the representations, the items
are better characterized and, consequently, the system is capable of
producing more accurate recommendations.

Finally, when analyzing the results between the sentiment-based
and TF-IDF versions of the baseline representations, it can be seen
that there is an improvement in the RMSE values. This is indica-
tive that sentiment analysis provides an additional semantic load
for representations, which can be incorporated into the strategy
proposed in this article in future works.

5 CONCLUSION
This article presented a recommender system based on disam-
biguated concepts extracted from user reviews. The experiments
were focused on the movie domain, however, the system is general-
izable to other domains.

The results show that the use of disambiguated concepts, associ-
ated with named entities, can improve the quality of item represen-
tations, consequently improving the effectiveness of a recommen-
dation system.

As future work, it is expected to integrate the sentiment analysis
to the proposal, considering that it adds a greater semantic load to
the representations. It is also intended to extend the applicability
of the technique to other recommendation algorithms that make
use of content-based item representations.
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52 Chapter 3. Semantic Organization of User’s Reviews Applied in Recommender Systems

3.2 Final Remarks
In this work we have extracted a more meaningful, semantically richer set of features that

are used to describe items. Those features are now disambiguated concepts and named entities,
and thus do not suffer the problems of synonymy and polysemy that previous set of features
could suffer. We create item representations based on that vocabulary, weighted by means of
SF-IDF (CAPELLE et al., 2012), which is a statistical weighting scheme that provides a score
that reflects the intra and inter-frequencies of features towards items.

While it was a small scale experiment, it showed some interesting results that directly
address Research Question 2: “Does increasing the semantics of item representations improve
recommendation accuracy?”. The results show that by refining the features in which the item
representations are based on, we have a significant increase in recommendation accuracy. The new
feature set is compared against two term-based feature sets that were produced in previous works
(D’ADDIO; MANZATO, 2015; D’ADDIO; DOMINGUES; MANZATO, 2017), in both TF-IDF
and sentiment-based weighting schemes. Results show a significant increase in recommendation
accuracy against baselines, even when regarding similar vocabulary sizes.

But such small scale experiment is not sufficient evidence to answer the aforementioned
question. Indeed, one of the main drawbacks of this work is that it just considers experiments in
a single, small and well-behaved dataset.

Another issue is that SF-IDF weighting is one of many semantic ways to describe a
feature’s value towards items. SF-IDF relies on a statistical kind of semantics, where a feature’s
worth towards an entity (in this case, an item) is measured by how frequent it is mentioned by
the entity and how rare it is mentioned by the other entities of the collection. As it is stated on
the paper, sentiment-based weighting, in which a feature’s value towards an entity is measured
by how positive or negative a feature is regarded, provides better descriptions for term-based
vocabularies. A natural next step in our research is to also apply such weighting scheme with the
concept set of features, as well as other semantically different weighting schemes.

In the next chapter, we continue our research by generating new item representations.
In that work, we do not focus on extracting a new vocabulary, but we focus on creating new
weighting schemes for our features, including the aforementioned sentiment-based weighting.
Also, from this point on, we direct our efforts towards different recommendation scenarios,
algorithms and datasets.
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CHAPTER

4
INCORPORATING SEMANTIC ITEM

REPRESENTATIONS TO SOFTEN THE
COLD START PROBLEM

4.1 Contextualization
We continue our research aiming to further expand the semantics of our item represen-

tations. As we have seen in Chapter 3, the vocabulary of our representations now comprises
concepts and named entities instead of simple terms, minimizing the synonymy and polysemy
problem. This kind of vocabulary will be used for the remainder of our research, and the focus is
shifted into exploring more semantically rich weighting schemes for the features, as well as the
application of the item representations in different algorithms and scenarios.

We have experimented with several weighting techniques and methods, with some of
them yielding interesting results. The paper which we depict in this chapter (D’ADDIO et al.,
2018) describes the results obtained with the four more relevant approaches we have developed:
one sentiment-based approach (using Stanford CoreNLP’s sentiment algorithm (MANNING
et al., 2014; SOCHER et al., 2013)), and three other based on word sense embeddings, i.e.
latent vectors that describe each concept. The three approaches make use of an extension to the
NASARI embeddings (CAMACHO-COLLADOS; PILEHVAR; NAVIGLI, 2016; PILEHVAR
et al., 2017) in the following way: i) creation of an item embedding; ii) creation of item-concept
similarity, which can be constructed by either filling the similarity between the item and every

concept of the vocabulary, or only with the ones that were mentioned in the items’ reviews. Those
four representations are applied into content-aware versions of two recommender algorithms in a
simulated experiment that deals with the cold start problem (AGGARWAL, 2016a). The paper
received the Best Paper Award in the conference it was published.
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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems have been extensively used to provide mean-
ingful and personalized content to users. A recurring issue, espe-
cially in collaborative filtering methods, is the cold-start problem,
which can be related to new items or new users. This problem can be
smoothed by aggregating item information into the recommender
calculation, thus the semantics behind these items representations
are important. In this paper, we propose four rich item representa-
tions, based on three kinds of semantics: sentiment analysis, sense
embeddings and similarities. The items’ features are disambiguated
concepts extracted from textual users’ reviews, which are known
for possessing a great information load with both item descriptions
and user preferences. We apply these four representations in two
classic collaborative filtering algorithms, which were adapted to be
attribute aware. We compare our approach against the original rec-
ommenders, and evaluate our results in two very different datasets
to show the generality of our approach. Results show a very positive
influence of the item representations to reduce prediction error.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems (RS) have extensively been used by websites,
social networks and applications that provide personalized content
for their users. Using recommenders, the content provider is able
to capture the users’ preferences through their feedback, analyze
them and return interesting suggestions about what users should
consume [1].

The recommendation process can be performed mainly in two
manners [1]: by analyzing the content of the items which the user

has regarded as interesting (called content-based filtering), or by
analyzing strictly the users’ interactions and their relationships
(collaborative filtering). The two paradigms are not exclusive, and
often their are intermingled into a hybrid filtering [1, 14].

An occurring problem in recommender systems, especially with
collaborative filtering algorithms, is the cold-start problem [1].
Items or users are considered cold if they have few or none in-
teractions, leading to the system not being capable to recommend a
cold item or to provide proper suggestions to a cold user. The item
cold-start problem, also called new item problem, can be smoothed
by aggregating item information into its calculation, thus perform-
ing a hybrid recommendation solution.

In this context, some efforts have been made in matrix factor-
ization and neighborhood approaches to improve the quality of
recommendations, using structured item metadata [10, 12, 17]. Usu-
ally, theses studies adopt the following strategies to incorporate
metadata in the recommendation process: i) compute new similarity
matrices to replace or assist the traditional rating-based similarities;
or ii) aggregate or supplement additional information in traditional
recommendation models. Nevertheless, in both cases, the quality
and semantics of these items’ descriptions play a crucial role in
granting more accurate recommendations. In addition, there have
been reports correlating the level of details of these descriptions
with the performance of recommenders, where more enriched in-
formation can indeed benefit the accuracy of the model [8, 18].

Towards the representation of items with better semantics and
richer information, nowadays there has been a growing effort to
exploit user reviews for better descriptions of items or users in
recommender systems [4]. Reviews are a great source of informa-
tion since they contain relevant descriptions about items, as well
as personal opinions regarding the item and its features [4, 8].

Works that use reviews direct their efforts to better describe
items and/or users [5, 8, 9, 18, 26], but they mainly disregard text
ambiguity problems such as synonymy and polysemy. On the other
hand, works that address these issues apply their efforts on imper-
sonal texts such as synopses andWikipedia1 descriptions [3, 21, 23].
Moreover, these works do not evaluate their findings directly in an
item cold-start scenario, thus not dealing with this problem directly.

In this work we focus on the creation of high-quality and se-
mantic item representations to improve the performance of hybrid
recommenders in the item cold-start scenario. We propose four
different item descriptions, with each carrying different semantics
ranging from sentiment analysis, word sense embeddings to item-
concept similarities. We use user reviews as source of information
for the enriched representations, and extract from them disam-
biguated concepts (word senses or entities) as features. The main

1https://www.wikipedia.org/
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advantage in using user content to build our representations is that
in a sense we condense in each representation the aspects of the
item that are relevant to the users themselves. Also, the semantics
imbued in each of our representations are different from each other
and each serves a determined purpose.

We apply those representations into two collaborative filtering
algorithms that were adapted to incorporate item information to
help minimize the new item problem and, unlike the aforemen-
tioned works, we evaluate our approach directly in a simulated
item cold-start scenario. We compare the representations against
each other and against the original recommender systems. Our
study shows that their use can help reducing the prediction error
of recommender systems in the item cold-start scenario.

Thus, our work’s main contributions are:
• Creation of four different, rich and semantic item repre-

sentations that are able to accurately describe items for
recommender systems;

• A pre-processing module capable of extracting meaningful
features from users’ reviews using state-of-the-art natural
language processing (NLP) toolkits and resources;

• Use of the proposed item representations to smooth the
item cold-start problem in recommendation.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we overview re-
search results related to text pre-processing, feature extraction and
cold-start problem related to recommender systems. In Section 3
we review the NLP tools and the adapted recommender algorithms
that we use in our study. We then present our item representation
approaches in Section 4 and discuss the experimental results in
Section 5. In Section 6 we present our conclusions and future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review studies that apply additional item in-
formation to enrich or replace traditional representations, thus
implicitly smoothing the item cold-start problem.

By combining a collaborative method with a content-based meth-
od, Forbes and Zhu [10] propose the Content-BoostedMatrix Factor-
ization (CBMF) algorithm to incorporate structured item metadata
directly into the MF approach. This approach do not deal directly
with the cold-start problem and items descriptions are binary struc-
tured metadata, such as genres, which may carry little semantics.

Recent works have been using more semantic sources of infor-
mation, such as user reviews. Those works tend to extract features
from these texts and use them to better describe the items according
to their characteristics. In the works proposed by D’Addio et al.
[8, 9], different item representations based on terms and aspects
were constructed and applied in two different recommenders, one
based on neighborhood and the other on soft clustering. Works
that build user profiles from their reviews, in turn, can generate
profiles of finer granularity which explain the users’ preferences
in relation to the items’ characteristics. An example is the work
of Terzi et al. [26], which proposed a user-based neighborhood
algorithm whose similarities are calculated based on user reviews.
The authors explore six similarity metrics based on the WordNet2
taxonomy. However, none of the aforementioned approaches deal
with text ambiguity problems such as polysemy and synonymy.
2https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

While there are efforts to minimize these problems, they focus
majorly on impersonal texts such as synopses and Wikipedia de-
scriptions. In this sense, Capelle et al. [3] proposed a content-based
news recommender system that makes use of a word sense disam-
biguation (WSD) algorithm based on the WordNet taxonomy for
the construction of item representations and user profiles. They
also extend the TF-IDF metric [15], incorporating in the calculation
a similarity based on page count when querying for named entities
present in the text. Systems that use the WordNet senses repository
are limited by the low coverage of named entities.

Finally, efforts have been made to incorporate techniques that
accomplish both WSD and entity linking (EL) in content-based rec-
ommendation systems, such as the work of Narducci et al. [21] and
Oramas et al. [23]. In [21], the authors evaluated four different types
of representations in the multilingual recommendation task, two
based on Wikipedia and two based on BabelNet3 [22]. In [23], the
BabelFy4 [20] tool is used to extract concepts related to music and
sounds, which are used to automatically produce a knowledge base
in the form of a graph. The item representations are constructed
by mapping the graph in a vector space.

The majority of the previous works were not designed to explic-
itly address the item cold-start problem in the rating prediction
scenario. With this work, in turn, we explicitly address the problem
by designing our experiments to simulate a new item scenario. We
focus our work into building rich and semantic representations that
can correctly describe items, positively influencing the outcome of
recommenders. Our item representations provide richer semantics
than those present in the aforementioned works since they not only
deal with WSD and EL techniques to extract features, but they also
carefully explore weighting alternatives based on different kinds of
semantics, such as sentiment analysis, word sense embeddings and
item-concept similarities. In addition, differently from the afore-
mentioned works, we do not add complexity to the prediction rule
of the recommenders by guaranteeing that the item-item similari-
ties can be computed offline as a separate step and then be plugged
into any attribute aware recommender.

3 BACKGROUND
This section elaborates on the main concepts and algorithms in-
volved this paper. Specifically, in the following we revise the natural
language processing tools and recommender algorithms that will
be used later on our experiments.

3.1 Notation
In this paper, we use a consistent mathematical notation for ref-
erencing elements related to recommender systems. We use spe-
cial indexing letters to distinguish users and items: a user is in-
dicated as 𝑢, an item is referred as 𝑖; and 𝑟𝑢𝑖 is used to refer to a
rating from a user 𝑢 to an item 𝑖 . The final prediction of the system
for user 𝑢 about item 𝑖 is represented by 𝑟𝑢𝑖 , which is a floating
point value guessed by the recommender algorithm. Finally, the
set of pairs (𝑢, 𝑖), for which 𝑟𝑢𝑖 is known is represented by the set
𝐷 = {(𝑢, 𝑖) |𝑟𝑢𝑖 is known}.

3http://babelnet.org/
4http://babelfy.org/
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3.2 Natural Language Processing Tools
We use three different NLP tools or resources that allow semantic
and accurate text processing, resulting in rich, more structured
information ready to be consumed by our proposed representations.

BabelFy [20] uses the BabelNet [22] knowledge base to perform
the tasks of word sense disambiguation and entity linking, extract-
ing concepts called Babel synsets, which represent both word senses
found on WordNet and entities from the Wikipedia.

NASARI5, proposed by Camacho-Collados et al. [2], is a NLP
resource that provides vector representations for a large portion
of BabelNet synsets. They present them in three forms: a) lexical,
where the features of the synsets are lemmas; b) unified, where
the features are the BabelNet synsets themselves; and embedded,
where the synsets are represented in a 300 dimensions latent space.

We also use Stanford CoreNLP [16], a NLP toolkit that contains
several NLP routines, such as tokenization, lemmatization, parsing,
part-of-speech (POS) tagging and sentence splitting. This toolkit
also contains a sentiment analysis algorithm [25], which uses recur-
sive neural networks models to classify sentences in five sentiment
levels: “Very Negative”, “Negative”, “Neutral”, “Positive” and “Very
Positive”. It outputs XML files structuring the texts into sentences
and their components, as well as their parser and sentiment.

3.3 Item K-Nearest Neighbors
The first recommender algorithm used in our experiments is Item-
KNN [1, 13], which uses the concept of nearest neighbors to gener-
ate recommendations. Item-KNN predicts the unknown rating 𝑟𝑢𝑖
based on 𝑢’s ratings of the 𝑘 most similar items to 𝑖 . In order to find
similar items, a similarity measure (e.g. Pearson, Jaccard, Cosine) is
employed to generate an item-item similarity matrix.

Using the similarity matrix, we identify the set of 𝑘 items that are
most similar to 𝑖 , the so-called 𝑘-nearest neighbors, and select the
subset of those items that have been rated by 𝑢. Using this subset,
denoted as 𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢), the final predicted rating can be calculated as:

r̂𝑢𝑖 = 𝑏𝑢𝑖 +
∑
𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑠𝑖 𝑗 (𝑟𝑢 𝑗 − 𝑏𝑢 𝑗 )∑

𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑠𝑖 𝑗
(1)

where 𝑠𝑖 𝑗 is the similarity between items 𝑖 and 𝑗 and𝑏𝑢𝑖 is a baseline
estimate based on the ratings provided by users, proposed by [13]
for neighborhood models, and defined as:

𝑏𝑢𝑖 = ` + 𝑏𝑢 + 𝑏𝑖 (2)
where ` is the global average rating and 𝑏𝑢 and 𝑏𝑖 indicate the
observed deviations of user 𝑢 and item 𝑖 from the average, respec-
tively. The main purpose of 𝑏𝑢𝑖 is to capture systematic tendencies
of certain users to give higher/lower ratings than others, and certain
items to receive higher/lower ratings than others. The estimates 𝑏𝑢
and 𝑏𝑖 can be calculated by solving a least squares problem [13].

In order to incorporate enriched information about items to re-
duce the cold-start problem, we used the content-based version of
the Item-KNN algorithm [12], which uses a similarity matrix based
on item attributes to make predictions (called ItemAttrKNN in our
experiments). The main difference between Item-KNN and ItemAt-
trKNN is that the latter replaces the traditional item representation

5http://lcl.uniroma1.it/nasari/

(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 × 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 ) with enriched and representative information about
items to compute the similarity matrix. In this way, the algorithm
takes into account the characteristics of each item and not the users’
interactions, which means that items that have no interaction in
the dataset have a chance to be recommended.

3.4 Matrix Factorization
The second recommender used in our experiments is Matrix Factor-
ization [14]. In this algorithm, each item 𝑖 is associated with a latent
vector 𝑞𝑖 ∈ R𝑓 and each user 𝑢 is associated with a latent vector
𝑝𝑢 ∈ R𝑓 . Each component of the item’s vector (𝑞𝑖 ) represents the
degree of relevance of the latent factor in item 𝑖 . For user vector
components (𝑝𝑢 ), each factor represents the degree of interest (ap-
preciation or depreciation) that user 𝑢 has in the factor. The rating
prediction is made based on the product of the transpose of the
item’s vector 𝑞𝑖 with the user’s vector 𝑝𝑢 , defined by [14]:

𝑟𝑢𝑖 = ` + 𝑏𝑢 + 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑞𝑇𝑖 𝑝𝑢 . (3)
where, as from Item-KNN, ` represents the average rating of all
known ratings, and 𝑏𝑢 and 𝑏𝑖 indicate the observable deviation of
user 𝑢 and item 𝑖 from the global mean.

During the training process, the parameters are trained and
adjusted for better accuracy in prediction, minimizing the quadratic
error:

min
𝑝∗,𝑞∗,𝑏∗

∑
(𝑢,𝑖) ∈𝐾

(𝑟𝑢𝑖 − ` − 𝑏𝑢 − 𝑏𝑖 − 𝑞𝑇𝑖 𝑝𝑢 )2 +

_(𝑏2𝑢 + 𝑏2
𝑖
+ | |𝑞𝑖 | |2 + | |𝑝𝑢 | |2) ,

(4)

where _ is the regularization parameter, usually defined by cross
validation. Solving Equation 4 is typically accomplished through
Stochastic Gradient Descent [14].

It is worth mentioning that in cases of pure item cold-start, the
new item 𝑖 will not have any interaction during training, which
causes factor vector 𝑞𝑖 to be filled with zero or random values, de-
pending on implementation. Thus, the prediction rule in Equation
3 for item 𝑖 will be reduced to 𝑟𝑢𝑖 = ` + 𝑏𝑢 , which does not con-
sider any additional information about 𝑖 . In order to smooth this
problem, we extend the presented matrix factorization approach
in order to incorporate enriched information about the items. We
call this approach Item-MSMF (Items Most Similar based on Ma-
trix Factorization)[11]. This extension consists in a post-processing
approach, which is applied after the training process. First, an item-
item similarity matrix must be constructed using any content-based
item representation. Next, we compute a weighted average of the
latent factors of the 𝑘 most similar items of each cold item, and
replace the vector of latent factors of the new items, by their re-
spective new vectors. Thus, for a new item 𝑖 , its latent vector 𝑞𝑖 is
replaced as follows:

𝑞𝑖 ⇐
∑
𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑞 𝑗 · 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑖, 𝑗)∑
𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑖, 𝑗)

, (5)

where 𝑁𝑖𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) is the subset of most similar items to 𝑖 that are
not new, i.e., those that have received at least one rating.

In contrast to well-knownmatrix factorization algorithms that at-
tempt to alleviate the cold-start problem bymeans of additional com-
plexity of the model, this extension approach introduces changes
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only in the prediction step rather than in the training process. This
is an advantage because we add only one additional step at the end
of the matrix factorization approach.

4 GENERATING ITEM REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we describe the steps performed to generate our item
representations. In total there are four representations that carry
different semantics to the items. One of them is based on the quality
of the features that compose it, i.e. whether they are appreciated or
not by the users that consumed the item. The other, in turn, is based
on latent semantics observed in each of the concepts present in the
items. Finally, the remaining two are based on similarities between
pre-computed latent item representations and their features, also
represented in a latent vector space.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the proposed method.

Figure 1 shows the whole item representations creation process,
which is better detailed in the next subsections. We first describe
how we pre-process the texts so they can be processed by our
approaches, and how we extract a vocabulary that will serve as
features for our representations. Then, we describe each item rep-
resentation approach separately in details. In this section, we use
the words “concepts”, “synsets” and “senses” interchangeably, i.e.
they all mean features of items.

4.1 Text Pre-processing and Feature Extraction
Since in this work we use two different NLP tools (described in
Section 3.2) for processing texts, i.e. one for sentiment analysis and
another for word sense disambiguation, we need to perform steps
that guarantee their communication. First, we process the items’
reviews with Stanford CoreNLP [16] (Figure 1, arrows (a) and (b)),
using the following annotators: tokenization, lemmatization, part-
of-speech (POS) tagging, parsing, sentiment analysis and sentence
splitting. The main goal here is to be able to split the texts into
sentences and obtain their sentiments.

From there, we reconstruct the reviews into plain text (Figure 1,
arrow (c)) so they can be processed by BabelFy [20]. The reason for
reconstructing the documents is because we preserve the Stanford
CoreNLP sentence splitting, which is necessary to match BabelFy’s
output with the sentiments produced by the previous tool, thus
allowing us to build one of our item representations.

The documents are processed by BabelFy (Figure 1, arrows (d)
and (e)), and transformed into text files where words are replaced by
disambiguated Babel synsets. From there, we extract our vocabulary
(Figure 1, arrow (f)), which will be the features of the majority of our
representations. The selected synsets that compose our vocabulary
are only nouns that appear in a predetermined minimum number
of items. The intuition behind this is that features that appear in a
very small number of items can be viewed as noise and thus will
not largely interfere in the outcome of the algorithm [7]. Thus,
we filter concepts that are present in a number of items smaller
than a predetermined threshold, removing them from the final
vocabulary. The remaining synsets after this step will constitute
the vocabulary, which will be used to produce the majority of the
item representations that are detailed in the next subsections. These
representations are modeled in a vector space, where each feature
corresponds to a dimension in that space.

4.2 Sentiment-based Representations
The first item representation, which we call sentiment concepts,
focuses on measuring the quality of the features of an item. In this
context, each concept from the vocabulary is weighted according
to the average sentiment (e.g. positive, negative or neutral) that
users assign in their reviews toward them.

In order to do that, we use the sentiment analysis algorithm
available at the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [25], which performs a
sentence-level analysis. We use this kind of analysis mainly because
all of the features extracted from the reviews are nouns, which in
most cases have neutral sentiment. Thus, a reasonable approach
to obtain their sentiment is to use the context in which they are
inserted in the text. Moreover, since features are extracted from a
tool other than CoreNLP, and they are concepts instead of words,
it is justifiable to use the sentiment of the sentences they occur.

Recall from Section 3.2 that this algorithm classifies sentences
in five sentiment levels: “Very Negative”, “Negative”, “Neutral”,
“Positive” and “Very Positive”. We convert this classification into a
[1, 5] rating system, being 1 equals to “Very Negative” and 5 equals
to “Very Positive”.

We use the following strategy to obtain the sentiments of the
synsets, adapted from [8]. First, the system analyzes the vocabu-
lary, then, for each item, reads the disambiguated texts, storing
the sentences IDs that are related to each of the synsets (Figure
1, arrow (g)). Then, it matches the IDs with those of the CoreNLP
files, storing their corresponding sentiments (Figure 1, arrow (h)).

After obtaining the sentences related to each feature, the next
step is the sentiment attribution. For each feature of each item it is
calculated the average sentiment of the related sentences. Thus, this
value represents the collective level of appreciation or depreciation
of a certain attribute of an item. This approach does not consider
the level of confidence that a final sentiment score may have: a
score calculated from several mentions to a feature from several
different reviews is more reliable than a score calculated from a
single mention. In order to address this, we devised a heuristic
where we dampen the sentiment value, i.e., approximate it to 3 (the
neutral value), if the number of times it was mentioned is lower
than the global average number of mentions. Formally, a sentiment
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𝑆 (𝑠, 𝑖) of a synset 𝑠 in relation to an item 𝑖 can be dampen by the
following formula, if its mentions are lower than the global average:

𝑆 (𝑠, 𝑖) =


𝑆 (𝑠, 𝑖) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑛𝑠/𝑁 ) if S(s,i) > 3

𝑆 (𝑠, 𝑖) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑛𝑠/𝑁 ) if S(s,i) < 3
, (6)

where 𝑛𝑠 is the number of times the synset was mentioned in
the item’s reviews, and 𝑁 is the global average number of mentions.
With this heuristic, we are able to dampen the sentiment strength
to a maximum of 1, still preserving its original orientation.

Finally, a zero value indicates that an item simply does not have
that feature.

4.3 Embedding-based Representations
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in represent-
ing words or senses (synsets) into semantic dense vectors called
word/sense embeddings [24], due to their fast processing and gen-
eralization capability [2]. In this representation, we construct item
embeddings derived from the embeddings of their own features.

As synset embeddings, we use an extension of the NASARI
embedded vectors [2], proposed by Pilehvar et al. [24] (Figure 1,
arrow (i)). They use the original NASARI embeddings to feed their
technique called DeConf to produce new sense embeddings in the
same vector space, thus expanding the original set of senses and
covering the remainingWordNet synsets that NASARI did not cover.
Those embeddings are vectors inserted in a 300-dimensions latent
space, and can be used to find relationships between concepts.

In this sense, we try to put our items into that same latent space
by using the embeddings of their features, thus creating item em-
beddings. The system analyses the vocabulary (Figure 1, arrow (j)),
and, as a first step, for each item it produces a binary vector where
each position represents a concept from our vocabulary. It sets a
feature as 1 if it is mentioned in the items’ reviews, and 0 if it is
not. With these binary vectors, for each item 𝑖 it obtains the sense
embedding 𝑠𝑐 of those concepts that are set as 1 and sets the item
embedding as the centroid of these vectors, i.e. the average vector.
Formally, let 𝑆𝑐 (𝑖) be the set of sense embeddings of the features
an item has, and |𝑆 | be the size of this set. The item embedding 𝑠𝑖
is defined as:

𝑠𝑖 =

∑
𝑠𝑐 ∈𝑆𝑐 (𝑖) 𝑠𝑐
|𝑆 | (7)

Thus, the item representation will be portrayed as a vector with
300 latent features that encompasses characteristics of all of the
concepts found in its reviews.

4.4 Similarity-based Representations
From the previous item embedding representation (Figure 1, arrow
(k)), we further expand its semantics by proposing a third category
of representations: based on item-concept similarity. In this section
we present two versions of this type of representation. The main
notion behind them is that now we try to describe items according
to their relationships with their concepts.

Having calculated the item embedding vectors, the goal here is
to define how close it is from its features, i.e., how similar it is from
the concepts present on the vocabulary. To define its closeness, a

similarity measure can be employed. We employ the cosine similar-
ity, vastly used in recommender systems and information retrieval
[15]. This metric calculates the cosine of the angle formed between
two vectors, producing values from 1 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 (0)) to −1 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 (180)). For-
mally, the cosine similarity of two vectors 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 in the same
space can be defined as:

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) =
𝑣𝑖 · 𝑣 𝑗
∥𝑣𝑖 ∥∥𝑣 𝑗 ∥

(8)

We build two different representations from this similarity prem-
ise. Both of them have as features the concept vocabulary defined
earlier, but they differ on how the vectors are filled.

In the first version, which we name as full similarity, we calcu-
late the cosine similarities between the item embedding (generated
in the previous representation) and the sense embeddings from all
concepts in the vocabulary (Figure 1, arrows (l) and (m)), even those
that are not present in the item’s reviews. The weights of each po-
sition in the item-concept similarity representation are then filled
with the calculated cosine values, producing a completely filled
representation. With that, items now are discerned according to
their closeness or distance towards each feature of our vocabulary.

The second version, called mentioned similarity, restricts the
vector positions that are filled for only the concepts that are present
in the texts related to the item. We calculate the cosine similarity
in the same fashion as the other version of this representation, but
we also use a binary vector that details which concepts are men-
tioned in the item’s reviews. Only those mentioned in the reviews
have their position filled with the similarity. The effect in this is
that the vectors’ disposition (positions with scores) remain simi-
lar to the binary matrix, and even similar to our sentiment-based
representation, but the scores convey another type of semantics.

5 EVALUATION
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed item representations,
we employ them in two recommender systems in a simulated item
cold-start scenario. We also compare and provide insights about
the strengths of our representations.

Both algorithms were originally designed for collaborative filter-
ing, but their extensions allow them to implicitly use item content
through item-item similarity matrices. We calculate the similarity
between items through our representations and pass them to the
algorithms. The neighborhood-based model, presented in Section
3.3, uses our item-item similarity matrices instead of its original
representation based on users’ feedback, while the matrix factor-
ization model, discussed in Section 3.4, uses our similarity matrices
to select related items for a cold item so that its latent vector can
be calculated based on them.

The following subsections detail our experiments. First, we pres-
ent the two datasets used in this study; then we detail the exper-
imental setup and the metrics used to evaluate our results; and,
finally, we present and discuss our findings.

5.1 Datasets
We used two largely different data sets to evaluate our proposal.
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The first is the well-known MovieLens 100k (ML-100k)6 data set,
which consists of 100, 000 ratings performed by 943 users for 1, 682
movies. In order to perform our experiments, we collected up to
10 reviews per item from the IMDb7 website, resulting in a total
of 15, 863 documents. The reviews were selected as the website’s
top-10, ordered by their helpfulness. The representations built on
this dataset were constructed on top of these reviews and contain a
vocabulary of 6238 Babelfy synsets. The item embeddings, in turn,
were built on a latent space with 300 dimensions.

The second is one of the Amazon8 datasets extracted byMcAuley
et al. [19]9. From several datasets of different domains, we selected
the Apps for Android dataset, which is the fifth biggest dataset
from the collection. The original dataset has 2, 638, 172 ratings from
1, 323, 884 users for 61, 275 items. Given that it is a very large data
set, we filtered it by maintaining only ratings that contain reviews
and eliminated items and users that had less than 10 interactions,
resulting in 16, 201 users and 4, 869 items, totaling 264, 047 interac-
tions. The representations built on this dataset contain a vocabulary
of 8978 Babelfy synsets. The item embeddings, similarly to the pre-
vious dataset, were built on a latent space with 300 dimensions.

As one can see, the two data sets are very different. To begin
with, the user-item proportion is different, with the first data set
having 1.78 times more items than users, while the second has 3.33
times more users. Furthermore, the second data set is significantly
more sparse than the first: while it has 2.64 times more interactions
than the previous, its user-item matrix is significantly larger: 17.18
times more rows (users) and 2.89 times more columns (items).

5.2 Experimental Setup and Evaluation Metrics
In order to check the strength of our representations, we apply them
in two recommender systems adapted to the cold-start scenario, and
we compare our findings against those same algorithms without
the representations.

To simulate a pure item cold-start scenario, the available items
in the datasets were divided into 10 different partitions randomly,
(e.g. on a dataset with 1,000 items, each partition will have 100
distinct items). In this way, each partition will be composed by the
triples (𝑢, 𝑖, 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 ) of their respective items. In the following step, we
created the training and test sets, whose test set is composed by
one partition and the training set by the other nine. Therefore, the
items present in the test set will not be present in the training set.
We swap these partitions 10 times, getting 10 different folds, which
are used in a 10-fold cross-validation protocol.

Since it is a simulated cold-start scenario, we have used the
reviews available within the Amazon Apps for simplicity. But in a
real cold-start scenario, those reviews would not exist, since a new
item do not have any kind of user interaction. We argue that, in
those cases, the reviews must be gathered from external sources,
as was the case of our other dataset, ML-100k. In that dataset, the
reviews were gathered from a external source, the IMDb website.

To build the representations, we extracted a vocabulary by ex-
ecuting BabelFy [20] in the reviews set, then we restricted the
extracted concepts to only nouns and filtered those that appeared
6https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
7http://www.imdb.com/
8https://www.amazon.com/
9http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/

in less than 10 items, resulting in 6238 and 8978 concepts for the
ML-100k and Amazon Apps datasets, respectively. The item embed-
dings representation contain only 300 dimensions, similarly to the
concept embeddings found on [24].

Regarding the parameters of the recommender algorithms, we
determined a collection of values which performed well for all
datasets. For Item-KNN, we used cosine to generate the similarity
matrices, since the results indicate that this similarity is superior to
other relevant measures that we tested, such as Pearson correlation
and Euclidean. For the Matrix Factorization algorithm, we used 10
as factor value as suggested by Koren [13]. For other parameters,
we used the default values of the chosen recommender tool.

Regarding our experiments, we generate item-item similarity ma-
trices with each representation and apply them in both algorithms,
testing them in both datasets. To construct the item-item similarity
matrices, we used the cosine similarity. The only parameter that
we test different configurations is the one directly related to the
size of the item’s neighborhood. For both algorithms, we show the
results of our tests with 𝑘 = {10, 20, 40}.

We evaluate our results with 10-fold cross-validation adapted
to the item cold-start scenario, and analyze them by means of the
average error between a predicted rating and its real value in the
test set. We use root mean square error (RMSE), and calculate it
for each test set of the 10 folds, but display here only the average
results. In order to check statistical relevance between the results
we applied the Wilcoxon test with 99% and 95% of confidence [27].

The baseline algorithms belong to the Case Recommender Frame-
work [6] version 1.0.910, an open source tool developed in 𝑃𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑛,
with numerous features and algorithms for RS. We used the default
framework settings in our evaluations.

5.3 Results and Discussion
This subsection presents and discusses the results of our exper-
iments, showing the impact of our approach for item cold-start
recommendation.

The tables here present the results of four recommender algo-
rithms and four item representations. To recall their names, the
algorithms are:
MF and Item-MSMF: the recommenders based on matrix factor-
ization described in Section 3.4;
Item-KNN and ItemAttrKNN: the neighborhood algorithms de-
scribed in Section 3.3;

And the item representations are:
Sentiment concepts: the representations based on the average
sentiment that users assign to concepts, described in Section 4.2;
Item embeddings: the representations based on embeddings of
concepts mentioned in the items’ reviews, described in Section 4.3;
Full similarity: the representations based on the similarity be-
tween the items and all the concepts on the vocabulary, described
in Section 4.4;
Mentioned similarity: the representations based on the similarity
between the items and the concepts that they have on their reviews,
also described in Section 4.4;

10https://pypi.python.org/pypi/CaseRecommender
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5.3.1 Results. Table 1 shows the results of the representations
applied in Item-MSMF and ItemAttrKNN and both datasets, which
compares three neighborhood sizes, i.e. 10, 20 and 40. Highlighted
values show the best value of 𝑘 for each representation.

Table 1: Comparison of RMSE on two Datasets, using three
different number of neighbors.

Rec. Metadata k=10 k=20 k=40
Movielens 100k

Item-MSMF

Sentiment concepts 1.0118 1.0148 1.0188
Item embeddings 1.0311 1.0316 1.0337
Full similarity 1.0404 1.0402 1.0396
Mentioned similarity 1.0159 1.0185 1.0225

ItemAttrKNN

Sentiment concepts 1.1120 1.1022 1.1010
Item embeddings 1.1114 1.1003 1.0998
Full similarity 1.1188 1.1060 1.1034
Mentioned similarity 1.1074 1.0990 1.0991

Amazon Apps

Item-MSMF

Sentiment concepts 1.2225 1.2178 1.2171
Item embeddings 1.2509 1.2421 1.2387
Full similarity 1.2456 1.2398 1.2368
Mentioned similarity 1.2218 1.2162 1.2153

ItemAttrKNN

Sentiment concepts 1.2762 1.2682 1.2670
Item embeddings 1.2813 1.2695 1.2675
Full similarity 1.2791 1.2696 1.2678
Mentioned similarity 1.2747 1.2675 1.2663

Bold typeset indicates the best performance.

As it can be seen, the 𝑘 value plays a role in decreasing the
prediction error. For the Item-MSMF in the ML-100k dataset, we
select as optimal 𝑘 = 10, since 3 out of 4 representations present
better results with that value. As for the ItemAtrrKNN in the same
dataset, we select as optimal 𝑘 = 40. In the Amazon Apps dataset,
in turn, all results show that 𝑘 = 40 is the optimal value for both
algorithms.

Tables 2 and 3 compare the item representations with the optimal
𝑘 values against the baselines candidates, the original MF and Item-
KNN, respectively.

Table 2: Matrix Factorization Algorithms

Rec. Item Representation ML-100k Amazon Apps
MF - 1.0664 1.2497

Item-MSMF

Sentiment concepts 1.0118* 1.2171*
Item embeddings 1.0311* 1.2387
Full similarity 1.0404* 1.2368**
Mentioned similarity 1.0159* 1.2153*

Bold typeset indicates the best performance. * indicates statistical
significance at 𝑝 < 0.01, and ** indicates statistical significance at

𝑝 < 0.05, pairwise compared to MF result.

Table 3: Neighborhood Algorithms

Rec. Item Representation ML-100k Amazon Apps
Item-kNN - 1.1256 1.3411

ItemAttrKNN

Sentiment concepts 1.1010* 1.2670*
Item embeddings 1.0998* 1.2675*
Full similarity 1.1034* 1.2678*
Mentioned similarity 1.0991* 1.2663*

Bold typeset indicates the best performance. * indicates statistical
significance at 𝑝 < 0.01 pairwise compared to Item-kNN result.

It can be seen that almost all representations provide statistically
superior results with a confidence level of 99% in both datasets,
except for the full similarity with Item-MSMF in Amazon Apps,
with 95% confidence, and item embeddings with Item-MSMF, also
in the Amazon Apps dataset, with no confidence.

5.3.2 Discussion. As it has been pointed out earlier, the quality
of item representations plays a crucial role in aiding content-based
recommenders to provide meaningful suggestions. With our ex-
periments, it can be concluded that they also considerably help
smoothing the item cold-start problem, since these representations
add semantics and/or real users’ opinions to enrich the recommen-
dations process.

A careful item characterization brings benefits to recommender
systems with cold-start problem, where items that otherwise would
have no means to be properly suggested can be better analyzed by
the system. For instance, the Item-KNN recommender in a full item
cold-start scenario is restricted to predict ratings using only the
baseline estimates, since cold items will have empty representations
and thus will only be similar to other cold items. By adding the
content-based item representations, we solve this problem and can
see a great improvement in the prediction error.

But the semantics behind those representations are largely re-
sponsible to improve the quality of the results. From the four item
representations, two of them showed the best results with Item-
MSMF in both datasets: sentiment concepts and mentioned simi-
larity. They have a similar distribution, i.e., both representations
have the same assigned concepts, but they vary in the score of
these concepts: one’s semantic is directly related to the quality of
the features, while the other is based on how close, i.e. how well
described, is the item by its features. With ItemAttrKNN, in turn,
the representations presented very close results among each other,
making us unable to decide which is the best. Nevertheless, the
lowest prediction error was achieved by mentioned similarity, being
0.0007 lower than the next low result.

This closeness in the results between all of them in ItemAt-
trKNN, and two of them in Item-MSMF, is a positive point. That
makes every one of them a good candidate to be applied in a rec-
ommender system, according to its requirement. For instance, the
sentiment concept representation can only be used with recom-
menders where there are user reviews, since opinions form the
core of the semantics of this representation. On the other hand,
the other three representations can be used with impersonal texts
such as synopses, Wikipedia articles or any other kind of texts.
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Additionally, the full similarity representation may be regarded as
the most space-consuming representation, since the vectors are all
fully filled, but if little space is a requirement, the item embeddings
are the most lightweight representations, and the best choice in
this case.

Finally, all item representations can be constructed in an offline
pre-processing step, not harming the complexity of training and
prediction steps of the recommenders.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have proposed four rich item representations that
use three kinds of semantics: sentiment analysis, sense embeddings
and item-concept similarities. The representations were applied in
recommender systems to help smoothing the item cold-start prob-
lem. Results from our experiments show that the item descriptions
do help minimizing the prediction error for new items.

All item representations provide good results, making each of
them interesting to be applied in recommender systems, leaving
the decision of which to use only dependent on the available data
and space requirements.

In future works, we aim to fuse sentiment and sense embed-
dings in two ways: a) enriching or inferring unknown sentiments
towards unmentioned concepts by using the sentiments of related
known concepts in the embeddings’ latent space; or b) restricting
the construction of item embeddings to use only concepts viewed
as positive by the users. Additionally, we plan to test these rep-
resentations in other recommender systems and scenarios, such
as top-𝑛 recommendation, and also compare our approach against
other techniques aimed in solving the item cold-start problem.
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4.2 Final Remarks
This work showed the results of four different item representations applied into two

recommender systems on two largely different datasets, in a simulated cold start scenario. The
results show sufficient evidence that indeed applying content-based item representations on
recommender systems can alleviate the cold start problem.

Even though this study does not answer our research questions, it presents strong evidence
that allows us to have some insights towards Research Questions 2 and 3: “Does increasing
the semantics of item representations improve recommendation accuracy?” and “Is a kind of
item representation more relevant to use in determined recommender system or scenario than
another?”.

Regarding Question 2, one can see that, especially when regarding the Item-MSMF re-
sults, there is indeed an improvement when we refine the semantics related to the representations
based on concept embeddings. Item embeddings, while producing interesting results, is still
inferior to Mentioned similarity, which can be seen as a semantic refinement of it. In order to
produce Mentioned similarity, we need to first produce Item embeddings, which will then be
used to calculate the similarity between the item and its concepts.

Regarding Question 3, we can see that, for the neighborhood approach, all results are
very close, leaving the decision of which approach is best to use to other aspects such as data
availability and/or space and resources constraints. On the other hand, for Item-MSMF, only
two approaches present the best results (Sentiment concepts and Mentioned similarity) and both
of them present similar distribution, i.e., they both have the same size and the same assigned
concepts to each item, varying only in the weighting score associated with them. This highlights
the notion presented in Chapter 2, that some recommender algorithms and scenarios are highly
dependent on the item representation quality.

So far, we have been focused on evaluating the impact of item representations in the task
of rating prediction, i.e., how much semantic item representations can benefit a recommender
system in guessing what score a certain user would give to a certain item. In the following, we
will turn our focus towards the task of top-N recommendation, in which the recommender aims
to produce a relevant ranking of suggestions to the user, regardless of its predicted score. We
also focus on Question 2, trying to further increase the semantics employed in describing items.
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CHAPTER

5
COMBINING DIFFERENT METADATA

VIEWS FOR BETTER RECOMMENDATION
ACCURACY

5.1 Contextualization
In order to further increase the semantics aggregated by the item representations, we

present in this Chapter a study in which we combine two representations: the one with SF-IDF
weighting (MARINHO; D’ADDIO; MANZATO, 2017) (presented in Chapter 3) and the one
based on sentiment-analysis (D’ADDIO et al., 2018) (presented in Chapter 4). The reason why
we decided to combine those two representations among the five that we produced during the
entirety of the research is that those are the ones that have the most clear semantics and, in a
sense, they complement each other: while SF-IDF is focused in describing items by a statistical
view of intra and inter feature frequency, sentiment analysis is focused on the quality of the
feature perceived by users. We try to combine them in a plethora of strategies, which we divide
into three categories: i) pre combination, ii) neighborhood combination, and iii) post combination.
The most successful combination is based on Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) (RENDLE
et al., 2009), in which we define an adaptation of the work of Fortes and Manzato (2014).

We have performed an extensive amount of experiments, and the most expressive results
are depicted in the following published article (D’ADDIO; MARINHO; MANZATO, 2019).
In this work, we also move away from the rating prediction task and focus on the top-N
recommendation task, evaluating if our representations are able to deliver relevant suggestions in
the form of rankings.
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Abstract

Recommender systems emerged as means to help users deal with information overload by filtering content
based on their preferences. Regardless of the recommendation method, there has been a recent interest
in using user reviews as source of information, since they contain both detailed items’ descriptions as
well as users’ opinions. Even though several works have been done in the subject, very few of them
consider different views that the items may have towards their features, selecting only a method of
weighting their features. In this work, we propose a system that combines two item representations that
represent different views of the same feature set: one based on its statistics and the other based on its
quality. Features are disambiguated concepts extracted from users’ reviews. We propose several strategies
divided into three categories: pre combination, neighborhood combination and post combination. We
evaluate our strategies in two data sets, comparing them with each other and against the isolated item
representations, as well as a representation baseline based on terms and sentiment analysis. Results are
promising showing that some combinations are capable of producing better rankings than their isolated
versions.

Keywords: Recommender systems, Item representation, Unstructured metadata

1. Introduction

Recommender systems nowadays are largely used as tools that aid users in their decision-making
processes regarding what to use or consume, by filtering content according to their preferences. They
can be classified into two important paradigms: content-based filtering and collaborative filtering, which
determine how to evaluate data and make suggestions [1]. Content-based filtering recommends items5

to a user based on information relevant to the items. In this approach, items are represented based on
their available content: metadata, synopses, reviews, among others. Users, in turn, have a profile that is
inferred from the items they have evaluated, and the recommendation occurs by combining the profiles
with the item representations. In collaborative filtering, in turn, only user evaluations and interactions
are used to define relationships between themselves and/or between items. Hybrid methods, in turn,10

have gained prominence by combining aspects of both paradigms, minimizing recurrent problems in both
[1].

Regardless of the method, there has been a growing effort to exploit user reviews for better descriptions
of items or users in recommender systems [2]. Reviews are a great source of information since they contain
relevant descriptions about items, as well as personal opinions regarding the item and its features.15

Works that use reviews direct their efforts to better describe items [3, 4], users [5, 6] or both [7], but
they propose simple feature extraction approaches that do not consider text ambiguity problems such as
synonymy and polysemy. Given that, other works focus on solving those issues, but apply their efforts
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on impersonal texts such as synopses and Wikipedia2 descriptions [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], discarding
information about users’ opinions which is important in recommender systems.20

Furthermore, such works do not consider the different views that each item may have towards their
features. In other words, they use a single method to give weights for their characteristics, based on some
statistics, such as the frequency of the term, or whether certain feature is present or not in the item;
or based on any quality quantification, such as sentiment analysis. A system would benefit greatly if it
could describe its items in more than one way such that each representation’s strength could be explored25

towards producing better recommendations.
In response to these limitations, we propose in this paper a strategy that combines two different item

representations in a recommender system. The representations, based on user reviews, are constructed
from features directly extracted from text by employing a technique that extracts disambiguated concepts.
They are constructed with the same set of concepts, varying in the weighting process: i) a statistical30

view, with a TF-IDF-based weighting [15] and ii) a quality-based view, using sentiment analysis [16] to
assess whether the items’ features are good (positive) or bad (negative). While the first view captures
similarities within the content of items, the second computes items’ similarities based on opinions of
other users. For instance, the statistical view may regard items as similar if they have the same specific
and/or rare features mentioned with similar frequency on their reviews, while the quality-based view may35

regard them as similar if their features have closer levels of appreciation/depreciation by the reviewers
(e.g. two movies can be similar if their suspense is praised while the lightning is not).

Finally, in order to explore the strengths of both representations, we propose and analyze several com-
bination strategies, which are divided into three categories: pre combination, neighborhood combination
and post combination. We compare them against each other and against the isolated representations, as40

well as a baseline representation based on simple terms weighted by sentiment analysis [3].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a comprehensive overview towards

related works; Section 3 presents preliminary concepts required to understand our proposal; Section 4
details the construction of the item representations used in this study; Section 5 details the combination
strategies; Section 6 details the experiments conducted in this study; and, finally, Section 7 presents the45

conclusions and future work.

2. Related works

In this section, we present some related works. We begin presenting some approaches that deal
with the ranking problem, then describe works that use information from unstructured data to aid in
recommendation.50

Correctly ranking suggestions is an ongoing problem in recommender systems. Perhaps the most clas-
sic approach in learn-to-rank is the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) strategy, which was proposed
by Rendle et al. [17]. It uses pairs of items, where one is known to the user and the other is not, as the
basis for a Bayesian optimization criterion. More details on this method can be seen in Section 3.2. On
the same note, Yagci et al. [18] proposed two shared memory lock-free parallelized pairwise learn-to-rank55

approaches based on BPR. In this work, among the item representation combinations, we propose two
BPR-based learn-to-rank approaches as a post-processing step, in order to calculate weights to combine
the rankings produced by the representations applied in isolation to the recommender system.

Beyond learn-to-rank, some works try to aggregate additional information into their models. For
instance, Liang et al. [19] proposed CoFactor, a co-factorization model that simultaneously factorizes60

the user-item implicit feedback and item-item co-occurrence matrices, producing item embeddings that
further aid the recommendation. The co-ocurrence matrix is obtained from the implicit feedback itself,
thus not categorizing as an external information.

Several works aggregate information from unstructured data (reviews, synopsis, comments, among
others) into recommender systems. Chen et al. [2] conducted a survey related to recommender systems65

that make use of user reviews. In the article, authors divide the works into two main categories: those

2https://www.wikipedia.org/
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that use reviews to generate item representations, and those that use them to generate and/or increase
user profiles.

Recent works that use reviews to describe items tend to extract features to characterize them accord-
ing to their characteristics. For example, in previous work [3], different features extraction techniques70

were used to define feature and aspect-based item representations, which were applied in a neighborhood-
based algorithm. The weights of the characteristics for each item were calculated considering the average
sentiment observed in their reviews. In a different approach, McAuley et al. [4] used user reviews to
establish substitution and/or complementation relationships between items. To do this, they propose
a model that extracts latent topics and uses them to predict the two types of relationships in directed75

graphs.
On the other hand, works that make use of reviews for the construction of user profiles can construct

profiles of finer granularity which explain the preferences of the users in relation to the diverse character-
istics of the items. An example is the work of Ganu et al. [5] which uses opinion mining in a restaurant
recommendation system based on soft clustering. Terzi et al. [6], in turn, proposed a user-based neigh-80

borhood algorithm, whose similarities are calculated based on user reviews. The authors explore six
alternatives for similarity metrics, all based on the WordNet3 taxonomy. Regardless of the choice of the
metric, the similarity between two reviews is calculated from the average similarity among all possible
pairs of terms. However, the authors do not use lexical disambiguation techniques, but instead adopt
the best combination of all the possible meanings of the terms.85

Some papers aim to describe both users and items. For example, in the work of Chen et al. [7],
a matrix factorization model is proposed that makes use of reviews to rank the features of products
that are most relevant to the users preferences. The recommendation is based on this ranking, which
is combined with the quality of the characteristics in the items, measured through opinion mining, and
latent factors based on ratings.90

None of the aforementioned approaches deal with text ambiguity problems such as polysemy and
synonymy. On the other hand, there are efforts to minimize these problems on recommender systems,
but they focus majorly on impersonal texts such as synopses and Wikipedia descriptions.

The WordNet taxonomy and its word-sense disambiguation (WSD) algorithms have been actively
explored in the last decade by content-based and hybrid recommender systems. For example, De Gemmis,95

Lops, and colleagues extensively explored a strategy of constructing item representations and user profiles
based on WSD of item synopses, and applied it in a variety of contexts, such as user-based hybrid
recommender systems [10], content-based systems intended for multilingual recommendation [11], among
others. Such a strategy divides texts into compartments, e.g. title, authors, body text, etc., which are
processed by a WordNet-based WSD algorithm to produce different representations, whose weights are100

the synsets frequencies. Capelle et al. [9] proposed a content-based news recommender system that
makes use of WSD based on the WordNet taxonomy for the construction of item representations and
user profiles. They also extend their SF-IDF metric, introduced in [8], incorporating in the calculation
a similarity based on page count returned by the Bing search engine4 when querying for named entities
present in the text. The SF-IDF weighing is an extension of the traditional TF-IDF [15], with the105

difference that features are synsets rather than terms. Systems that use the WordNet senses repository
are limited by the low coverage of named entities. Although WordNet contains some instances of people,
places and companies, the taxonomy is not very broad.

On the other hand, some works exploit entity linking (EL) techniques to perform feature extraction.
For example, Musto et al. [12] propose a content-based system that uses EL to produce item descriptions110

to support the system to generate context-sensitive recommendations. Several different entity linking
techniques are used to extract concepts directly from the Wikipedia, which are expanded by extracting
their immediate ancestors in the Wikipedia category tree.

Finally, efforts have been made to incorporate techniques that accomplish both WSD and EL in
content-based recommendation systems, such as the work of Narducci et al. [13] and Oramas et al. [14].115

3https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
4https://www.bing.com/
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In [13], the authors evaluated four different types of representations in the multilingual recommendation
task, two based on Wikipedia and two based on BabelNet5 [20]. In [14], the BabelFy6 [21] tool is used
to extract concepts related to music and sounds, which are used to automatically produce a knowledge
base in the form of a graph. The item representations are constructed by mapping the graph in a vector
space from two strategies: entity-based and path-based.120

All the aforementioned works deal with only one type of item representation, built using a single
feature extraction technique and weighting scheme. In a previous study [22], we found evidence that
using more than one item representation may be benefical for recommender systems. In that work, we
extracted features from four different techniques (two based on term extraction, one based on named
entity recognition and one based on topic hierarchy) and constructed binary item representations (an125

item has or not a feature), and tested them into two recommender algorithms. Combination of the results
were performed by a ranking ensemble based on BPR.

Our work differs from the aforementioned since we analyze a vast amount of approaches for correctly
combining two item representations that characterize items in two different views of the same set of
characteristics: one statistical and one regarding the item’s quality. The characteristics used in this130

study also provide more semantics to the representations, since they are disambiguated concepts instead
of simple terms.

3. Preliminary concepts

In this section we present some preliminary concepts for understanding our approach. First, we
present the recommender algorithm used in our experiments (Section 3.1). Then, we briefly describe the135

Bayesian Personalized Ranking [17] optimization strategy (Section 3.2), which is extended in two of our
ranking combination strategies.

3.1. Item k-NN

The recommendation algorithm in which we employ our items representations is the well-known Item
k -NN, a collaborative filtering approach which calculates a neighborhood for each item and is used to140

derive a score for an unknown user-item pair [23].
This algorithm uses a similarity measure to obtain the neighborhood, whose size is set through

a parameter k. In traditional Item k -NN, the similarity is calculated through items representations
based on user rating and/or interaction patterns. In previous works, we have replaced the rating-based
representations with feature-based ones derived from text [3].145

Several similarity measures can be applied, such as cosine and Pearson correlation coefficient. In our
work, we decided to use the latter based on results of preliminary experiments. The Pearson correlation
coefficient can be calculated as [23]:

pij =

k∑
n=1

(win − wi)(wjn − wj)
√

k∑
n=1

(win − wi)2

√
k∑

n=1
(wjn − wj)2

, (1)

where wi and wj are the average values of the features of items i and j.
In the item recommendation scenario, the score r̂ui of an item i to a user u is simply the sum of the

similarities of all other items j in the neighborhood Nu(i), which is an intersection between the k most
similar items and the set of items that u has interacted with [17]:

r̂ui =
∑

j∈Nu(i)

pij (2)

5http://babelnet.org/
6http://babelfy.org/
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This score does not represent a rating that a user may provide to an item; instead, it is a score that150

represents the likelihood that a user may enjoy such item. The collection of scores of unknown items are
used then to construct a ranking of suggestions that is provided to the user.

3.2. BPR Learning

The Bayesian Personalized Ranking strategy proposed by Rendle et al. [17] addresses the problem of
ranking optimization by considering in its calculation the relationship between a known item i and an155

unknown item j. In order to do that, a set Dk is constructed containing all possible triples (u, i, j), where
i is the item known to user u and j is the unknown. With this set at hand, a generic BPR optimization
criterion is formulated:

BPR-Opt :=
∑

(u,i,j)∈DK

lnσ(x̂uij)− λΘ||Θ||2 , (3)

where x̂uij is a real value that captures the relationship between a triple (u, i, j) ∈ Dk in a given
model (e.g. matrix factorization) with Θ as parameters, and λΘ the regularization values for the model
parameters. The x̂uij value can be decomposed in:

x̂uij = r̂ui − r̂uj (4)

The goal of the BPR Learning algorithm is to maximize BPR-Opt through stochastic gradient descent.
In this sense, the authors suggest to use a bootstrap sampling approach with replacement to select triples
on which the following update formula is performed:

Θ← Θ + η

(
1

1 + ex̂uij
· ∂
∂Θ

x̂uij + λΘΘ

)
, (5)

where η is a learning rate constant.

4. Item representations160

In this paper we focus our efforts into combining two item representations created from user reviews.
They differ mainly in the way that the features are viewed, since both representations use the same
feature set in their construction but are weighted differently. In this sense, one representation focuses on
the statistics of an item’s features, while the other focuses on their quality. We use two external natural
language processing (NLP) tools to extract features from user reviews: i) Stanford CoreNLP7 [24] and ii)165

BabelFy [21]. In the following subsections we detail the steps taken in constructing the representations.

4.1. Text pre-processing and feature extraction

First, we process the items’ reviews with the well-known Stanford CoreNLP [24], a natural language
processing toolkit that contains several NLP routines. There, we perform routines such as tokenization,
lemmatization, stemming, parsing, part-of-speech (POS) tagging and sentence splitting. We also execute170

a sentiment analysis algorithm in this toolkit, whose results are used in one of our item representations
(as it can be seen in Section 4.3). The output of this process are XML files structuring the texts into
sentences and their components, as well as their parser and sentiment.

From there, we reconstruct the documents into plain text so they can be processed by the other NLP
tool, BabelFy [21]. BabelFy combines the tasks of word sense disambiguation and entity linking, extract-175

ing from raw text babel synsets, which are disambiguated concepts from the BabelNet [20] knowledge
database. BabelNet condenses into one big database entries from Wikipedia and WordNet, and provides
links between them. The reason for reconstructing the documents is because we preserve the Stanford

7http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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CoreNLP sentence splitting, which is necessary to match BabelFy’s output with the sentiments produced
by the previous tool, thus allowing us to build one of our item representations.180

The documents processed by BabelFy are text files where words are replaced by disambiguated babel
synsets. From there, we extract candidate synsets that will compose our feature set, or vocabulary. First,
we maintain in a list only the synsets that are nouns. Since this set is still very large, we use a filter
based on the item frequency (IF) [25], which is an adaptation from the traditional document frequency
(DF) [15] where a set of item’s reviews is viewed as a single document. Let F be the synsets (features)
set and I the items’ set, the item frequency IFf of a feature f is:

IFf =

|I|∑

i

kif , (6)

where kif is equal to 1 if an item i contains the synset in at least on of its reviews, and 0 otherwise.
Having calculated the IFf of each synset, the filter consists of removing those whose value is inferior

to a given threshold. In a previous study [26], we determined that a good threshold is the value of 10.
We adopt this value in this study. The remaining synsets after this step will constitute the vocabulary,
which will be used to produce the items representations that are detailed in the next subsections. Both185

representations are modeled in a vector space, where each feature corresponds to a dimension in that
space.

4.2. SF-IDF

The first item representation strategy used in this work aims to characterize items according to a
statistical view of their features. As in our previous work [26], we use the strategy proposed by Capelle190

et al. [8], where features are weighted by the SF-IDF, an extension of the well known TF-IDF metric
[15].

This technique analyzes the synset frequency in a single item (SF) and its rarity among the whole
item collection (IDF). Formally, we denote as |I| the number of items of the system, and a synset s may
appear in |i : s ∈ I| items. We also denote as ns,i the frequency of a synset s in an item i. The synset
frequency SF (s, i) can be defined as [8]:

SF (s, i) =
ns,i∑
k nk,i

, (7)

where
∑
k nk,i corresponds to the total frequency of the k other synsets present in i.

The inverse document frequency, IDFi, is:

IDF (s) = log
|I|

|i : t ∈ i| . (8)

Finally, the SF-IDF of a synset-item pair can be given as:

SF − IDF (s, i) = SF (s, i)× IDF (s). (9)

4.3. Sentiment

The second item representation strategy focuses on measuring the quality of the features of an item.195

In this sense, each synset is weighted according to the overall sentiment (e.g. positive, negative or neutral)
that users assign in their reviews toward them. Thus, an item is represented by the average sentiment
of many users’ reviews towards each of its characteristics.

In order to do that, we use the sentiment analysis algorithm available at the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit
[16], obtaining the sentiment for each sentence of each review. The main reason for using a sentence-level200

sentiment analysis is that since all of the features extracted from the reviews are nouns, which in most
cases have neutral sentiment, a natural approach to obtain their sentiment is to match with sentiments
obtained from the context they were used in the text. Moreover, since features are extracted from a
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different tool than CoreNLP, and they are concepts instead of words, it is justifiable to use the sentiment
of the sentences they occur.205

The sentiment analysis algorithm [16] uses recursive neural networks models to build representations
that capture the structure of the sentences, obtaining their sentiment based on the meaning of each of
words. It classifies sentences in five sentiment levels: “Very Negative”, “Negative”, “Neutral”, “Positive”
and “Very Positive”. We convert this classification into a [1, 5] rating system, being 1 equals to “Very
Negative” and 5 equals to “Very Positive”.210

We use the following strategy to obtain the sentiments of the synsets, adapted from previous works
[3]. First, the system analyzes the feature set, then, for each item, reads the BabelFy output texts,
finding and storing the sentences IDs that are related to each of the synsets. Then, it matches the IDs
with those of the CoreNLP files, storing their corresponding sentiments.

After obtaining the sentences related to each feature, the next step is the sentiment attribution. For
each feature of each item it is calculated the average sentiment of the related sentences. Thus, this
value represents the collective level of appreciation or depreciation of a certain attribute of an item.
This approach does not consider the level of confidence that a final sentiment score may have: a score
calculated from several mentions to a feature from several different reviews is more reliable than a score
calculated from a single mention. In order to address this, we devised a heuristic where we dampen the
sentiment value, i.e., approximate it to 3 (the neutral value), if the number of times it was mentioned is
lower than the global average number of mentions. Formally, a sentiment S(s, i) of a synset s in relation
to an item i can be dampen by the following formula, if its mentions are lower than the global average:

S(i, j) =




S(s, i) + log10(ns/N) if S(s,i) > 3

S(s, i)− log10(ns/N) if S(s,i) < 3
, (10)

where ns is the number of times the synset was mentioned in the item’s reviews, and N is the global215

average number of mentions. With this heuristic, we are able to dampen the sentiment strength to a
maximum of 1, still preserving its original orientation.

Finally, a zero value indicates that an item simply does not have that feature.

5. Recommendation strategy: combining representations

As mentioned earlier, this work explores strategies to accurately combine the two item representations220

described in the previous section. Those strategies were elaborated to be applied in one of the steps taken
during the recommendation, which is performed by the item-kNN algorithm.

We explore several strategies which are grouped into three main categories: i) pre combination,
which combines the item representations before they are processed by the algorithm; ii) neighborhood
combination, which combines the k-NN produced by the two representations; and iii) post combination,225

which combines the rankings produced by each item-kNN execution with each representation. Figure 1
illustrates our proposal.

In the following subsections we detail every strategy implemented in this study.

5.1. Pre combination

The pre combination comprises two heuristics to combine directly the items representations, i.e.,230

combine the two item’s vectors. This is done before the recommendation process begins, and the new
item representation feed the recommender algorithm, which runs normally. The two heuristics are:

• Multiplication: In this strategy, the scores of the two representations are multiplied. In this sense,
for each feature f in the vocabulary, its final score wfi for a determined item i is:

wfi = wSfi ∗ wSFfi , (11)

where wSfi and wSFfi are the scores provided by the sentiment and the SF-IDF representations,
respectively. Since both representations have the same structure, i.e., they only differ in the weight
that each feature has, there is no possibility that scores are nullified by zero multiplications. Thus,235

the resulting item representation cannot be more or less sparse than the originals.
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Figure 1: The proposed system’s architecture.

• Concatenation: In this strategy, we produce a final representation by concatenating both represen-
tations. The concatenation is performed at each feature, i.e., each feature is designed to comprise
two dimensions of the feature space. In this sense, the final representation will have twice the
number of features of the original, thus aggravating its sparsity.240

5.2. Neighborhood combination

The neighborhood combination comprises four strategies to combine the neighborhoods produced by
each of the representations. In this sense, the item-kNN is executed separately for each item represen-
tation up to the point where it generates the neighborhood for an unknown user-item pair. Then, one
of the strategies is employed to generate a final neighborhood, which will then be used to produce the245

pair’s recommending score. The strategies are based on either one of the two set of operations:

• Intersection: the strategies based on this operation aim to maintain only the items which are
present on both neighborhoods. Thus, given the sentiment neighborhood Nu(i)S and the SF-IDF
neighborhood Nu(i)SF , the final set is:

Nu(i) = Nu(i)S ∩Nu(i)SF . (12)

The two strategies based on this operation differ only in the score calculation of the neighbors.
One of them maintains the highest score among the two neighborhoods, while the other calculates
their average. A sorting algorithm can also be applied as a final step. No further cuts to respect
the k size of the neighborhood is needed, since at the worst case (both sets are the same), they still250

have their sizes limited previously by k.

• Union: the two remaining strategies are based on this operation, aiming to provide a combined
ranking of neighbors. Thus, the final set of neighbors can be viewed as:

Nu(i) = Nu(i)S ∪Nu(i)SF . (13)

In order to produce the union of the two neighborhoods, a constraint must be fulfilled: the resulting
set must not be larger than the k limit. To guarantee that, we follow some steps. First, both
neighborhood are sorted from highest to lowest similarity. Next, we combine both sets into a single
one. Similarly as in the intersection approach, the two strategies based on union differ only in the255

calculation of the similarity of neighbors that are present in both sets: one maintains the highest
value, while the other calculates an average score. Since we employ those strategies in situations
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where there may be items appearing in both sets, the output of the combination is not necessarily
sorted. Thus, we sort it, producing a final ranking of neighbors. Finally, we make a cut in the k-th
position of the ranking, maintaining only the most similar neighbors for both representations.260

5.3. Post combination

In this category, we explore strategies that aim to combine user rankings generated by item-kNN for
each item representation. In this sense, first we run each representation separately in the recommender
and, as a post-processing step, we combine the resulting rankings.

We explore four strategies that can be divided into two very different approaches. Two of them are265

based on heuristics, while the other two are based on machine learning. In the next subsections they are
described in details.

5.3.1. Heuristic strategies

The heuristic strategies, similarly to the neighborhood combination ones, base themselves on set
operations. Specifically, those strategies use the union operation. Given a rankingRS(u) for the sentiment
representation execution of the item-kNN, and a ranking RSF (u) for the SF-IDF version, the final ranking
R(u) for a user u is:

R(u) = RS(u) ∪RSF (u). (14)

In order to perform the union of two rankings, we follow the same steps performed in the neighborhood
strategy. As rankings are already sorted, we start by combining both rankings. As before, we treat item270

repetitions in two different manners: i) we consider only the highest value of ranking score; ii) we sum
the two values, since we follow the premise that if an item is present in both rankings, it probably will
be more relevant to the user. With that, the output from the merge-sort algorithm may not be sorted,
requiring us to perform it after its completion. Finally, we cut the ranking in a predetermined size (e.g.
10), since a large ranking may be overwhelming for the user.275

We don’t use intersection operations since there is a probability that the resulting ranking is very
small, or even empty. In a worst case scenario, each ranking will contain a different set of items, resulting
in an empty final ranking.

5.3.2. BPR Learning strategies

The machine learning strategies are based on BPR Learning, a concept we introduced in Section
3.2. Here, we use BPR to learn weights for a correct combination of two rankings. The idea, originally
proposed in [27], modified the x̂uij decomposition (Equation 4) into:

x̂uij = αa(r̂aui − r̂auj) + αb(r̂
b
ui − r̂buj), (15)

where αa and αb are weights assigned to predictions from recommender a and recommender b. In that280

work, in fact, the main goal was to use this strategy to combine multiple user interactions (such as
ratings, purchase history and tag assignment), thus the equation above could be incremented with any
amounts of α weights and their related predictions. The α weights were trained simultaneously with
the recommender system, which was based on matrix factorization, resulting in the algorithm with full
potential when using several different training data.285

In our work, in turn, we restrict the calculation to only two sets of predictions. With this, a and b
are not recommenders or types of interactions, but in fact two executions of the same recommender with
different item representations. Moreover, we do not train any parameter of the recommender system,
delegating the BPR training to a solely post-processing step. Thus, r̂Sul and r̂SFul represent the predictions
generated by sentiment and SF-IDF item representations (where l can be either i or j), as well as αS290

and αSF .
Applying the stochastic gradient descent, the update equation (5) can be employed, with the ∂

∂Θ x̂uij
component substituted by its corresponding derivative:

∂

∂Θ
x̂uij =





r̂Sui − r̂Suj , if Θ = αS

r̂SFui − r̂SFuj , if Θ = αSF

. (16)
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Another approach we experimented is to regard the known pairs r̂ui as 1, since they are indeed always
relevant for the user. With that, the Equations 15 and 16 can be rewritten as:295

x̂uij = αS(1− r̂Suj) + αSF (1− r̂SFuj ), (17)

∂

∂Θ
x̂uij =





1− r̂Suj , if Θ = αS

1− r̂SFuj , if Θ = αSF

. (18)

Regardless of the approach, the process of learning the alphas is performed similarly as the original
BPR Learning algorithm: we perform bootstrap sampling to select random triples from the vast amount
of possible candidates and employ them to learn the alpha weights. After learning them, we multiply
each ranking scores by their respective weights and then merge them both. In case of repetitions, i.e.,
both rankings have the same item, we sum their scores. It is important to note that the weights are300

not applied to all items, since the rankings are significantly smaller than the total number of items.
Nevertheless, we experimented with several ranking sizes and determined that rankings of 100 items are
optimal, since items beyond that position may not be very interesting for the final user. Finally, we sort
the resulting ranking and perform a cut in a predetermined size (e.g. 10).

6. Evaluation305

In this section we detail the experiments conducted in this study. In the following subsections we
present the datasets used, the experimental setup and the results we obtained.

6.1. Data sets

We used two largely different data sets to evaluate our proposal.
The first is the well-known MovieLens 100k (ML-100k)8 data set, which consists of 100, 000 ratings310

(from 1 to 5) performed by 943 users for 1, 682 movies. Each user of the data set has rated at least 20
movies. In order to perform our experiments, we collected up to 10 reviews per item from the IMDb9

website, resulting in a total of 15, 863 documents. The reviews were selected as the website’s top-10,
ordered by their helpfulness.

The second is one of the Amazon10 data sets extracted by McAuley et al. [28]11. They extracted315

many large datasets based on review data from Amazon, each representing a single domain of items:
movies, books, electronics, among others. Given that most of them are extremely large, we selected
the Apps for Android data set, which is the fifth biggest data set from the collection. The original
dataset has 2, 638, 172 ratings and 752, 937 reviews from 1, 323, 884 users for 61, 275 items, where users
and items have at least 5 interactions. Given that it is a fairly large and sparse data set, we filtered it320

by maintaining only the reviews interactions and eliminated the items and users that had less than 10
interactions, resulting in 16, 201 users and 4, 869 items, totaling 264, 047 interactions.

As one can see, the two data sets are very different. To begin with, the user-item proportion is
different, with the first data set having 1.78 times more items than users, while the second has 3.33 times
more users. Furthermore, the second data set is significantly more sparse than the first: while it has 2.64325

times more interactions than the previous, its user-item matrix is significantly larger: 17.18 times more
rows (users) and 2.89 times more columns (items).

8https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
9http://www.imdb.com/

10https://www.amazon.com/
11http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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6.2. Experimental setup and evaluation metrics

In order to check the strength of our proposal, we compare our work with another baseline item rep-
resentation proposed in a previous work [3]. We also regard as baselines the isolated item representations330

based on BabelFy described in Section 4.
As for the baseline representation from [3], called heuristic terms, it is based on lematized terms

extracted from the same reviews used in this study. These terms go through heuristics that filter by the
part-of-speech tag, maintaining only nouns, and eliminate the less frequent terms, using IF (Equation 6)
with threshold 30. Weighting of the terms is based on average sentiment, using the Stanford CoreNLP335

algorithm. Table 1 presents the sizes of the vocabularies of the item representations in both data sets,
as well as those produced in the pre combination.

Table 1: Vocabularies sizes for the item representations regarded in this study.

ML-100k Amazon Apps
Heuristic terms 3085 3089
BabelFy 6238 8978
Pre comb. multiplication 6238 8978
Pre comb. concatenation 12,476 17,956

The baseline representations, as well as the combinations, were all executed in the item k-NN algo-
rithm (Section 3.1), with k = {20, 40, 60, 80, 100} and Pearson correlation coefficient (Equation 1) as the
similarity measure. All rankings produced were of maximum size of 100 per user.340

Regarding the post combination techniques, the cuts performed in the final rankings were also of size
100. The techniques based on BPR learning used learning rate η = 0.05 and regularization constants λS
and λSF = 0.0025, defined experimentally.

We also compare our findings against the classical BPR-MF learn-to-rank approach [17], and two
state-of-the-art ranking approaches. The first one, called CoFactor [19], perform co-factorization on345

both user-item implicity feedback and item co-occurence matrices. The second, proposed by Yagci et al.
[18], presents two parallel pairwise learn-to-rank approaches, called PLTRN and PLTRB. We apply those
baselines in our experimental setting, using their own provided source code. We save their generated
rankings and evaluate them in our evaluation protocol.

All baselines require hyperparameter tuning. For BPR-MF, PLTRN and PLTRB, we ran their imple-350

mentations provided by Yagci et al. [18], with a fixed seed for random samplings. As for the parameters,
we ran a grid search for learning rate η and number of factors F , obtaining η = 0.005 and F = 20
for ML-100k, and η = 0.01 and F = 20 for Amazon Apps. Regularization parameters were defined as
λθu = λθi = 0.0025 and λθF = 0.00025, as reported by the author. As for CoFactor [19], the authors
define their hyperparameters by modifying them according to a scale `, while also grid searching for the355

negative sampling value k. We follow this approach and grid search for both values, obtaining ` = 0.1
and k = 1 for ML-100k and ` = 1 and k = 10 for Amazon Apps.

We evaluated the quality of the rankings with the mean average precision at N (MAP@N) measure. It
evaluates a ranking of size N, giving a greater weight for occurrences of relevant items in early positions
of the ranking. It is a measure that produces a value which corresponds to the average of j queries, where
each query produces a ranking and a score that is the average of different n precision levels. Formally,
let {i1, . . . , imj

} be the set of relevant items for a query qj ∈ Q, and Rjk be the set of results returned
from the first item until the ik item, then the MAP can be measured as [15]:

MAP =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑

j=1

1

mj

mj∑

k=1

#(relevant items in Rjk)

Rjk
. (19)

We evaluate our results in four different N values of MAP: 1, 5 and 10. We do this in order to evaluate
if our solution is capable of returning relevant items as the ranking increases in size, up to 10.

All experiments were carried out in a 10-fold cross validation setting. The data set was randomly360

divided into 10 folds, where each fold contained at least one interaction of each user. We define as
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training set 9 out of the 10 folds, and use the remaining as test. We iterate 10 times this procedure,
varying the fold used on the test set. We report as results the average values of the iterations. In order
to check their significance, we applied the two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test [29].

6.3. Results and discussion365

In this section we present and discuss the results obtained by our approaches. Table 2 presents all
results obtained in the experiments. All approaches and corresponding descriptions are summarized as
follows:

• Pre comb 1: The pre combination approach detailed in Section 5.1 with the concatenated repre-
sentations.370

• Pre comb 2: The pre combination approach detailed in Section 5.1 with the multiplied scores of
the representations.

• Neighbor comb 1: The neighborhood combination approach detailed in Section 5.2 with the inter-
section between the neighbors, using average values of similarity.

• Neighbor comb 2: The neighborhood combination approach detailed in Section 5.2 with the inter-375

section between the neighbors, using the highest value of similarity.

• Neighbor comb 3: The neighborhood combination approach detailed in Section 5.2 with the union
between the neighbors, using average values of similarity in case of repetitions.

• Neighbor comb 4: The neighborhood combination approach detailed in Section 5.2 with the union
between the neighbors, using the highest value of similarity in case of repetitions.380

• Post comb 1: The post combination approach detailed in Section 5.3 with the union between the
rankings, considering the highest ranking score in case of repetitions.

• Post comb 2: The post combination approach detailed in Section 5.3 with the union between the
rankings, summing ranking scores in case of repetitions.

• Post comb BPR 1: The post combination approach detailed in Section 5.3 with the BPR Learning385

algorithm considering the known pairs’ predictions as 1.

• Post comb BPR 2: The post combination approach detailed in Section 5.3 with the BPR Learning
algorithm using the known pairs’ predictions.

In Table 2, numbers in bold represent the best results for each column, i.e. the best result for
determined metric in determined number of k. Values with the symbol ∗ represent statistical significance390

with p ≤ 0.05, and with the symbol ∗∗ represent significance with p ≤ 0.01, both over all other approaches
and baseline representations. In the following subsections we detail the results of each data set separately,
and, finally, provide a discussion summarizing them.

6.3.1. MovieLens 100k

Here we detail the results related to the MovieLens 100k data set. We first compare the results395

between each category of combination approaches, and then compare the best of each of them against
each other.

Regarding the pre combination approaches, the item representations concatenation (i.e. Pre comb 1)
showed the category’s best results, being statistically superior with p ≤ 0.01 against the multiplication
approach. It also provided statistically superior results against two of the baseline representations:400

Heuristic terms and BabelFy SF-IDF. In relation to BabelFy Sentiment, it is statistically superior with
p ≤ 0.05 only for k = 20.

Concerning the neighborhood approaches, the neighbor union with highest similarity in repetitions
(i.e. Neighbor comb 4) provided the best results, being statistically superior with p ≤ 0.01 against all
other approaches of this category, and the Heuristic terms and Babelfy SF-IDF baseline representations.405
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In relation to BabelFy Sentiment, it has worse results with k = 20, it is not statistically different with
k = 40 and it is superior with p ≤ 0.05 with the remaining k.

Regarding the post combination results, both BPR Learning-based approaches provide the best results
(being both statistically superior with p ≤ 0.01 against the others of this category), but the version
where known pairs’ predictions are considered as 1 (i.e. Post comb BPR 1) is the best between them.410

This approach has no statistical significance against the other BPR Learning approach for k = 20, but
it is superior with p ≤ 0.01 for the rest of the results. In relation to the baseline representations, it is
statistically superior than all of them with p ≤ 0.01 in all cases, except for MAP@1 with k = {20, 40, 100},
where it is superior with p ≤ 0.05.

Comparing each category’s best approach, the post combination BPR Learning approach has the415

best results for this data set, being statistically superior with p ≤ 0.01 in the majority of the cases, and
p ≤ 0.05 in the remaining. A graphical comparison between them and the baseline representations can
be seen in Figure 2.

(a) MAP@1 (b) MAP@5

(c) MAP@10

Figure 2: Comparison between the best combination approaches and the baseline representations for the MovieLens 100k
dataset.

Finally, we compare our representations with some state of the art recommender baselines. We elect
as the best neighborhood configuration k = 20, and compare its results against the baselines in Table420

3. Numbers with bold typeset represent the best results for each MAP value. Also, those with * are
statistically superior with p− value < 0.01. As it can be seen, the Post comb BPR 1 approach produced
the best results and it is statistically superior against all baselines. Pre comb 1 produced statistically
superior results against the baselines for MAP@1 and MAP@5, while Neighbor comb 4 is statistically
superior only on MAP@1.425

6.3.2. Amazon Apps

We detail in this section the results from the Amazon Apps data set in the same way as the previous
data set.
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Table 3: Comparison between the best combination approaches (with k = 20 ) and the baselines for the MovieLens 100k
dataset.

MAP@1 MAP@5 MAP@10
Pre comb 1 *0.20530 *0.26764 0.25685

Neighbor comb 4 *0.17412 0.25175 0.24566
Post comb BPR 1 *0.21643 *0.28924 *0.27680

BPR-MF 0.13648 0.25237 0.26250
PLTRN 0.13669 0.25113 0.26202
PLTRB 0.14390 0.25584 0.26405

CoFactor 0.05429 0.10841 0.12288

In relation to the pre combination category, the results of the multiplication approach (i.e. Pre comb
2) are the best, being statistically superior with p ≤ 0.01 against the concatenation approach. Despite430

being the best result for this approach, it does not have better results than the baselines, being inferior
to Heuristic terms, and having very close results with BabelFy SF-IDF.

Regarding the neighborhood strategies, again the best approach is the neighbor union with highest
similarity in repetitions (i.e. Neighbor comb 4), having statistically superior results with p ≤ 0.01 against
other approaches from this category. This approach has statistically better results (with p ≤ 0.01) than435

all baseline representations with k ≥ 60, except for MAP@1. With k = 40, the results are close to those
from Heuristic terms, while k = 20 provide inferior results.

Concerning the post combination results, again both BPR Learning-based approaches provide the
best results, being both statistically superior with p ≤ 0.01 against the others of this category. Between
them, the version where we use known pairs’ predictions (i.e. Post comb BPR 2) can be considered the440

best, being statistically superior than the other BPR Learning approach with p ≤ 0.01 in half the cases,
and p ≤ 0.05 in the rest. In relation to the baseline representations, it is inferior than Heuristic terms
for k = 20, in metrics MAP@5 and MAP@10, and it has no statistical difference for k = 40 at MAP@5
and MAP@10. For the remaining k, as well as the remaining baseline representations, it is statistically
superior with p ≤ 0.01.445

The post combination BPR Learning approach has the best results between the best approaches of
each category, being statistically superior with p ≤ 0.01 except for k = 20, where it is superior with
p ≤ 0.05 against the neighborhood approach. A graphical comparison between them and the baseline
representations can be seen in Figure 3.

Finally, we again compare our representations with the recommender baselines. We elect as the best450

neighborhood configuration k = 100, and compare its results against the baselines in Table 4. Numbers
with bold typeset represent the best results for each MAP value. Also, those with * are statistically
superior with p − value < 0.01. The Post comb BPR 2 approach produced the best results and it is
statistically superior against all baselines. Pre comb 1 has superior, but not statistically different results
against the baselines for MAP@1, while Neighbor comb 4 is statistically superior only on MAP@1, while455

nonetheless presenting better results for the remaining MAP values.

Table 4: Comparison between the best combination approaches (with k = 100 ) and the baselines for the Amazon Apps
dataset.

MAP@1 MAP@5 MAP@10
Pre combination 2 0.02079 0.03413 0.03749

Neighbor combination 4 *0.02152 0.03716 0.04156
Post combination BPR 2 *0.02435 *0.04072 *0.04489

BPR-MF 0.02027 0.03589 0.04057
PLTRN 0.02028 0.03578 0.04059
PLTRB 0.02057 0.03584 0.04058

CoFactor 0.01620 0.02793 0.02916
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(a) MAP@1 (b) MAP@5

(c) MAP@10

Figure 3: Comparison between the best combination approaches and the baseline representations for the Amazon Apps
data set.

6.3.3. Discussion

As it can be seen, both BPR Learning strategies provide the best results in both data sets, but in
each data set one has performed better than the other. With that, further experimentation in other data
sets is required in order to define which is better. Nevertheless, a great advantage that Post comb BPR460

1 has in relation to the other is that it requires less computational resource and is faster, since it does
not require to compute predictions of the training pairs, considering them as 1. Even so, both proved to
be good approaches, especially since their strength resides in using a learn-to-rank approach to correctly
weight the relevance of each ranking.

The heuristics ranking approaches, in turn, did not provide good results. We argue that using direct465

combinations may have dragged relevant items to lower positions of the ranking. Since those approaches
do not have a learning mechanism to weight what is or is not relevant, the resulting ranking has a
poorer composition than the isolated rankings. Even so, the Post comb 1 approach was able to provide
better results against baseline representations in some cases, especially with larger rankings (MAP@5
and MAP@10) and larger neighborhoods (k = {80, 100}).470

The pre combination strategies also did not have good results. As well as the BPR strategies, further
experimenting is required to define which strategy is the best, since in each data set one performed better
than the other. Furthermore, even though those strategies’ results did not have statistical significance
against the baseline representations, in several cases they performed slightly better than the isolated
BabelFy representations that they are based on.475

The neighborhood combination category results, in turn, were more consistent: in both datasets,
the Neighbor comb 4 approach provided the best results. It also performed better than the baseline
representations for k ≥ 60. We argue that since we are combining neighbors, the larger the set, the
better the combination can be performed. Since the sets are an intersection between the most similar
items and the set of items evaluated by the user, as we raise k we have more chances of constructing480

a neighborhood. This can be clearly seen with the intersection neighborhood combination approaches:
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they have very poor results since their final neighborhood sets are potentially very small. As for the
strategy for combining repeated items’ similarities, the best approach was to maintain only the highest
value. We argue that the reason it performed better is that, in this sense, good neighbors are not dragged
down by lower scores in the other neighborhood, thus maintaining their high similarity score, and, finally,485

not having a chance of being cut in the final sorting step.
Nevertheless, in most of the cases, each category produced better results than both the baseline

representations and recommenders for at least one of their approaches. By comparing against the baseline
recommenders, it can be noticed that in most cases both pre and neighborhood combinations produce
better results, and at some cases with statistical difference, for MAP@1 and MAP@5. This highlights490

the ability of our approaches to produce better suggestions early on the rankings. Our BPR-based
combination approaches also produce far superior results against baselines, highlighting the importance
of combining two different views of the items.

This thorough evaluation shows the strength of our approaches, and allows us to select which of
them to use according to our needs. Since the pre combination approaches require little computational495

resources and are only processed once before the recommendation, they can be used in any settings and
still provide a small gain on ranking accuracy for the system. They can also be used on other content-
based recommender systems, but further experiments are required to assess their advantages on these
scenarios. The neighborhood combination approaches in turn revealed good results, specially with larger
sets of k, being strongly recommended to be used in such scenarios. They also have the advantage of500

being simpler and faster alternatives than the BPR learning-based post combination approaches. These,
in turn, have the best of the results, but are the ones that require more of computational resources, being
suggested to be used on top notch servers. Moreover, as well as the pre combination approaches, these
are not bound to the item-kNN algorithm, being capable of being used in any recommender system that
can produce rankings.505

Finally, the Amazon Apps results, in general, are very low. This can be attributed to the large size
of the data set and the evaluation method itself. Since items can be considered relevant only if they are
in the test set, and the total number of items is very large, it becomes difficult to correctly match items
in such small ranking with those present in the test set.

7. Conclusions and future work510

In this paper we have explored several strategies for correctly combining two item representations
based on user reviews in a recommender system. Experiments showed promising results, with machine
learning-based ranking combination strategies presenting the best results of all approaches. Bellow we
summarize the main contributions of this paper:

• The item representations based on user reviews. These representations carry a large amount of515

semantics, since they use concepts instead of simple terms as features. The main implication is
that concepts minimize problems of ambiguity that terms can have. Moreover, since the item
representations are based on texts provided by users, they can be employed in any data domain,
i.e., movies, music, products, among others.

• Two different views of the same feature set. This way, items can be detailed in two different manners520

in relation to their features: one that scores features according to their statistics in relation to the
items, and the other that scores features according to the sentiment users have towards them in
the items.

• The combination of these representations to improve recommendation accuracy. By combining the
representations, the system is analyzing the items in two manners, and the strength of both can be525

exploited. We explore an extensive array of combination approaches and analyze their contributions
to produce rankings.

• The generality of pre and post combination strategies. In this paper we explored these approaches
in an item-kNN algorithm, but they are not bound to this algorithm. They can be employed with
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other content-based recommender, but further experimentation must be carried out to assess their530

advantages.

As future work, we intent to perform more experiments in data sets of other domains and sizes in
order to define which techniques are the best among those that could not be defined in this study. We
also aim to explore machine learning to give weights for pre and neighborhood combinations. Finally,
the semantics of the BabelNet synsets extracted from the texts can also be explored to further enrich535

the representations, since the synsets are connected in a very large network with semantic relations that
are derived from both WordNet and Wikipedia.
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84 Chapter 5. Combining different metadata views for better recommendation accuracy

5.2 Final Remarks
The combination between two different item representations provides the next step

into further enhancing the semantics of item descriptions, thus relating directly with Research
Question 2: “Does increasing the semantics of item representations improve recommendation
accuracy?”. By combining those two representations, we guarantee that the item is described
with two different views: one that regards the rarity of its features and how much related those
features are to the item; and the other that regards the quality of those features, i.e., whether they
are viewed by users as positive or negative aspects of the item. Those two interpretations are
fairly different, but they share the same composition: in both representations the item has the
same features (non-zero values), but they differ in their scores.

We combine them by using ten different strategies, which are divided in pre, neighbor-
hood and post combination. The majority of them are based on heuristics, while two of them are
based on machine learning. These two approaches provide the best results, being statistically
superior than baselines in almost every situation. The other approaches also produce good results,
being superior than baselines in the majority of the cases. This highlights the importance of the
combination, and reinforces the notion that increasing the semantics involved in item descriptions
do help improve the recommender’s suggestion.

One highlight of the pre and post combination approaches is that they are independent of
the recommender system, being able to be applied into other content-based algorithms. Never-
theless, further experimentation is required to ascertain their benefits with other recommenders.

One drawback of this study is that the top-N evaluation performed in the area is flawed,
especially if we consider very large datasets. This kind of evaluation assumes that relevant items
are those that appear on the test set, i.e., items that the user have previously evaluated but are
regarded as unknown pairs. This is no issue in a rating prediction scenario, since we are aiming
to evaluate if the system is able to correctly predict which rating the user would give to an item.
But, when considering top-N evaluation, we are concerned in ranking items by relevance. When
considering large datasets, the chance that an test item is ranked high is very low, but the other
items that are indeed top ranked could be potentially relevant to the user. With that, the most
correct way to evaluate these scenarios would be with user trials.

Another issue presented so far is that we were not able to directly evaluate the item
representations and their features’ descriptive power. The features and their weights themselves
could be used to other ends than to improve a recommender’s accuracy. For instance, some of
them have such intuitive semantics, such as the sentiment-based representation, that could be
employed to aid the recommender provide explanations about its suggestions.

In the next chapter, we take those issues into consideration and present, along with a
state-of-the-art recommendation system, a user trial in which our features are used to aid the
construction of suggestions’ explanations.
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CHAPTER

6
SENTIMENT-AWARE EXPLANATION

CHAINS

6.1 Contextualization
So far, we have focused our advances towards maximizing the accuracy of content-based

recommender systems by designing semantically rich item representations. We have followed the
assumption that these systems’ capability of producing relevant suggestions is directly related to
the quality of their descriptions.

In this next study, we shift our focus to better analyse the descriptive power of one of our
representations, the sentiment-based representation used in two of our works (D’ADDIO et al.,
2018; D’ADDIO; MARINHO; MANZATO, 2019). Here, we do not focus solely on accuracy
metrics such as precision, but evaluate, with a wider spectrum of metrics, the application of our
representation in a state-of-the-art recommender system called Recommendation-by-Explanation

(r-by-e) (RANA; BRIDGE, 2018). This recommender produces suggestions based on the quality
of the explanations that it would provide for those items, and those explanations, in turn, are
solely based on the features of the items. We make extensive offline experiments, evaluating
the recommender system’s performance in relation to precision, novelty, surprise, diversity and
coverage (KAMINSKAS; BRIDGE, 2016). We also perform a user trial that evaluates both
recommendation and explanation relevance.

This work was conducted in collaboration with r-by-e’s author, Arpit Rana, and his
supervisor, Derek Bridge, from University College Cork, Ireland. Arpit has been working on
several extensions to r-by-e’s formulation, but some of them required semantically enhanced item
features, which were the main objective of this research. The following article, which is currently
in preparation to be submitted to Springer’s “User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction” and
was first described in Rana’s thesis (RANA, 2020), details the results of our collaboration, which
analyzes r-by-e’s extensions applied together with sentiment-based item descriptions.



Extended Recommendation-by-Explanation

ARPIT RANA∗, Department of Mechanical & Industrial Engineering, University of Toronto, Canada
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Studies have shown that a user of a recommender system is more likely to be satisfied by the recommendations
if the system provides explanations that allow the user to understand the rationale that lies behind the
recommendations. In current recommender systems, explanation is a step that comes after recommendation,
i.e., computing recommendations and generating corresponding explanations are two separate and sequential
processes. Divorcing recommendation and explanation in this way affords the system the freedom to include
in the explanation information different from that which it used to compute the recommendation. Such
differences are one cause of low fidelity between the recommender and its explanations.

Previously, we have proposed Recommendation-by-Explanation (r-by-e), an approach that unifies both
worlds. r-by-e enables the system to find relevant recommendations through explanations that have a high
degree of fidelity and interpretability, called explanation chains. To generate suggestions, the system first
constructs an explanation for each candidate item (chain generation); then it recommends those candidate
items that have the best explanations (chain selection). While there were promising results, r-by-e used item
features in a limited perspective: those were unweighted, binary features that presented limited semantics in
which explanations could be built. The system was designed to handle only this kind of information, thus not
benefiting from more semantic item descriptions.

To address those limitations, we extend r-by-e’s formulation so it can explore different feature weighting
schemes to give more refined versions of chain generations. In this sense, the system is able to further capture
the relationships between items and their features. We also give ways of generating chains that use different
types of item representations: one that use the item features explicitly and the other that makes no explicit use
of features. Finally, we generalize r-by-e’s approach to chain selection, allowing the system to choose whether
to cover more aspects of the candidate item or the user profile.

We present a comprehensive empirical comparison of all the extended versions (99 configurations of each
version) with corresponding classic content-based methods on two datasets that mainly differ on their item
feature set. One dataset deals with keyword-based features, weighted by their frequency, while the other uses
concepts extracted from user reviews, weighted by the sentiments of the users towards them. The versions
of r-by-e that make explicit use of item features have several advantages over the others, and the empirical
comparison shows that one of these versions —the one that assigns weights to the item features based on their
importance to that item (designated as wfb)— is also the best in terms of recommendation accuracy, diversity,
and surprise, while still generating chains whose lengths are manageable enough to be interpretable by users.

We conduct a user trial on the dataset which uses concepts from user reviews and their sentiments, dubbing
the recommendations as sentiment-aware explanation chains. We found on this study that wfb provides
more relevant recommendations and that they are also diverse and serendipitous; and we found that its
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sentiment-aware chains are more helpful to users when judging recommendation quality than the competitor
explanations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automated personalization is one way of tuning systems to the needs and preferences of individual
users and, consequently, alleviating the problems caused by choice overload. Recommender systems,
in particular, attempt to filter and rank a set of items and suggest to the user a smaller ordered set –
one which contains items that it thinks are most likely to satisfy the user [3].

Some recommender systems can also provide explanations. Explanations can serve a multiplicity
of aims: they give credibility to recommendations [33, 41], help users make better choices [4],
positively contribute to a better user experience [19], and so on. Due to the wide adoption of
recommender systems in many aspects of our lives, explaining recommendations has attracted
considerable attention [46, 49].
Most recommendation explanations are post-hoc rationalizations. In other words, in current

recommender systems, computing recommendations and generating corresponding explanations
are considered as two separate, sequential processes. This affords the recommender the freedom
to include in the explanation information different from that which it used to compute the rec-
ommendation [1]. For example, in [38], a recommendation generated by factorization of a ratings
matrix is explained using topic models mined from textual data associated with items — data that
was not used when when building the recommendation model. Such differences are one cause
of low fidelity [20] (also called objective transparency [15]): the extent to which the explanation
reveals the logic of the underlying recommender. In an experiment with a music recommender,
Kulesza et al. found that the more that explanations were both sound and complete with respect
to the recommender, the greater the users’ trust in the recommender and the better their under-
standing [20]. This finding indicates that there is an intimate connection between the process
of computing recommendations and generating corresponding explanations; and that this close
relationship may lead to better recommendations for the user. In this paper, we investigate the
role of explanations in the process of computing recommendations, aiming to achieve a higher
degree of fidelity between the explanations and the operation of the recommender system, without
compromising the interpretability of the explanations and the quality of the recommendations. Our
approach, Recommendation-by-Explanation (r-by-e), unifies recommendation and explanation to a
greater degree than has been achieved hitherto. r-by-e employs two main steps: chain generation
and chain selection. In the former, for each candidate item, the system constructs and scores an
explanation, a chain of items from the user’s profile, referred to as an explanation chain, based on
overlap between the representations of items in the chain; then, in the later step, it recommends
those candidate items that have the best explanations based on their scores. By unifying recom-
mendation and explanation, r-by-e finds relevant recommendations with explanations that have a
high degree of fidelity.
We have previously introduced r-by-e in [35, 36]. Although we observed promising results,

the way we built the chains was relatively simple. In particular, we considered only one way of
representing items — in terms of their features, which were keywords that items may or may not
have. Explanation chains could be refined and present more information about the item and its
features. For instance, item features could have weights that represent their worth towards the
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items, thus adding a new layer of semantics to the recommendation and the explanation. But,
the current r-by-e formulae is based on feature sets, and do not take into account these weights.
Moreover, its formulae can be extended in several ways to allow more flexibility in choosing item
representations, feature weighting schemes, and the influence of item or user coverage in the
chains.

This paper, drawn from the first author’s PhD research [34], significantly extends r-by-e in three
ways (see Figure 1). First, we consider a scheme for assigning weights to an item’s features based
on their informativeness. We define weighted overlap to take advantage of these weights. Second,
we propose an alternative item representation which makes no explicit reference to features. We
refer to it as a neighbour-based item representation. For this new item representation, we define
both an unweighted and weighted overlap. Finally, we also generalize r-by-e’s chain selection. In
place of simply adding the average overlap and average profile overlap (as in [36]), we define the
score to be a linear combination of the two but controlled by a parameter 𝛼 .
We explore these variants using two versions of a movie recommendation dataset. In the first

version of the dataset, we describe each item using a set of keywords. These descriptions are simpler
in the sense that they convey information regarding the frequency or rarity of the keywords,
not regarding more interesting, semantic aspects such as qualities and flaws of the movies. We
hypothesize that explanations would benefit greatly if items were described by their good and
bad aspects. Therefore, the second version of the dataset uses sentiment data extracted from user
reviews and describes each item using a set of terms associated with sentiment values. The complete
details of these datasets are covered in Section 6.1.

In a set of offline experiments on the first version of the dataset, we compare all four versions of
chain generation: i) unweighted feature-based (fb), ii) weighted feature-based (wfb), iii) unweighted
neighbour-based (nb), and iv) weighted neighbour-based (wnb). Notice that unweighted feature-
based is what we covered already in our previous work [36]. We include it here again for better
understanding the difference among all four approaches.1 In our experiments, we found out that the
approaches that explicitly use item features perform better than their counterpart, and weight-based
approaches are able to produce more accurate recommendations while being competitive in terms
of diversity and surprise. We also show in the results that by varying the balancing parameter
(𝛼), r-by-e selects longer chains that subsequently increase the surprise and the diversity of the
recommendations.

Further offline experiments, this time on the second version of the dataset, compare the weighted
feature-based and weighted neighbour-based forms of chain generation. (As we will explain, the
unweighted forms of chain generation do not apply to the sentiment version of the dataset.) In this
experiment, we can see that, again, the feature-based approach attain higher levels of precision,
with comparative results on diversity and somewhat lower results of surprise and novelty, when
compared to its counterpart.
From the offline experiments, we choose the best version of r-by-e to compare with a baseline

in a user trial, which is split into two parts: a recommendation trial and an explanation trial. We
conduct them on the sentiment version of the dataset. The recommendation trial reveals that
r-by-e’s suggestions are more relevant than baseline, being also diverse and serendipitous. The
explanation trial reveals that sentiment-aware chains help users make better informed judgements
towards the quality of recommended movies.
The paper is organized as follows. After a review of related work (Section 2), Section 3 briefly

summarises the notion of Recmmendation-by-Explanation and the explanation chains, while Section

1In fact, the results we present here are not identical to the ones in [36] because in this work we have included some extra
normalization of the scores its uses to give a fair comparison with the three other variants.
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Fig. 1. Extended Recommendation-by-Explanation

4 describes the extensions and refinements over the original r-by-e formulation. In Section 5, we
evaluate those extensions on offline experiments with keywords as features, while in Section 6 we
detail our Sentiment-Aware Explanation Chains and present both online and offline experiments to
evaluate them. Finally, in Section 7 we offer some final remarks.

2 RELATEDWORK
An explanation of a recommendation is any content additional to the recommendation itself that
justifies the recommended item to the user. For instance, a textual explanation, “We recommend
you the movie A Beautiful Mind because it has features drama and biography that you liked before”
justifies the movie ‘A Beautiful Mind’ to the user by means of its features ‘drama’ and ‘biography’
which she liked before.

Explanations are especially important in high-risk domains where the cost of making a wrong
decision is higher (e.g. buying a laptop, planning a holiday, etc.) than in low-risk domains (e.g.
selecting a song to play) [16]. The level of detail in an explanation may also vary with the level of
risk associated with the decision-making process [7]. In general, it also makes more sense if these
explanations are personalized to the end-users so that the explanations are sensitive to the users’
level of understanding [45].

Explanations of recommendations vary in many ways. They may vary in their goals: they may
be intended to help the user make a better decision (effectiveness), change the user’s behaviour
(persuasion), make a system more correctable (scrutability), and so on [44]. In our work, we are
interested in effectiveness, which is why one of our user trials is a re-ranking task.
Explanations often relate the recommended item to the user through intermediary entities [47].

These intermediary entities may be other users, other items, item features, or context. Based on these
intermediary entities, explanations can be described as either user-based, item-based, feature-based,
context-based or, in the case of combinations, hybrid [4, 31].
User-based explanations say that an item is recommended because users who are similar to

the active user liked it. For example, social networks such as Facebook2 often use user-based

2https://www.facebook.com
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explanations when recommending a person to add as a friend or to follow. However, these methods
do not scale up to user-based collaborative filtering systems, where: the number of neighbours
is usually larger; most, if not all, of the neighbours are not known to the active user; and the
number of co-rated items between the active user and any neighbour can be too large to be readily
comprehended [5].

Item-based explanations say that the item is being recommended because the user liked similar
items. Famously, Amazon3 uses item-based explanations for its recommendations [21]. Studies show
that item-based approaches present the relationship between the user and recommended items in
an easily interpretable way which helps users to make accurate decisions [4]. Accordingly, in [5],
the authors showed how even user-based collaborative recommendations can be explained using
item-based explanations. They mined (item-based) rules from the neighbours’ ratings. However,
item-based explanations may have a shortcoming, which is that users may not understand the
relationship between the items in the explanation and the recommended item [43].
Feature-based explanations say that the recommended item has features that the user likes.

For instance, Pandora uses altogether 450 musical attributes for representing each music track4
and provides explanations such as: Based on what you’ve told us so far, we’re playing this track
because it features a leisurely tempo, a sparse piano solo, a lazy swing groove, major tonality and
many other similarities identified [46]. In the literature, features take numerous different forms, e.g.
attribute-value pairs [40, 42], item content [4], user-generated tags [14, 15, 47], opinions mined
from user reviews [6, 10, 26], and linked data [28, 29].
Most recently, contextual information has been used in explanations too. In [39], Sato et al.

proposed explanations that include contexts suitable for consuming the recommended item.
Hybrid explanations are also possible. For example, in the case of item-based explanations, we

often want to show why the items in the explanation are similar to the recommended item, and
this is typically done by showing the features that they have in common. Since these item-based
explanations combine items and features, they are hybrid explanations [31]. Explanation Chains
are of this kind: they are item-based but they expose item relationships through features.
In Artificial Intelligence in general, explanations are sometimes categorized as white-box (also

sometimes called model-based) or black-box (sometimes called model-agnostic) [13, 16]. The
distinction typically reflects on the fidelity of the explanations to the underlying reasoning done by
the AI system.
White-box explanations are built from traces of the system’s reasoning. These explanations

disclose something of the underlying model in order to reveal ‘how’ the system has reached its
conclusions. For example, if we have a user-based nearest-neighbours recommender that makes
recommendations by finding items liked by the active user’s nearest neighbours, then a histogram
of the neighbours’ ratings [16] is a white-box explanation.
Black-box explanations, by contrast, make no use of knowledge of how the system produced

its decision. Black-box explanations are post-hoc rationalizations. For example, the LIME system
explains classification decisions by interrogating the classifier to obtain a dataset from which LIME
builds a distinct explanation model [37]. Since they make no use of traces of the system’s reasoning,
black-box explanations may make use of other sources of information that were not used in the
decision-making. In [38], for example, recommendations are made by matrix factorization on a
ratings matrix but the recommendations are explained using topic models that are mined from
textual data associated with the items but not used by the recommender.

3https://www.amazon.com/
4https://www.pandora.com/about/mgp
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Fig. 2. Role of explanations in producing recommendations.

Black-box explanations raise the issue of fidelity [20] (also called objective transparency [15]):
the extent to which the explanation reveals the logic of the underlying recommender. Kulesza et
al. considered two dimensions of explanation fidelity: soundness and completeness. They defined
the former as the extent to which each component of an explanation’s content is truthful in
describing the underlying system; and the latter as the extent to which all of the underlying system
is described by the explanation. For example, a recommender system that explains its reasoning
with a simpler model than it actually uses (e.g. a set of rules instead of additive feature weights)
reduces soundness, whereas a system that explains only some of its reasoning (e.g. only a subset of
a user neighbourhood) reduces completeness.

In an experiment with a music recommender, Kulesza et al. found that the more that explanations
were both sound and complete with respect to the recommender, the greater the users’ trust in
the recommender and the better their understanding [20]. Recommendation-by-Explanation seeks
to achieve quite high fidelity since, in r-by-e, explanation is intrinsic to recommendation. Indeed,
r-by-e’s explanations are not black-box: the suggestions are exclusively guided by explanations’
quality, and the recommender’s model is the explanations themselves. This leads to sound and
complete explanations, i.e., they do not simplify the model nor expose a limited part of its reasoning.

In current recommender systems, computing a recommendation and generating corresponding
explanation are two separate, sequential processes. Below we will look at some work that challenges
this assumption.

It seems obvious that a recommender should first produce its recommendations and then seek to
build explanations for them. This is the classic approach depicted leftmost in Figure 2. Almost all
of the systems that we have cited previously work in this way.
There have been a few efforts that modify the classical approach a little. These are shown

in the middle of Figure 2. In Re-ranked Recommendations, for example, the system finds some
recommendations; it generates explanations for the recommendations; it scores the explanations;
and it re-ranks the recommendations based on their explanation scores before showing them to the
user [26, 27]. In [48], Yu et al. use this strategy to increase the recommendation diversity.
Another strategy that falls within the Re-ranked Recommendations category is to use expla-

nations as means for the users to analyse recommendation quality and, if appropriate, propose
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a change to the predicted value [9]. For example, Cleger et al. [8] uses explanations to learn a
regression model that can predict the error and thus “correct” the rating of a target item.

Our new approach, Recommendation-by-Explanation, is shown rightmost in Figure 2. Uniquely,
as far as we are aware, it reverses the process. First, it finds explanations for all the candidate items.
Then, it recommends the candidates that have the best explanations. Hence, Recommendation-
by-Explanation is an approach that unifies the two processes: computing recommendations and
generating corresponding explanations. This, we believe, gives it high fidelity. We describe it at
much greater length in the remainder of this paper.

3 RECOMMENDATION-BY-EXPLANATION
Recommendation-by-Explanation is a novel, unified approach for recommendation and explanation:
the system constructs an explanation (a chain of items from the user’s profile) for each candidate
item (we call this step chain generation); then it recommends those candidate items that have the
best explanations (which we call chain selection). By unifying recommendation and explanation,
r-by-e finds relevant recommendations with explanations that have a high degree of fidelity [35, 36].
r-by-e’s explanations take the form of what we call Explanation Chains. Figure 3 shows an example
of an Explanation Chain in the movie domain. The rightmost item (in this case, The Notebook)
is the candidate for recommendation to the user, and will typically not already be in the user’s
profile. The other items (Big Fish, Pearl Harbour and The Illusionist) form the chain. They are drawn
from positively-rated items in the user’s profile and are intended to support recommendation of
the candidate item. Pairs of successive items in a chain satisfy a local constraint in the form of a
similarity threshold; additionally, each item in the chain satisfies a global constraint in the form of a
threshold on the level of coverage it contributes towards features of the candidate item. For example,
Big Fish has the keywords: secret-mission and parachute in common with Pearl Harbour, as
well as the keyword romantic-rivalry in common with The Notebook.

r-by-e treats each item as a set of elements. In our original work, elements are feature, but in one
of our extensions (next section), an item’ elements are other items — ones that its neighbours. r-by-e
constructs an explanation chain by iteratively adding items from the user profile in an effort to cover
potentially different elements of the candidate item. Hence, in the chain, the item closest to the
candidate shares more of its elements with the candidate and the item farthest from the candidate
shares the least with the candidate. Consecutive items in the chain must also share elements. Thus,
the explanation chain enables a user to understand the mutual relationships between adjacent items
as well as relationships between items from her profile and the candidate item in an incremental
manner. In some sense, the chain “leads” the user through ever more relevant items from her
profile towards the candidate. This, we believe, has the potential to explain recommendations in an
effective manner that is sensitive to user understanding.

3.1 r-by-e top-n Recommendation
Let I be the set of all items. r-by-e works in a scenario of implicit ratings, where the user’s profile
𝑃 ⊆ I is the set of items that she likes. r-by-e will recommend up to 𝑛 items from a set of candidate
items, 𝐼 ⊆ I. Candidates 𝐼 can be defined in whatever way is suited to the task in hand. Typically, for
example, they will be items not already in 𝑃 . But they could be further constrained by contextual
factors such as time or location, e.g. recently-released movies, TV shows to be broadcast in the
next few hours, or restaurants in the vicinity of the user. In our experiments, we define 𝐼 to be
items that are not in the user’s profile but which do have at least a certain degree of similarity to
the user’s profile, 𝐼 =

{
𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 \ 𝑃 | sim(𝐹𝑖 , 𝐹𝑝 ) > \, ∃ 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃

}
. Here 𝐹𝑖 and 𝐹𝑝 denote the features of

items 𝑖 and 𝑝 , and sim is a similarity measure.
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Fig. 3. An Explanation Chain in the Movie domain

Algorithm 1 r-by-e top-𝑛 recommendation.
Input: 𝑛, number of recommendations

𝐼 , set of candidate items
𝑃 , user’s profile
\ , similarity threshold
𝜖 , marginal gain threshold

Output: 𝐿∗, ranked list of top-𝑛 Explanation Chains.
1: function Recommend(𝑛, 𝐼, 𝑃, \, 𝜖)
2: 𝐿 ← [ ]
3: for each 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 do
4: 𝐶 ← GenerateChain(𝑖, 𝑃, \, 𝜖)
5: if |𝐶 | > 0 then
6: append ⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩ to 𝐿
7: return SelectChains(𝐿, 𝑛)

For each candidate item, r-by-e generates an Explanation Chain and then it selects the top 𝑛 of
those chains to recommend to the user; see Algorithm 1.

3.2 Chain generation
Given a candidate item, r-by-e works backwards to construct a chain: starting with the candidate
item, it finds predecessors, greedily selects one, finds its predecessors, selects one; and so on; see
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Chain generation.
Input: 𝑖 , a candidate item

𝑃 , user’s-profile
\ , similarity threshold
𝜖 , marginal gain threshold

Output: 𝐶 , an Explanation Chain 𝐶 for candidate 𝑖 .
1: function GenerateChain(𝑖, 𝑃, \, 𝜖)
2: 𝐶 ← [ ]
3: sum_ovrlps = 0
4: 𝑗 ← 𝑖

5: while True do
6: 𝐽 ← {𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 \𝐶 | sim(𝐹 𝑗 , 𝐹𝑝 ) > \ ∧ ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) > 𝜖}
7: if |𝐽 | = 0 then
8: return 𝐶

9: 𝑗 = arg max
𝑝∈𝐽

ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶)
10: append 𝑗 to 𝐶
11: sum_ovrlps = sum_ovrlps + ovrlp( 𝑗, 𝑖,𝐶)

The predecessors of an item are all its neighbours in the item-item similarity graph that satisfy
four conditions: (a) they are members of the user’s profile 𝑃 ; (b) they are not already in this chain;
(c) their similarity to the subsequent item in the chain exceeds a similarity threshold \ ; and (d) their
overlap (see below) exceeds a marginal gain threshold 𝜖 . When there are no further predecessors,
the chain is complete.

At each step, the predecessor that gets selected is the one with the highest overlap. The overlap
ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) of adding predecessor 𝑝 to partial chain 𝐶 that explains candidate item 𝑖 is given by:

ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) =
��(𝐹𝑝 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶)) ∩ 𝐹𝑖 ��

|𝐹𝑖 |
+

��(𝐹𝑝 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶)) ∩ 𝐹𝑖 ����𝐹𝑝 �� (1)

Here 𝐹𝑖 and 𝐹𝑝 denote the features of items 𝑖 and 𝑝 . covered(𝑖,𝐶) is the set of features of candidate
𝑖 that are already covered by members of the chain 𝐶 , i.e. covered(𝑖,𝐶) = ⋃

𝑗 ∈𝐶 𝐹 𝑗 ∩ 𝐹𝑖 . For more
details on this, please refer to [36].

3.3 Chain selection
After constructing a chain 𝐶 for each candidate item 𝑖 , we must select the top-𝑛 chains so that we
can recommend 𝑛 items to the user, along with their explanations. This is done iteratively based
on a chain’s total coverage of the candidate item’s features and the chain’s dissimilarity to other
chains already included in the top-𝑛; see Algorithm 3.

Specifically, we score ⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩ relative to a list of all the items that appear in already-selected chains
𝐿∗. using the following:

score(⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩, 𝐿∗) = sum_ovrlps
|𝐶 | + 1

+
��𝐶 \⋃𝑗 ∈𝐿∗ 𝑗

��
|𝐶 | + 1 (2)

Here, sum_ovrlps is the sum of the overlaps of the items in the chain calculated while chain
generation. For further details, please refer to [36].
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Algorithm 3 Chain selection.
Input: 𝐿, list of Explanation Chains for different candidate items

𝑛, number of recommendations
Output: 𝐿∗, ranked list of top-𝑛 Explanation Chains.
1: function SelectChains(𝐿, 𝑛)
2: if |𝐿 | ≤ 𝑛 then
3: sort 𝐿 using 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
4: return 𝐿

5: 𝐿∗ ← [ ]
6: while |𝐿∗ | < 𝑛 do
7: ⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩∗ = arg max

⟨𝐶,𝑖 ⟩∈𝐿
score(⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩, 𝐿∗)

8: append ⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩∗ to 𝐿∗
9: remove ⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩∗ from 𝐿

10: return 𝐿∗

4 EXTENDED RECOMMENDATION-BY-EXPLANATION
We extend r-by-e in three ways (see Figure 1). First, we consider a scheme for assigning weights to
an item’s features based on their informativeness. We define weighted overlap to take advantage
of these weights. Second, we propose an alternative item representation which makes no explicit
reference to features. We refer to it as a neighbour-based item representation. We explain it in more
detail below. As we will see in our experiments, representing an item in terms of its neighbors (in
place of its features) and generating chains in an effort to cover the candidate item’s neighbours
may result in more surprising recommendations. For this new item representation, we define both
an unweighted and weighted overlap. Finally, we also generalize r-by-e’s chain selection (Equation
2). In place of simply adding the average overlap and average profile overlap, we define the score
to be a linear combination of the two but controlled by a parameter 𝛼 .
We model the chain generation step as a set-cover problem. In our previous work [35, 36], we

formulated it in a feature-oriented way but, in this paper, we show that we have two ways of
formulating this. In one approach, feature-based generation, our aim is to cover the candidate item’s
set of features; in the other approach, neighbour-based generation, we aim to cover the candidate’s
set of neighbours (i.e. similar items). Hence, the core of chain generation is computing overlap
(ovrlp) between a potential predecessor and the candidate item for which the chain is being built.
In the simplest case, overlap can be computed by counting the number of elements (either features
or neighbours) that are covered. We call this unweighted overlap. An alternative way of computing
overlap (wovrlp) is to assign weights to the elements based on their informativeness. We call this
weighted overlap.

In r-by-e, chain selection takes the explanation chains (one per candidate item) and selects the top-
𝑛 to recommend to the user. This is based on the chains’ scores. The score function was originally
a sum of the average overlap of the chain members and a diversification term. The diversification
term measures the number of items (not features) in the user’s profile uniquely covered by the
items in a chain members relative to the chain length. We refer to this as neighbour-based selection.
Analogous to the way we have both feature-based and neighbour-based chain generation, it seem
obvious to design a feature-based version of chain selection to complement the neighbour-based
representation. We did indeed design and experiment with a feature-based version of chain selection.
However, we found that, in our dataset, the neighbour-based diversification term had a negligible
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effect on a chain’s total score. This is because, for a manageable size of chain (2–4 members), the
features of the items in the chain cover only a small part of the large number of features of the
items in the user profile. Consequently, a chain’s score ends up being nearly equal to just the
average overlap of the items. Therefore, in this paper we only show results for neighbour-based
chain selection, irrespective of whether the chain generation is feature-based or neighbour-based.
However, we do make one change to the score function: we generalize it so that it is no longer a
simple sum of the average overlap and the diversification term; it is now a weighted sum, using a
parameter 𝛼 , allowing us to vary the importance of the two components of the definition.
We apply these ideas to a dataset in which we have user sentiments towards items’ features,

referring to this as Sentiment-Aware Explanation Chains. But, in order to do that, we first examine
the effect of our extensions to r-by-e on a dataset that we used in our previous work, where items are
described only by keyword (and not sentiments) [35, 36]. The complete experiment can be viewed
in Section 5. After that, we extract concepts from user reviews and their respective sentiments
towards each items, thus producing polarity-oriented item representations. We then evaluate how
r-by-e’s extensions can benefit from these descriptions. The experiments details are covered in
Section 6.

The following subsections give the formulae for the extensions that we have just outlined.

4.1 Feature-based generation
In feature-based settings, an item is represented as the set of its features. At each step of the chain
generation, the predecessor that gets selected is the one that most covers the candidate’ features.

4.1.1 Unweighted overlap. The unweighted overlap ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) of adding predecessor 𝑝 to partial
chain 𝐶 that explains candidate item 𝑖 is given by:

ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) = 2 ·
��(𝐹𝑝 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶)) ∩ 𝐹𝑖 ��

|𝐹𝑖 | +
��𝐹𝑝 �� (3)

Here 𝐹𝑖 and 𝐹𝑝 denote the features of items 𝑖 and 𝑝 . covered(𝑖,𝐶) is the set of features of candidate 𝑖
that are already covered by members of the chain𝐶 , i.e. covered(𝑖,𝐶) = ⋃

𝑗 ∈𝐶 𝐹 𝑗 ∩ 𝐹𝑖 . This equation
returns a value of ovrlp in the range of [0, 1].
4.1.2 Weighted overlap. Features associated with an item can be assigned weights based on how
representative or informative they are to that item. In the information retrieval domain, for example,
there are many ways to weight the terms of a corpus of documents [23].

We design an approach that deals with weighted features, called weighted overlapwovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶).
For adding predecessor 𝑝 to partial chain 𝐶 that explains candidate item 𝑖 , it is defined as follows:

wovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) =
2 ·

(∑
𝑓 ∈(𝐹𝑝\covered(𝑖,𝐶))∩𝐹𝑖 ) 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 −

��𝑤 𝑓 𝑝 −𝑤 𝑓 𝑖

��)
|𝐹𝑖 | +

��𝐹𝑝 �� (4)

The numerator in the definition of wovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) measures 𝑝’s weighted coverage of those
features of 𝑖 that are not yet covered by the chain. Specifically, it penalizes the number of these
features by subtracting the difference between their weights𝑤 𝑓 𝑖 and𝑤 𝑓 𝑝 . Since weights of features
can vary depending on the type of representation, 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents the maximum value that
|𝑤 𝑓 𝑝 −𝑤 𝑓 𝑖 | can assume, thus allowing an increase in wovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) based on the closeness of𝑤 𝑓 𝑝

and𝑤 𝑓 𝑖 . For instance, if two items possess the feature cinematography and their weights are close,
wovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) would have a great increase in its score, whereas if they have very different weights,
the difference factor would have lower score thus contributing less to wovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶). The weights
of the features are defined depending on the approach being used. In this paper, we evaluate with a
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weighted keyword approach (detailed in Section 5.1.1) and our sentiment-based weighted approach
(detailed in Section 6.1.3).

4.2 Neighbour-based generation
In neighbour-based settings, an item 𝑖 is represented as a set of its neighbours 𝑁𝑖 . Its neighbourhood
contains items whose similarity to 𝑖 exceeds a threshold \ : 𝑁𝑖 =

{
𝑗 ∈ I \ 𝑖 : sim(𝐹𝑖 , 𝐹 𝑗 ) > \

}
. At

each step, the aim is to cover neighbours of the candidate item instead of its features. Notice that
here item features are still used, but they are used implicitly, i.e., they provide item-item similarity
but they (and their weights, where appropriate) are not used directly in the formulae.
We define neighbour-based overlap slightly differently from feature-based overlap. In this ap-

proach, we foud that covering a candidate item’s neighbours may result in relatively loosely
connected chains — more loosely connected than those built by covering its contents. In r-by-e,
loosely connected chains may have lower interpretability. To ‘tighten’ the chains, in the definition
of neighbour-based overlap, we remove already covered elements (covered(𝑖,𝐶)) from the size of
neighbours (e.g. 𝑁𝑖 and 𝑁𝑝 ) in the denominator. This assures that chain members have relatively
more neighbours in common with the candidate’s neighbours.

4.2.1 Unweighted overlap. We will denote the unweighted overlap of adding predecessor 𝑝 to
partial chain𝐶 that explains candidate item 𝑖 in the neighbour-based setting by ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶), which
is the same as we used in the feature-based setting. The context will make clear which version is
intended at any point. The definition is:

ovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) = 2 ·
��(𝑁𝑝 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶)) ∩ 𝑁𝑖

��
|𝑁𝑖 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶) | +

��𝑁𝑝 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶)
�� (5)

Here 𝑁𝑖 and 𝑁𝑝 are the neighbours of items 𝑖 and 𝑝 . covered(𝑖,𝐶) is the set of neighbours of
candidate 𝑖 that are already covered by members of the chain 𝐶 , i.e. covered(𝑖,𝐶) = ⋃

𝑗 ∈𝐶 𝑁 𝑗 ∩ 𝑁𝑖 .
The denominator means that coverage is relative to the size of 𝑁𝑖 and 𝑁𝑝 after removing already
covered neighbours. Including 𝑁𝑝 in the denominator ensures that 𝑝’s fitness to explain the
candidate is not inflated simply by virtue of having more neighbours.

4.2.2 Weighted overlap. Neighbours of an item can be assigned weights based on their closeness to
the item. In this approach, we simply define closeness between two items as the similarity between
their sets of features. So, the weight (𝑤 𝑗𝑖 ) of a neighbour 𝑗 of a candidate item 𝑖 equals the similarity
between them:𝑤 𝑗𝑖 = sim( 𝑗, 𝑖).

The weighted neighbour-based reward wovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) of adding predecessor 𝑝 to partial chain𝐶
that explains candidate item 𝑖 is given by:

wovrlp(𝑝, 𝑖,𝐶) =
2 · (∑𝑗 ∈(𝑁𝑝\covered(𝑖,𝐶))∩𝑁𝑖 ) 1 −

��𝑤 𝑗𝑝 −𝑤 𝑗𝑖

��)
|𝑁𝑖 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶) | +

��𝑁𝑝 \ covered(𝑖,𝐶)
�� (6)

This is analogous to Eq. 4. Notice that neighbour-based overlap makes no explicit reference
to features. Features are being used, but only implicitly: the set 𝑁𝑖 contains items that have high
feature similarity with the candidate item 𝑖; and, in the weighted case, weights are defined in term
of feature similarity.

4.3 Generalized chain selection
We generalize chain selection so that we score a chain ⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩ relative to a list of all the items that
appear in already-selected chains 𝐿∗ using the following:
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score(⟨𝐶, 𝑖⟩, 𝐿∗) = (1 − 𝛼) · sum_ovrlps
|𝐶 | + 1

+ 𝛼 ·
��𝐶 \⋃𝑗 ∈𝐿∗ 𝑗

��
|𝐶 | + 1 (7)

Here, the first term is the average of the overlaps of the candidate features (or neighbours, depending
upon the item representation) in the chain and the second term is the coverage of items in the user
profile with respect to the length of the chain. 𝛼 is a parameter that balances the two. We have
found increasing 𝛼 to have the effect of increasing the length of the chains. On the whole, as we
shall see, this has the effect of increasing the surprise as well as the diversity of recommendations.

5 EXTENDED CHAINS ON KEYWORDS
In this section, we evaluate the extensions we have made to the formulation of r-by-e on a movie
dataset in which item features are keywords.

5.1 Dataset
We used the hetrec2011-movielens-2k dataset5 but, in place of the tags given in that dataset, we
assigned each movie its keywords from IMDb6. From the original dataset, only those movies for
which IMDb has keyword information are used in our experiments. Thus, the dataset comprises
2113 users, 5992 movies, 80639 keywords, and over half a million ratings.

On average, a typical movie has 107 keywords, ranging from 2 to 626, which shows a very high
variance in the number of keywords. Each movie has non-zero similarity with, on average, 77% of
the other movies in the dataset. This suggests that the item-item similarity graph is highly dense
with an average out-degree of a typical node being around 4600.

5.1.1 Keyword extraction and weighting. For the feature-weighted approaches, we use the well-
known term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme [23]. In effect, we
treat an item as a document and its features as terms.
As shown in Eq. 8, the weight of a feature 𝑓 of an item 𝑖 with respect to the set of all items I is

proportional to the frequency of occurrence of 𝑓 in 𝑖 (denoted as 𝑜 𝑓 𝑖 ), but inversely proportional to
the frequency of occurrence of 𝑓 in I overall, thus giving preference to the features that help to
discriminate each item 𝑖 ∈ I from the other items in the collection. The set of items consisting of
the feature 𝑓 is denoted as I𝑓 .

𝑤 𝑓 𝑖 =

(
1 + log(𝑜 𝑓 𝑖 )

) · (log |I |
|I𝑓 |

)
√∑

𝑓 ′∈𝑖
( (
1 + log(𝑜 𝑓 ′𝑖 )

) · (log |I |
|I𝑓 ′ |

))2 (8)

The equation above is a variant of TF-IDF modeling with cosine normalization in feature–item
space. Intuitively, it measures the informativeness of a feature 𝑓 for an item 𝑖 with respect to the
informativeness of all other features in the item. The set of item features are of different sizes. In
general, larger set of features have higher feature frequencies because many features are repeated.
The cosine normalization helps lessen the impact of the size of the item description in the modeling
[17].

5.2 Offline evaluation
We ran an offline experiment to evaluate the different versions of r-by-e on this dataset. We wanted
the experiment to reveal the effect of the differences between the following:
5https://grouplens.org/datasets/hetrec-2011/
6http://www.imdb.com
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• feature-based versus neighbour-based: The former represents an item as a set of its keywords,
while the latter represents an item as a set of its neighbours (similar items) in which the
features are used only indirectly.
• unweighted versus weighted: The former takes into account the features or neighbours in a
binary way (1 indicates that the feature or neighbour is present and 0 shows it is not), while
the latter assigns weights in [0, 1] to the features or neighbours.
• CB and CB-|𝐶 | versus versions of r-by-e: CB is the classic content-based system [32] and CB-
|𝐶 | is the dynamic content-based system [36]. The CB systems rely on similarity relationships
between members of the user profile and the candidate item, whereas versions of r-by-e, by
requiring consecutive members of chains to be similar to each other, additionally take into
account similarity relationships between members of the user profile themselves.
• The influence of 𝛼 : When selecting the top-𝑛 chains, 𝛼 balances the overlap of candidate
features and the overlap of items in the user profile (see Eq. 7). We vary 𝛼 from 0 (overlap of
candidate features or neighbours only) to 1 (overlap with the user profile only) in steps of 0.1.

For conciseness, we will refer to the four versions of r-by-e using just fb for unweighted feature-
based, wfb for weighted feature-based, nb for unweighted neighbour-based, and wnb for weighted
neighbour-based.

5.2.1 Experiment settings. In r-by-e, user profiles simply contain items the user likes. We treated
ratings of 4 and 5 as ‘likes’, so user 𝑢’s profile is given by {𝑖 | 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 ≥ 4}. We split each user’s ratings
into training, validation and test sets in the ratio 60 : 20 : 20, repeated five times.
We vary the 𝛼 parameter from Eq. 7 in a [0, 1] interval in steps of 0.1. We consider the values

(0.03, 0.06, 0.09) for the similarity threshold (\ ) in the definition of 𝑁𝑖 and different sets of values
for the marginal gain threshold (𝜖): for the feature-based representation, we experimented with
(0.03, 0.06, 0.09); and for neighbour-based representation, we experimented with (0.05, 0.10, 0.15).

The reason behind using different values for the marginal gain threshold 𝜖 for the two representa-
tions is the difference in the size of an item’s set of keywords (for the feature-based representation)
and the size of its set of neighbours (for the neighbour-based representation). A typical item has on
average 107 keywords while it is connected to 77% of the available items (i.e. over 4600). Hence,
the contribution each chain member makes when covering a candidate’s features is generally
lower than when covering its neighbours. Consequently, we experiment with higher values of the
marginal gain threshold for the neighbour-based representation.
Three values of each of \ and 𝜖 with eleven values of 𝛼 gives 99 configurations for each of the

four versions of r-by-e. We use this offline experiment to decide which version performs the best
and how it works on different values of 𝛼 .

5.2.2 Experiment results. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the results of the feature-based and
neighbour-based approaches. The columns of the table are the different evaluation measures. We
use the definitions of those measures found in [18]. The rows are divided into blocks, one block per
optimization criteria for which all hyperparameters are tuned. Rows within blocks are for different
recommendation approaches.

Feature-based chain generation. We looked at the differences in the results between: i) fb and
fb-CB-|𝐶 |; ii) wfb and wfb-CB-|𝐶 |; and iii) fb and wfb. The results for the first two comparisons
are statistically significant except for Diversity when optimized for precision. For the most part,
differences in the results for (iii) are small but, since standard deviations are low, in all but one case
they are statistically significant. They are not significantly different for precision when optimized
for % of explanations of size 2–4. In comparison to the fb and wfb recommenders, CB attains higher
diversity, surprise, novelty, and coverage, but around five times lower precision. Similarly, the
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Table 1. Results of the offline experiment that uses feature-based representations, where features are keywords.
All of the fb and wfb results are statistically significant with respect to fb-CB-|𝐶 | and wfb-CB-|𝐶 | respectively
(t-test with 𝑝 < 0.05) except the one shown in italics.

\ , 𝜖 & 𝛼 % of explanations
Recommender optimized for Precision Diversity Surprise Novelty Coverage of size 2–4

CB

Precision

0.0209 0.9803 0.9444 0.5791 0.7606 NA
fb 0.1076 0.9274 0.7682 0.3715 0.2026 0.2899

fb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0124 0.9251 0.8894 0.4391 0.0585 0.2085
wfb 0.1093 0.9256 0.7687 0.3640 0.1990 0.3115

wfb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0124 0.9251 0.8893 0.4391 0.0585 0.2048

CB

Diversity

0.0203 0.9825 0.9498 0.6062 0.6727 NA
fb 0.0694 0.9498 0.7932 0.4429 0.2556 0.4598

fb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0063 0.9613 0.9255 0.5198 0.0391 0.5726
wfb 0.0730 0.9489 0.7915 0.4312 0.2521 0.4851

wfb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0063 0.9613 0.9255 0.5201 0.0391 0.5724

fb 0.0146 0.9307 0.8906 0.4390 0.2697 0.9882
fb-CB- |𝐶 | % of explanations 0.0050 0.9747 0.9346 0.4930 0.0288 0.0074

wfb of size 2–4 0.0152 0.9302 0.8901 0.4381 0.2660 0.9878
wfb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0053 0.9742 0.9338 0.4915 0.0296 0.0057

CB-|𝐶 | recommenders have higher diversity, surprise, and novelty but lower precision and coverage.
We discard the CB recommender when optimizing for % of explanations of size 2–4 as this criteria
is not applicable to CB.

As stated before, feature-based r-by-e attempts to cover the features of the candidate item as well
as the items in the user profile. This enables r-by-e to generate more relevant recommendations
while remaining competitive in its diversity and serendipity. On the other hand, the content-based
approaches only consider item-item similarities and are unable to provide a balance between
recommendation accuracy, diversity and surprise. A set of randomly-chosen items, for example,
is likely to be diverse, but the individual recommendations are less likely to be relevant to the
user. Or, to give another example, recommending a set of popular items will, in many cases, result
in high accuracy but may lead to lower diversity [2]. In our experiments, we see that CB-|𝐶 |
approaches generate more diverse and serendipitous but less accurate recommendations. Such
recommendations are concentrated on only a small fraction of the catalog that results in lower
catalog coverage than r-by-e.

Neighbour-based chain generation. Differences in the results between: i) nb and nb-CB-|𝐶 |; and
ii) wnb and wnb-CB-|𝐶 | are statistically significant in all cases. On the other hand, differences in
the results for nb and wnb are generally very low and in no case are they statistically significant.
Overall, the CB-|𝐶 | recommenders attain higher values of diversity, surprise, and novelty, but have
lower precision and coverage. Moreover, one can see that both nb and wnb have produced more
explanations (in their case, chains) of size 2–4 size than the CB-|𝐶 | systems in any optimization
criteria.
The results here indicate that a comparison between neighborhood-based r-by-e and content-

based baselines follow roughly the same pattern of the comparison as with the feature-based
approaches. This highlights r-by-e’s capability of understanding user’s preferences better than
the content-based approaches even when the item representations make no explicit use of item
features.

Feature-based vs. neighbour-based chain generation. We will now compare the two types of item
representation by looking at results from both Table 1 and Table 2 together. When optimizing
hyperparameters for precision, feature-based approaches attain three times higher precision with
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Table 2. Results of the offline experiment that uses neighbour-based representations, where features are
keywords. All of the nb and wnb results are statistically significant with respect to nb-CB-|𝐶 | and wnb-CB-|𝐶 |
respectively (t-test with 𝑝 < 0.05).

\ , 𝜖 & 𝛼 % of explanations
Recommender optimized for Precision Diversity Surprise Novelty Coverage of size 2–4

CB

Precision

0.0209 0.9803 0.9444 0.5791 0.7606 NA
nb 0.0361 0.9129 0.8410 0.4130 0.1771 0.6518

nb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0125 0.9240 0.8914 0.4467 0.0641 0.4266
wnb 0.0357 0.9128 0.8410 0.4104 0.1772 0.7409

wnb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0124 0.9240 0.8913 0.4464 0.0642 0.4245

CB

Diversity

0.0203 0.9825 0.9498 0.6062 0.6727 NA
nb 0.0138 0.9456 0.8896 0.4896 0.2904 0.8174

nb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0041 0.9885 0.9524 0.5596 0.0264 0.4102
wnb 0.0177 0.9463 0.8895 0.4664 0.2907 0.8131

wnb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0040 0.9885 0.9524 0.5598 0.0265 0.4078

nb 0.0157 0.9121 0.8775 0.4101 0.1602 0.9756
nb-CB- |𝐶 | % of explanations 0.0041 0.9837 0.9469 0.5483 0.0215 0.0870

wnb of size 2–4 0.0159 0.9124 0.8774 0.4087 0.1599 0.9750
wnb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0041 0.9837 0.9468 0.5490 0.0627 0.0868

almost similar levels of diversity and % of explanations of size 2–4. The neighbour-based approaches
result in more surprising and novel recommendations. In the case of optimizing for diversity, feature-
based approaches give five times more relevant recommendations with a nearly equal level of
diversity. Again, neighbour-based approaches attain higher levels of surprise and novelty with over
81% of chains of size 2–4. Finally, when hyperparameters are optimized for % of explanations of
size 2–4, the two types of approaches recommend items with almost equal precision. However,
feature-based approaches produce recommendations with greater variety, higher levels of surprise
and novelty and with a somewhat greater percentage of chains of size 2–4.
Neighbour-based approaches try to cover neighbours of the candidate items instead of their

features. Intuitively, this may lead to higher levels of diversity and surprise than the feature-based
approaches. Our offline results confirm that the neighbour-based recommendations are more diverse
and surprising but there is a trade-off with their relevance. However, they still perform better than
the content-based baselines.
Let us select one of the four approaches for further study. To pick one, let us assume that

optimizing for the % of explanations of size 2–4 is best, since it generally gives explanations that
are not so long as to be uninterpretable. In this setting, wfb performs better than other versions of
r-by-e, and so this is the version that we will explore further.

We will study the effect of hyperparameters \ , 𝜖 , and 𝛼 on the performance of wfb. Although, we
considered different values (0.03, 0.06, 0.09) for the similarity threshold \ in the definition of 𝑁𝑖 , we
found that varying \ does not make any noticeable effect on the evaluation measures. Therefore, we
only show results for \ = 0.03. Varying the marginal gain threshold 𝜖 affects the chain generation
step (in particular, the chain length) and the balancing parameter 𝛼 plays a role in the scoring
function of the chain selection step (hence it affects the top-𝑛 recommendations).
Figure 4 has six sub-figures — one for each evaluation measure. Each line that we plot in a

sub-figure is for one of the three different values of 𝜖 . In most cases, increasing 𝜖 does not change
the trend of the measure; it only ‘shifts’ the values of the measure because higher values of 𝜖 impose
a stricter constraint. It can also be seen that in almost all the plots, values of the evaluation measures
remain constant for 𝛼 ∈ [0.06 − 0.09]. This means that almost the same chains are selected in the
top-𝑛 for this range of values for 𝛼 . We look in the detail at the results for each evaluation measure
individually. We explain results by referring to Eq. 7: for conciseness, we refer to its first term,
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Fig. 4. Results for wfb with \ = 0.03, 𝜖 ∈ {0.03, 0.06, 0.09}, and 𝛼 ranges in [0.0 − 1.0] for extended chains on
keywords.

which indicates the average amount of overlap of candidate features, as the overlap term; and we
refer to its second term, which indicates the overlap of items in the user profile with respect to the
length of the chain, as the profile term.
Chain length: In Figure 4(a), we see that the length of top-𝑛 chains (averaged over all users)

increases up to 𝛼 = 0.5; then, further increase in 𝛼 does not affect the length much. This indicates
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Fig. 5. Relationships between precision, diversity and surprise with candidate coverage, uniqueness, chain
length and surprise at \ = 0.03 and 𝜖 = 0.03. Above each sub-figure, we show Pearson correlation. All of the
correlation coefficient values are statistically significant (i.e. 𝑝 < 0.05).

that increasing 𝛼 gives more weight to the profile term which enables the system to select longer
chains. It is also noteworthy that increasing 𝜖 imposes a stricter constraint on chains such that
their average length reduces substantially.
Precision: In Figure 4(b), we see that precision varies in four different ways as we increase the

value of 𝛼 : i) up to 0.2, it increases; ii) from 0.2 to 0.7, it decreases; iii) from 0.7 to 0.9, it remains
almost constant; and iv) at 1.0, it slightly decreases. In explanation chains, precision is proportional
to the candidate’s coverage: the greater the candidate’s coverage, the higher is the precision. We
will define the candidate’s coverage as the ratio of the number of candidate’s features covered
by the chain members to the size of the candidate’s feature set. The variation in precision with
respect to 𝛼 indicates that the system selects those chains where: in the case of (i), adding members
to the chain (as chain length increases) helps to increase the candidate’s coverage; for (ii), the
overlap term dominates, so the system selects chains that have a large candidate feature set that
cannot be covered easily, which reduces the coverage and so also reduces the precision; for (iii), the
system selects almost similar chains; and for (iv), the system totally ignores the overlap term and
so the chains it selects do not try to cover the candidate, they only try to cover the profile, hence
precision decreases. We plot the relationship between the precision and the candidate’s coverage in
Figure 5(a).
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Diversity: In Figure 4(c), we see that, (i) up to 𝛼 = 0.4, diversity decreases; and (ii) it then increases
up to 𝛼 = 1.0. In explanation chains, the diversity of the top-𝑛 recommendations depends upon
the uniqueness of the chain members: the lower the overlap among chains, the higher is the level
of diversity. We will define the uniqueness of a set of chains recommended to a user as the ratio
of the number of distinct items in the union of the chains over the sum of their lengths. We find
that diversity is highest at 𝛼 = 0.0 because there is least overlap among chains; increasing 𝛼 , for
(i), increases the chain length and so the overlap; however, for (ii), when the profile term starts to
dominate, the system selects even longer chains which increases uniqueness among chains, and
thus diversity. In Figure 5(b), we show that both diversity and uniqueness follow the same trend
for increasing 𝛼 .
Surprise: Figure 4(d) shows that up to 𝛼 = 0.6, surprise increases; then it remains almost un-

changed (up to 𝛼 = 0.9); and finally, at 𝛼 = 1.0, it increases again. Increasing 𝛼 gives more weight
to the profile term. In effect, the system selects longer chains that increases their surprise. The
intuition behind this relationship is that chains are shorter when they easily cover the candidate’s
features, while they are longer when the candidate’s features are not easily covered.We find a
correlation between the surprise and the chain length that we show in Figure 5(c). We also see
in Figure 5(d) that precision and surprise exhibit almost the opposite behaviour of each other.
This is confirmed by the Pearson correlation values (also shown in the Figure) that are negative
for all values of 𝛼 . This inverse relation between precision and surprise also indicates inverse
proportionality between surprise and the candidate’s coverage.
Novelty: Figure 4(e) shows that novelty decreases up to 𝛼 = 0.2; then, increases up to 𝛼 = 0.6;

up to 𝛼 = 0.9, it remains almost unchanged; and finally, at 𝛼 = 1.0, it slightly increases. It can be
seen that novelty varies in a way that is similar to surprise on increasing 𝛼 . This indicates that for
lower values of 𝛼 , the system selects those chains that have high coverage of candidates: intuitively,
popular items can be easily covered. As 𝛼 increases, the system suggests novel items which cannot
be covered easily and need more items from the user profile to support them.

Coverage: In Figure 4(f) we see that coverage varies in a way that is quite similar to diversity on
increasing 𝛼 . First, it decreases up to 𝛼 = 0.3, then it increases up to 𝛼 = 0.6, it becomes almost
unchanged up to 𝛼 = 0.9, and finally, it increases at 𝛼 = 1.0. Shorter chains with low levels of
uniqueness cannot cover much of the catalogue, while longer chains with high uniqueness cover a
larger part of it.

6 EXTENDED CHAINS ON SENTIMENTS
Thus far, we have described some extensions to r-by-e and evaluated them in a keyword-based
scenario. But those extensions, especially the weighted approaches, enabled us to develop Sentiment-
Aware Explanation Chains.

Using keywords as item features presents some issues, mainly: i) we can only convey frequency
and rarity information about them; ii) they do not necessarily convey the aspect’s of the items
that interest the users; iii) they may be ambiguous if taken out of context. Taking these issues
in consideration, we turn to user-provided texts, i.e. user reviews, in order to further aggregate
semantics to our explanation chains.
Using these texts, allied with state-of-the-art natural language processing tools, we are able to

produce semantically richer item features which can both help produce better explanation chains
and help users understand their recommendations. These features are ‘concepts’, which do not
suffer from the issues of synonymy and polysemy since they convey an idea and are not merely
single words. For instance, before we could have a keyword bank which could mean a land mass or
a financial institution; now we would have a concept for each of those meanings. Moreover, we can
extract sentiments towards those concepts, since user reviews are opinionated texts.
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In this section we evaluate Sentiment-aware Explanation Chains, which are extended chains that
use sentiment-aware concepts instead of keyword-based features. These chains guarantee that
items are connected only if they share features with close polarity (sentiment) scores.

6.1 Dataset
In this study, we use only hetrec2011-movielens-2k movies that were released between the years
2000 and 2011 inclusive. This results in trials that use 1851 (≈ 30%) of the 5992movies in the dataset.
In the offline experiments and user trial that we report in the remainder of this paper, we use
sentiment data extracted from user reviews for each of these 1851 movies.
We followed the steps that are proposed in [11, 12] for preparing the sentiment-based item

representation. The only difference in the way we prepared this dataset from the methods described
in [11, 12] is that, after extracting concepts from the user reviews, here we filtered them using
cosine normalized TF-IDF scores as we mentioned in Eq. 8, whereas in the previous work these are
filtered using a different but related measure that the authors called item frequency (IF) [12]. The
remainder of this section summarizes these steps.

6.1.1 User reviews to concepts. A concept in the approach given in [11, 12] describes an idea or a
notion. Concepts can be seen as synsets, i.e. sets of word synonyms which define an idea. As stated
before, using concepts instead of words reduces the problems of synonymy and polysemy.
In order to extract concepts and sentiments from user reviews, two different natural language

processing resources were used: Stanford CoreNLP7 [24] for sentence splitting, parsing and sentence-
level sentiment analysis; and BabelFy8 [25] for word sense disambiguation and entity linking.
First, the items’ reviews were processed with Stanford CoreNLP using the following pipeline:

tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, parsing, sentence splitting and sentiment analysis.
Next, BabelFy processes the texts, returning disambiguated concepts in the form of BabelNet

synsets [30]. BabelNet9 is a knowledge base that links several linguistic resources, such asWikipedia,
Wikidata, and WordNet, among others. Its unified ontology organizes all these resources into
BabelNet synsets, which define both concepts (such as “romance”, “action movie”) and named
entities (such as “Steven Spielberg” or “Willem DaFoe”), and provides links between them.
The synsets that are selected to compose our vocabulary (i.e., our features) are only those that

come from common and proper nouns, and noun phrases. Our vocabulary is built only with these
parts-of-speech because, in sentiment analysis, features most commonly come from nouns and noun
phrases (such as ‘action’, ‘plot’ and ‘special effects’ in a movie review). Adjectives and adverbs are
opinion words, i.e. words that indicate sentiment towards features, and thus are used in calculating
the sentiment of an aspect, sentence or document [22]. This vocabulary, in its current state, is
very large and contain many noise and useless features. Before assigning sentiments to them, first
we need to filter out some of the features, reducing its size. In the following, we employ TF-IDF
weights to aid in that filtering. After that, we assign sentiments to the remaining concepts.

6.1.2 Filtering concepts. In this experiment, explanation chains are built over concepts. In order to
improve their quality and informativeness, concepts were filtered using the following two steps:
• Concepts that appear in only one item were removed from the vocabulary. Since our chains
are constructed from links between features of the target item and items present in the user
profile, it is natural that features which appear in a single item are removed because they

7https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
8http://babelfy.org/
9https://babelnet.org/
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will not influence chain generation. Similarly, concepts that were present in all the items in
the dataset were also removed since they are too general.
• Concepts obtained from the previous step were assigned weights using cosine normalized
TF-IDF scores as in Eq. 8. Concepts whose average weight across the reviews in which
they appeared were less than 0.01 were removed. The remaining concepts constitute the
vocabulary which was used to produce item representations.

With that filtering, the vocabulary contains 34,088 concepts. On average, a typical movie has 324
concepts ranging from 104 to 646, which shows a very high variance in the number of concepts.
Each movie has non-zero similarity with 90% (over 1670) of the other movies in the dataset. This
suggests that the item-item similarity graph is even denser than the similarity graph of keywords
where each item was connected to 77% of the other movies. Also, the average item-item similarity
is greater in comparison to the previous version of the dataset which, we will see, will affect the
quality of the top-𝑛 chains recommended to the user.

6.1.3 Representing items and producing explanation chains. Finally, concepts and the items they
occur in were modeled using a traditional vector space representation. Each item is a vector of
sentiment scores assigned to the concepts from the vocabulary. These sentiments can be positive
(>=4), negative (<3), or neutral (=3). The overall sentiment score for a feature of an item is the
average of the sentiment scores according to its appearances in the reviews of the corresponding
item. In case a feature is not present, a zero is assigned to it in the vector. This, of course, is still a
feature-based representation (not a neighbour-based representation).

However, we can define the item-item similarity graph on this feature-based representation using
cosine similarity. From this, we can also define the neighbour-based representation, where each item
is a set of its neighbours in the graph. The values in the vectors are like the weights we used in
our weighted approaches. Hence, unweighted versions of the sentiment-aware approached do not
make any sense. Therefore, we run experiments only on weighted versions: weighted feature-based
(wfb) and weighted neighbour-based (wnb).

6.2 Offline evaluation
We ran an offline experiment to evaluate the performance of sentiment-aware r-by-e. We compare
i) wfb and wnb; ii) both wfb and wnb with a classic content-based recommender (CB); and iii) both
wfb and wnb with their corresponding dynamic content-based recommenders: wfb-CB-|𝐶 | and
wnb-CB-|𝐶 |.
6.2.1 Experiment settings. We use the same experiment settings as we described previously. The
only difference is in the values of the similarity threshold (\ ) and the marginal gain threshold (𝜖).
We experimented with \ from (0.06, 0.09, 0.12) for both wfb and wnb; and we use 𝜖 from (0.03, 0.06,
0.09) for wfb, and from (0.10, 0.20, 0.30) for wnb.

6.2.2 Experiment results. Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the results of the weighted feature-based
and weighted neighbour-based approaches.

Feature-based chain generation. We looked at the differences in the results between: i) CB and wfb;
and ii) wfb and wfb-CB-|𝐶 |. The wfb results for both the comparisons are statistically significant. In
comparison to the wfb recommender, the CB and wfb-CB-|𝐶 | recommenders attain higher levels of
diversity, surprise, and novelty but lower values of precision and coverage. In particular, thewfb-CB-
|𝐶 | recommender covers only around 3% of the catalogue with almost irrelevant recommendations.
We discard the CB recommender when optimizing for % of explanations of size 2–4 as this criteria
is not applicable to CB. One thing worth noticing is that wfb-CB-|𝐶 | is capable of producing a very
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Table 3. Results of the offline experiment that uses feature-based representations on sentiments. All of the
wfb results are statistically significant with respect to wfb-CB-|𝐶 | (t-test with 𝑝 < 0.05).

\ , 𝜖 & 𝛼 % of explanations
Recommender optimized for Precision Diversity Surprise Novelty Coverage of size 2–4

CB
Precision

0.0145 0.9383 0.9126 0.5048 0.3068 NA
wfb 0.1053 0.9130 0.8697 0.3468 0.3271 0.4040

wfb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0036 0.9300 0.9094 0.5597 0.0282 0.0000

CB
Diversity

0.0145 0.9383 0.9126 0.5048 0.3068 NA
wfb 0.0223 0.9225 0.9006 0.4056 0.5185 0.9025

wfb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0033 0.9308 0.9102 0.5619 0.0245 0.0000

wfb % of explanations 0.0838 0.9104 0.8778 0.3752 0.4930 0.9731
wfb-CB- |𝐶 | of size 2–4 0.0014 0.9483 0.9234 0.6102 0.0361 0.2054

Table 4. Results of the offline experiment that uses neighbour-based representations on sentiments. All of the
wnb results are statistically significant with respect to wnb-CB-|𝐶 | (t-test with 𝑝 < 0.05).

\ , 𝜖 & 𝛼 % of explanations
Recommender optimized for Precision Diversity Surprise Novelty Coverage of size 2–4

CB
Precision

0.0145 0.9383 0.9126 0.5048 0.3068 NA
wnb 0.0342 0.9003 0.8884 0.4072 0.1305 0.8448

wnb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0024 0.9327 0.9108 0.5926 0.0348 0.0000

CB
Diversity

0.0145 0.9383 0.9126 0.5048 0.3068 NA
wnb 0.0088 0.9276 0.9053 0.4695 0.7462 0.9857

wnb-CB- |𝐶 | 0.0020 0.9448 0.9211 0.6241 0.0739 0.7061

wnb % of explanations 0.0117 0.9186 0.9005 0.4250 0.2700 0.9997
wnb-CB- |𝐶 | of size 2–4 0.0018 0.9513 0.9247 0.5989 0.0976 0.1804

small number of explanations of size 2–4; in fact, while optimizing hyperparameters for precision
and diversity, it selected no explanations of that size. wfb, on the other hand, was able to attain
over 90% of explanations of that size for two out of three optimization criteria.

Neighbour-based chain generation. Now, we see the differences in the results between: i) CB and
wnb; and ii) wnb and wnb-CB-|𝐶 |. They are statistically significant in all cases. Changing the item
representation does not apply to CB, so its results are the same as before. The CB and wnb-CB-|𝐶 |
recommenders attain higher values of diversity, surprise, and novelty than wnb, while having lower
precision and % of explanations of size 2–4. In particular, the wnb-CB-|𝐶 | recommender has low
catalog coverage with explanations satisfying the size constraint.

Feature-based vs. neighbour-based chain generation. We will now compare the two types of item
representation by looking at results from both Table 1 and Table 2 together. One can see that wfb
attained, in all configurations, a much higher level of precision, achieving, when optimizing for
% of explanations with size 2–4, around eight times more relevant suggestions than wnb. When
optimized for precision and % of explanations of size 2–4, wfb also presented greater coverage. On
the other hand, wnb presented greater levels of novelty and % of explanations with size 2–4 in
every configuration, with surprise being greater in two out of three configurations. As for diversity,
they both present similar results in every configuration.

We cannot directly compare results from the previous section (Section 5) and this one, because
they use different datasets. However, we can see that, on an average, r-by-e approaches perform
in an almost similar fashion on both datasets. In particular, as said previously, greater similarity
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among items leads to shorter chains which ultimately lowers the overall diversity and serendipity
of the recommendations. We will look at this in detail below.
We now select one of the two representations for further study. As before, to pick one, we

assume that optimizing for the percentage of explanations of size 2–4 is best, since it generally
gives explanations that are not so long as to be uninterpretable. In this setting, wfb performs better
than wnb, and so this is the version that we will explore further.
We will study the effect of hyperparameters 𝜖 and 𝛼 on the performance of wfb. Figure 6

shows six sub-figures — one for each evaluation measure. It can be seen that in, all the plots, for
𝜖 ∈ {0.06, 0.09}, values of the evaluation measures remain almost constant for values of 𝛼 in the
range of [0.02 − 0.09]. Only for 𝜖 = 0.03 is there some variation in the evaluation measures but
this variation occurs only for the initial and last values of 𝛼 ; the measures remain largely constant
in between. This shows the effect of high similarity among items in this experiment.

We look in detail at the results for each evaluation measure individually. Again, we refer to Eq. 7
and, as before, for conciseness, we refer to its first and second terms as the overlap term and the
profile term respectively.

Chain length: In Figure 6(a), we see that the length of top-𝑛 chains increases up to 𝛼 = 0.4; then,
increasing 𝛼 does not show a noticeable effect on the length. This indicates that for lower 𝛼 , the
overlap term dominates, and the system selects shorter chains.For higher values of 𝜖 , the system
imposes a stricter constraint on chains so their average length reduces substantially.
Precision: In Figure 6(b), for 𝜖 = 0.03, we see that precision varies in three different ways when

increasing the value of 𝛼 : i) up to 0.5, it decreases; ii) from 0.5 to 0.9, it remains unchanged; and iii)
at 1.0, it decreases again. As we mentioned before, in explanation chains, precision is proportional
to the candidate’s coverage. In particular, for this experiment, in the case of (i), items are very
similar to each other and adding more members to the chain (i.e. increasing chain length) does not
necessarily increase the candidate’s coverage; for (ii), the system selects almost similar chains; and
for (iii), the system totally ignores the overlap term, selects chains based only on the profile term
and these chains do not try to cover the candidate, only the profile; therefore, precision decreases.
For 𝜖 ∈ {0.06, 0.09}, where there is a stricter constraint, precision becomes constant even earlier.
We show the relationship between the precision and the candidate’s coverage for different values
of 𝛼 in Figure 7(a).

Diversity: In Figure 6(c), we see diversity remains almost unchanged up to 𝛼 = 0.9 and decreases
at 𝛼 = 1.0 for 𝜖 = 0.03 (and increases for 𝜖 ∈ {0.06, 0.09}). In our system, as we have shown in the
previous experiment, the diversity of the top-𝑛 recommendations depends upon their uniqueness:
the lower the overlap among the members of top-𝑛 chains, the higher is the diversity. However, in
this experiment, items are quite similar to each other so varying 𝛼 does not affect the uniqueness of
the top-𝑛 chains except at 𝛼 = 0.0 when the profile term is totally ignored. We show in Figure 7(b)
that in all but one case uniqueness of chain members is negatively correlated with diversity.

Surprise: Figure 6(d) shows that for 𝜖 = 0.03, (i) surprise increases up to 𝛼 = 0.4; after that (ii) it
remains almost unchanged up to 𝛼 = 0.9; and (iii) it increases again at 𝛼 = 1.0. In the case of (i), the
system initially selects shorter chains that easily cover the candidate’s features thus giving low
surprise, but, as 𝛼 increases, the system selects those candidates that need more chain members (i.e.
longer chains) to be covered. We show the relationship between the chain length and the surprise
in Figure 7(c). It shows negative correlation at the extremes of 𝛼 because, for lower values of 𝛼 ,
variation in the values of surprise is much lower than the chain length, while the reverse applies at
𝛼 = 1.0. We also see in Figure 7(d) that precision and surprise behave almost the reverse of each
other. This is confirmed by the Pearson correlation values in the Figure that are all negative.
Novelty: Figure 6(e) shows that novelty increases up to 𝛼 = 0.4, then remains almost at the

same level. It shows that on lower values of 𝛼 , the overlap term dominates, enabling the system to
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Fig. 6. Results for wfb with \ = 0.06, 𝜖 ∈ {0.03, 0.06, 0.09}, and 𝛼 ranges in [0.0 − 1.0] for extended chains on
sentiments.

recommend mostly popular items which can be easily covered by shorter chains; on increasing 𝛼 ,
the profile term dominates and the system suggests novel items that cannot be easily covered. On
𝜖 ∈ {0.06, 0.09}, novelty almost increases with the increase in chain length.

Coverage: Figure 6(f) shows that coverage increases up to 𝛼 = 0.4, then remains almost unchanged.
In this experiment, this indicates that up to 𝛼 = 0.4, coverage increases with the increase in the
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Fig. 7. Relationships between precision, diversity and surprise with candidate coverage, uniqueness, chain
length and surprise at \ = 0.06 and 𝜖 = 0.03. Above each sub-figure, we show Pearson correlation. All of the
correlation coefficient values are statistically significant (i.e. 𝑝 < 0.05).

chain length; afterwards, it remains nearly at the same level as the chain length. On higher values
of 𝜖 , the system imposes a stricter constraint that lowers the coverage.

6.3 User trials
We updated our web-based system [35, 36] in order to conduct a new user trial. In this one, we
compare wfb with wfb-CB-|𝐶 |, with both using sentiment-aware concepts as features. We use
the hyperparameter values (\ , 𝜖) and 𝛼 that optimized the percentage of explanations of size 2–4,
obtained from our offline experiments.

In total, 144 people attempted the trial. The majority of them were undergraduate and postgrad-
uate students recruited online from universities in Ireland, Brazil, and India.

We assigned half the participants to the recommendation trial and the other half to the explanation
trial. Of the 144, only 100 completed all parts of the trial to which they were assigned, where 55
performed the recommendation trial, and 45 performed the explanation trial.

6.3.1 Recommendation trial.

Experiment settings. The recommendation trial is defined as the following.
We asked users to evaluate two different lists of recommendations produced by the two rec-

ommenders we were comparing. These lists of recommendations have length 5 and are sorted in
decreasing order of recommender scores.
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Table 5. Results of the Recommendation Trial for Extended r-by-e on Sentiments.

User’s opinion Diversity Serendipity Satisfaction
Much more r-by-e 11 8 20
More r-by-e 17 16 14
About the same 9 12 5
More CB-|𝐶 | 11 12 7
Much more CB-|𝐶 | 7 7 9

Before displaying the recommendations, we ensured that the two lists contained different movies.
Each movie that was common to both lists was removed and the next best recommendations from
the top-10 were added to the end of the lists. If it was not possible to create two different lists of
length 5 from the top-10 recommendations, the user’s responses to the survey were discarded. We
did this to avoid skewing responses about the diversity of recommendations: shorter lists are less
likely to be diverse. In our experiments, there were only two users whose responses were discarded
for this reason.

For half the users, the list on the left (‘List A’) came from r-by-e and the list on the right (‘List B’)
from CB-|𝐶 |; for the other half of the users, List A was from CB-|𝐶 | and List B from r-by-e. Users
were not aware of which list belonged to which recommender.

Participants were required to answer three questions on Diversity, Serendipity and Satisfaction.
• Diversity: Which list has a greater variety of movies?
• Serendipity: Which list has more pleasantly surprising recommendations?
• Satisfaction: Which list has more recommendations that you would be likely to try?

Their answers were on a 5-point: Much more List A than List B; More List A than List B; About the
Same; More List B than List A; and Much more List B than List A.

Experiment results. Fifty-five participants completed this trial. Table 5 summarizes their responses.
• Diversity question: 50.9% of participants found r-by-e recommendations to be much more or
more diverse than CB-|𝐶 | recommendations, 16.4% found the recommendation lists to be
equally diverse, leaving 32.7% finding CB-|𝐶 | to be much more or more diverse.
• Serendipity question: 43.7% of participants found r-by-e recommendations to be much more or
more pleasantly surprising, 21.8% found the recommendation lists to be equally surprising,
leaving 34.5% finding CB-|𝐶 | to be much more or more surprising.
• Satisfaction question: 61.8% of participants found r-by-e recommendations to be ones they
would be much more or more likely to try, 9.1% found the recommendations to be equally
worthy of trying, leaving 29.1% finding CB-|𝐶 | to be much more or more worth trying.

On all criteria r-by-e produced the better recommendation lists. However, only in the case of the
satisfaction question was this statistically significant. (We used two-tailed proportion tests with
significance level 𝑝0 = 0.05. The null hypothesis was that those preferring r-by-e was equal to
those preferring CB-|𝐶 |, i.e. ignoring those who thought the two lists were about the same.) This is
also in line with the results of the offline experiments where the weighted feature-based approach
attains better precision than the other approaches, while remaining competitive on measures of
diversity and serendipity. Since precision is directly related to user satisfaction, i.e. the former
directly evaluates the recommender capability of generating relevant suggestions, r-by-e is able to
provide in both offline and online settings more relevant (and thus, more satisfactory) suggestions
than its baseline competitor.
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Fig. 8. A screenshot of an explanation chain. The user has moused over the arrow that connects the first two
movies, which causes the system to bring up boxes of sentiments that these two movies have in common.

6.3.2 Explanation trial. Users who were directed to this trial participated in a re-rating task. Re-
rating tasks are an established method of evaluating explanation quality when the goal of the
explanation is effectiveness: helping users make better decisions [4, 15]. The users are initially
asked to rate a recommendation in the case where they are given only the explanation and not
the identity of the movie. This is called the explanation-rating. The users are asked later to re-rate
the recommended item in the case where they are given information about the item, including its
identity. This is called the actual-rating. An effective explanation is one where the explanation-
rating is close to the actual-rating. Effective explanations will be ones for which (a) `𝑑 (the mean
difference between explanation-ratings and corresponding actual-ratings) is close to zero; (b) 𝜎𝑑
(their standard deviation) is small; and (c) 𝑟 (their Pearson correlation) is highest.

Experiment settings. Explanation Chains were displayed in the fashion shown in Figures 8 and 9:
arrows connect a movie to its successor in the chain.WhileCB-|𝐶 |’s explanations (sets of neighbours,
rather than chains) were displayed in the fashion shown in Figure 10: arrows connect each movie
to the recommended movie. In both cases, users can mouse over parts of the explanation, which
causes the system to display features that movies have in common. A maximum of three features is
displayed in any box. These features are selected by their sentiment scores, i.e. if they share the
same polarity. Each is also associated with an emoji indicating the sentiment of the feature. We
used different colors for different sentiments: positive (green smiley face), negative (red frowny
face), and neutral (yellow neutral face).

We asked the user to supply an explanation-rating (1-5 stars): how much they thought they might
like the movie based only on the explanation. We do it for both r-by-e and CB-|𝐶 | explanations.
After the users have given these 2𝑛 ratings, the system then shows them in a random order each
of the 𝑛 recommended movies again. This time, the identity of the movie is not redacted but no
explanation is shown. Instead, we show genre, plot synopsis, main cast members, directors, writers,
duration, and release date. Again we ask them for ratings to indicate how much they think they
will like the movies. Note that, although users have rated the same movie three times, nothing in
the on-screen instructions makes this apparent.
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Fig. 9. A screenshot of an explanation chain. The user has moused over the icon for the first movie, which
causes the system to display an arrow between that movie and the recommended movie and to bring up
boxes of sentiments that these two movies have in common.

Fig. 10. A screenshot of a CB-|𝐶 | explanation. The user has moused over the icon for the first movie, which
causes the system to increase the width of the arrow between that movie and the recommended movie and
to bring up boxes of sentiments that these two movies have in common.

Experiment results. Forty-five participants completed this trial: it is quite onerous and more
participants abandoned it partway through than did for the other trial. In total, we obtained 675
ratings, this being three ratings for 225 recommended movies. Figure 11 shows the distribution of
the users’ ratings; Table 6 gives summary statistics.

We can see that users mostly think they will like the movies that the system recommends, both
when they see explanations only and when they see movie identities. For the differences between
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Fig. 11. Ratings from the Explanation Trial for Extended chains on Sentiments.

Table 6. Mean (`), standard deviation (𝜎) and Pearson correlation (𝑟 ) of ratings from the Explanation Trial for
Extended r-by-e on Sentiments.

Rating type ` 𝜎 𝑟

Actual 3.2400 1.2193 –
r-by-e 3.3156 1.0492 0.5338
CB-|𝐶 | 3.3867 1.0925 0.1613

Table 7. Differences in ratings from the Explanation Trial for Extended r-by-e on Sentiments.

Explanation type `𝑑 𝜎𝑑 95% Conf. Int.
r-by-e 0.0756 1.1054 (-0.0688, 0.2199)
CB-|𝐶 | 0.1467 1.5002 (-0.0494, 0.3427)

explanation-ratings and actual-ratings, Figure 12 shows the distribution of values and Table 7 gives
summary statistics.

The mean difference between r-by-e ratings and actual ratings is 0.0756; for CB-|𝐶 |, it is 0.1467.
Hence, both kinds of explanations cause users to overestimate their actual-ratings. Using a two-tailed
paired t-test (𝑝0 = 0.05), we observed that in this study, i) the difference between r-by-e-ratings
and actual-ratings are not statistically different; ii) the differences between CB-|𝐶 |ratings and
actual-ratings are also not statistically significant; and iii) r-by-e-ratings and CB-|𝐶 |-ratings are not
statistically different. In terms of `𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑 , then, neither kind of explanation is better than the
other. But there is still the question of correlation with the actual-ratings.
Table 6 shows 𝑟 , the Pearson correlation between explanation-ratings and actual-ratings. We

see that r-by-e-ratings are better correlated with actual-ratings. We calculated the probability of
getting this correlation due to chance to be 0 in both cases.
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This is evidence that the relationships between items depicted in r-by-e’s explanation chains
are capable of providing a more thorough explanation to users, thus helping them make accurate
and informed decisions towards items. The use of sentiment-based features in the construction of
the chains also adds another layer of information: users are able to perceive not only the features
shared by the movies they like, as well as the reasoning behind the chain, but also whether those
features are perceived as positive or negative aspects of the films. All of this semantic information,
coupled with the chain itself, provides sufficient support to users to make appropriate decisions
towards recommended movies.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered various extensions to r-by-e. We presented two item representations: i)
feature-based; and ii) neighbour-based. The former represents an item as a set of its features, and
the latter makes no explicit reference to features but represents an item as a set of its neighbours
instead. For each of these representations, we also explored weighting schemes to assign weights to
the features (or neighbours). We formulated a normalized form of both an unweighted and weighted
overlap for the two representations and thus defined four versions of r-by-e’s chain generation. We
also generalized r-by-e’s chain selection by redefining the scoring function as a linear combination
of the average candidate overlap and the average profile overlap balanced by a parameter 𝛼 .

We performed extensive experiments to evaluate these extensions to r-by-e. An offline experiment
on a dataset where items are described by keywords shows that the weighted feature-based (wfb)
version gives more relevant recommendations than all other versions of r-by-e and the baselines and
ones that are also competitive on measures of diversity and serendipity. We also found an interesting
relationship between the chain length and the surprise: the higher the chain length, the more
surprising is the recommendation. We ran another offline experiment, this time on a dataset where
items are described by features weighted by sentiment scores. We refer to the chains that r-by-e
generates on this kind of dataset as sentiment-aware explanation chains. This offline experiment
confirms that wfb outperforms the other system, however, because of greater similarities among
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the items in the dataset, wfb provides recommendations with a similar level of relevance but lower
levels of diversity and surprise than it did when the dataset used keywords.

We also conducted user trials in the case of the sentiment-aware explanation chains to evaluate
the quality of recommendations and the effectiveness of the corresponding explanations. The
Recommendation Trial shows that r-by-e produces recommendations that are more diverse and
serendipitous than those of a baseline content-based recommender (although this is not statistically
significant) and with statistically significantly higher levels of user satisfaction. User responses
in the Explanation Trial confirmed that the sentiment-aware explanation chains allow users to
make more accurate judgements about the quality of the recommended items than do the baseline’s
explanations.
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6.2 Final Remarks
This paper presents extensions to r-by-e’s original formulation (RANA; BRIDGE, 2018),

as well as the results obtained in applying one of the techniques developed in this research into
the r-by-e’s framework. This was a year-long collaboration due to the time required to process
a review dataset with BabelFy (MORO; RAGANATO; NAVIGLI, 2014), the large amount of
offline experiment configurations, the reformulation of an online plataform to reflect the new,
semantic item information and, finally, the execution of the user trial. The main results of this
collaboration can be seen especially in the article’s Section 6.

Even though the experiments were designed to evaluate r-by-e’s performance and con-
firm its capabilities over classical content-based recommenders instead of assessing the item
representations’ descriptive power, some conclusions can be drawn towards the scope of this
research. One clear aspect is that results reveal that r-by-e benefits more from using the sentiment-
based item representation than classic content-based recommender, as both of them used these
representations. This directly impacts Research Question 3, i.e. “Is a kind of item representation
more relevant to use in determined recommender system or scenario than another?”. The offline
experiments show that r-by-e provide suggestions that are more relevant and that cover more of
the user’s interest than content-based recommenders, at the expanse of Diversity, Surprise and
Novelty. The Recommendation Trial of the online experiments also confirms that r-by-e’s sugges-
tions are more relevant than the baseline. As for the Explanation Trial of the online experiment,
results show that r-by-e could make better use of the sentiment-based representations to provide
explanations that allow users to make more accurate judgements towards their suggestions. All
this indicates that r-by-e is able to use the features and their relationships of this representation
better than content-based baselines.

Finally, even thought this user trial cannot be directly comparable to the one performed
previously in (RANA; BRIDGE, 2018) (where they used the same item set with keyword-based
representations, but different users), if we look at the results of both Explanation Trials, we
can see that the sentiment-based representation, on average, produces more closely related
explanation and actual ratings, with a greater correlation among them. While this is an indicative
that sentiment-based representations do help r-by-e construct more descriptive explanations than
keyword-based representations, more experiments are required to support this claim.

We leave for future endeavors a better comparison between those item representations in
r-by-e’s framework, as well as other possible extensions to its formulae and the application of
the other item representations we have built throughout this research.
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CHAPTER

7
CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS

In this doctorate research we explored alternatives to create rich and semantic item
representations that can be used on content-based recommender algorithms. We have produced
five concept-based representations that minimize the well-known linguistic problem of synonymy
and polysemy. All those representations were built as vector space models, where in four of them
each dimension corresponds to a concept or named entity, and their weighting scheme varies
representing different semantics, such as their statistics, sentiments or relationships towards
items. The remaining representation was built using a latent space which represents concept and
item embeddings.

Beyond that, we have tested those representations in several models, domains and rec-
ommendation scenarios, and presented here the most significant experiments which resulted in
publications. We have tested most of our representations in three different datasets, two based
on movies and one based on phone/tablet apps. We have applied them mostly on neighborhood-
based approaches, but also performed experiments on clustering and factorization models, with
experiments directed towards rating prediction and top-N recommendation tasks. We explored
their impact in a simulated cold-start scenario, revealing their strength in recommending items
that have no previous user interactions but are nonetheless relevant. We have also explored com-
bination techniques in order to boost even more the semantics conveyed in those representations.

Finally, we also tested one of our approaches in an explanation-based algorithm, and
carried a user trial designed to provide explanations aided by our features and their corre-
sponding sentiments. The experiments were carried with the goal of understanding whether our
representations were able to aid users to make better judgements towards what to consume.
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7.1 Research Findings

The main motivation for our work was the premise that as we aggregate more semantics
to item representations, the system is able to discern them better, leading to better analysing user
interests and, finally, producing better recommendations. This could be done especially when
considering user opinionated texts, i.e. reviews, since they provide insights about items’ features
as well as their quality (e.g. whether they are good or bad).

To test that premise, we devised a Research Question and a Hypothesis, which needed
to be verified with our experiments. The Research Question was “How can we effectively use

user-provided unstructured information such as user reviews to better describe items?”. Our
hypothesis was that using state-of-the-art NLP and IR methods to extract meaningful information
from user reviews, ultimately devising rich and semantic item representations, would benefit
recommender systems. This was proven throughout the experiments reported in this thesis, with
our recommendations presenting better results than baselines in several recommendation tasks
and domains. Even though not every experiment was successful in the entirety of this doctorate
research, we have sufficient evidence that carefully crafted representations may aid recommender
systems in selecting more relevant suggestions.

To reinforce our claims, we devised two more Research Questions that could be more
effectively addressed in our experiments. The first question was “Does increasing the semantics

of item representations improve recommendation accuracy?”. The hypothesis was that rec-
ommenders need to have means to differentiate their items, and thus increasing the semantics
of representations would aid recommenders in this task, ultimately helping them make better
predictions. We analyzed this assumption specifically with the experiments depicted in Chapters
2, 3, 4 and 5. Chapter 2 showed that, in the majority of the cases, the recommenders performed
better when using a more semantic representation, i.e., based on user reviews rather than struc-
tured metadata. Chapter 3 raised more evidence on the matter by showing that a concept-based
approach produced better results than our previous term-based approaches. In this experiment, it
was clear that minimizing the synonymy and polysemy benefited the descriptive power of item
representations. Chapter 4 introduced four types of representations and, even though some of
them performed with similar results, one can see that there was an increase in recommendation
accuracy when observing the increase in semantics on the embedding-based representations.
Finally, Chapter 5 introduced the idea of increasing semantics by means of combining represen-
tations. In that work, sentiment and TF-IDF representations were combined due to the fact that
they complement each other: the former depicts the quality aspect of a feature, while the later
represents its relevance towards the item and the collection.

The last Research Question was “Is a kind of item representation more relevant to use in

determined recommender system or scenario than another?”. We hypothesized that different
semantics may benefit different recommendation settings, making it necessary to understand
specificities of each scenario that a content-based recommender is being applied on. This question
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was explored on Chapters 2, 4 and 6. On Chapter 2, results showed that cluster-based approaches
may benefit from shorter, less sparse representations, while neighborhood approaches performed
better on larger representations. Chapter 4 revealed that, in the case of concept-based item
representations, neighborhood approaches perform similarly, leaving the decision to which
representation to use based on other aspects, such as computational power and time constraints.
Nevertheless, some representations presented better results than others when applied to the other
algorithm of that study, giving evidence that some recommenders are highly dependant of item
representation quality. Finally, in Chapter 6, we have shown by offline and online experiments
that one recommender system may benefit more from our sentiment-based representations than
other. Both r-by-e and classic content-based recommenders use the same representations, but
r-by-e makes better use of the information conveyed there both on its formulation as well as on
the design of its explanations. Even though those are sufficient evidence to support our claim
that different algorithms, methodologies and domains require different item representations, it
would require much more experimentation to correctly define which representation should be
used in which setting.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

This work presented interesting results and findings, but there are also limitations to its
execution. They are presented in topics in the following:

∙ Dealing with content, especially unstructured information which requires large quantities
of data, can be time and resource consuming. Some NLP tools, such as Babelfy (MORO;
RAGANATO; NAVIGLI, 2014), are not open source, thus requiring access to their servers.
This creates a limitation directly related to their availability, which, in the case of Babelfy,
is defined as query access called babelcoin, which have a daily limit.

∙ Even though this research ascertained that its item representations may benefit different
recommendation settings and presented evidence for some of them, many more settings
need to be evaluated. Such endeavour needs massive experimentation, which cannot be
performed in the course of a single doctorate research.

∙ Refining the semantics of item representations may lead to a decrease in recommendation
diversity, especially if we are considering content-based recommendation approaches.
Since the suggestions are going to be based on similarities found between the items’

features, it is difficult for the recommender to suggest items that are different from the user
profile.

We leave as future work the following endeavours:
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∙ This work mainly focused on defining item representations. The next natural step would
be defining user preference directly towards those same features. Context-based recom-
mendation often uses the notion of tensors, which are three-dimension constructs that
depicts user and item relation towards some context. The same notion could be applied
here, where we could have a user-item-feature triple, showing a user’s opinion towards an
item’s feature. Of course, user reviews would need to be devised by the user itself, which
may lead to limited content analysis in some domains and/or applications.

∙ Concept and item embeddings, as well as similarity-based representations, could be
used to aid r-by-e’s formulae, since the explanations are largely based on relationships
between items and features. The latent space in which concept and items are inserted
could be explored to strengthen the relationships between those two entities, producing a
notion of distance/proximity between the elements of the chains, further increasing their
visualization and explanation power to the end user.

∙ Each and every item representation introduced here could aid conversational recommender
systems. Sentiment-based approaches would be specifically powerful, in the sense that the
user could refine his/her queries based on the sentiment strength he/she is looking for in
the features of an item. Moreover, the concepts extracted in our approach can provide an
array of features that the user may or may not regard in their query, and suggestions of
features could be captured by the similarity measures between concepts and items through
their embeddings.

7.3 Additional Publications

Beyond the articles described in the previous chapters of this thesis, other publications
were prepared during the execution of this doctoral research. Even though most of them relate
to this research’s theme, they do not fall into its scope: they do not make use of the item
representations developed during the research. The 3 conference papers and 2 journal articles in
which we collaborated are listed below in chronological order:

∙ DOS SANTOS, E. B.; DA COSTA, A. F.; D’ADDIO, R. M.; MANZATO, M. G.;
GOULARTE, R.. Introducing the concept of “always-welcome recommendations”. In:
2015 IEEE/ACIS 14th International Conference on Computer and Information Science
(ICIS), 2015, Las Vegas. p. 197–202. - Conference full paper.

∙ DA COSTA, A. F.; D’ADDIO, R. M.; MANZATO, M. G.; CAMPELLO, R. J. G. B..
Exploiting different users’ interactions for profiles enrichment in recommender systems.
In: Proceedings of the 31st Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing - SAC ’16,
2016, Piza. p. 1080–1082. - Conference short paper.
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∙ MANZATO, M. G.; DOMINGUES, M. A.; COSTA, A. F.; SUNDERMANN, C. V.;
D’ADDIO, R. M.; CONRADO, M. S.; REZENDE, S. O.; PIMENTEL, M. G. C.. Min-
ing unstructured content for recommender systems: an ensemble approach. Information
Retrieval (Dordrecht. Online), v. 19, p. 378–415, 2016. - Journal article.

∙ D’ADDIO, R. M.; DOMINGUES, M. A.; MANZATO, M. G.. Exploiting feature extrac-
tion techniques on users’ reviews for movies recommendation. Journal of the Brazilian
Computer Society (Online), v. 23, p. 7, 2017. - Journal article.

∙ DA COSTA, A. F.; D’ADDIO, R. M.; FRESSATO, E. P.; MANZATO, M. G.. A person-
alized clustering-based approach using open linked data for search space reduction in
recommender systems. In: Proceedings of the 25th Brazillian Symposium on Multimedia
and the Web - WebMedia ’19, 2019, Rio de Janeiro. p. 409–416 - Conference full paper.

Awarded with the conference’s Best Paper Award.
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A
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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are widely used to minimize the information
overload problem. A great source of information is users’ reviews,
since they provide both item descriptions and users’ opinions. Re-
cent works that process reviews often neglect problems such as
polysemy and sinonimy. On the other hand, systems that rely on
word sense disambiguation focus their efforts on items’s static des-
criptions. In this paper, we propose a hybrid recommender system
that uses word sense disambiguation and entity linking to produce
concept-based item representations extracted from users’ reviews.
Our findings suggest that adding such semantics to items’ repre-
sentations have a positive impact on recommendations.
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1 INTRODUÇÃO
Devido ao crescimento da Internet e a vasta gama de informações
disponíveis na Web, surgiram os sistemas de recomendação (SR).
Tais sistemas, auxiliam usuários na procura por itens de seu inte-
resse.

De modo geral, SRs podem ser classificados em dois importantes
paradigmas: i) filtragem baseada em conteúdo, onde os itens são
recomendados a um usuário com base na similaridade de seu con-
teúdo com o perfil do usuário; e ii) filtragem colaborativa, onde as
recomendações são inferidas a partir de relacionamentos criados
através das interações dos usuários com o sistema [1]. Métodos
híbridos têm ganhado destaque por combinarem aspectos de ambas
filtragens, minimizando seus problemas [1].

Um problema recorrente nesses sistemas é a falta de informações
para descrever os itens do acervo e as preferências de seus usuários.
Recentemente, trabalhos têm estudado a possibilidade de utilizar
revisões de usuários [4–6, 8, 12, 18], entretanto, tais textos apresen-
tam diversos problemas, como ruídos e palavras escritas de forma
errada. Apesar de haverem esforços relacionados à extração correta

de informação [5–7], tais sistemas sofrem o agravante chamado
ambiguidade lexical. Muitas palavras extraídas dos textos podem
possuir diferentes significados e contextos (polissemia), do mesmo
modo que diversas palavras podem referenciar o mesmo conceito e
serem tratadas como características diferentes (sinonímia).

Diversos esforços têm sido realizados para agregar técnicas que
realizam a extração de conceitos ao invés de palavras em sistemas de
recomendação [2, 10, 14, 15]. Porém, a maioria desses trabalhos uti-
lizam como fonte de informação textos de natureza estática, como
sinopses e páginas da Wikipedia, negligenciando a fonte de infor-
mação detalhada das anotações de usuário. Em especial, revisões do
usuário podem fornecer, ao mesmo tempo, uma descrição detalhada
do item e as opiniões dos usuários sobre o produto, porém, sua
utilização depende do correto processamento de informações.

Deste modo, este trabalho propõe um sistema que extrai concei-
tos de revisões de usuários para construir representações de itens.
Para tal, utilizou-se uma ferramenta que realiza ambas operações de
desambiguação lexical de sentido (DLS) e ligação de entidades (LE)
chamada BabelFy1 [13], a qual obtém conceitos na forma de synsets
da base de conhecimento BabelNet2 [16]. Tais synsets compõem
as representações de itens, que são processadas por um algoritmo
híbrido de recomendação. Resultados mostram a eficiência dessa
abordagem, que supera as abordagens baseadas em termos com os
quais o trabalho foi comparado.

Este artigo está organizado na seguinte maneira: a Seção 2 relaci-
ona trabalhos que seguem a mesma linha de pesquisa deste projeto;
na Seção 3 é apresentada a arquitetura do sistema proposto; na
Seção 4 apresentam-se os experimentos realizados; por fim, a Seção
5 expõe conclusões e sugestões para trabalhos futuros.

2 TRABALHOS RELACIONADOS
Diversos esforços têm sido realizados com intuito de utilizar anota-
ções não-estruturadas de usuários em sistemas de recomendação.
Chen et al. [3] realizaram uma revisão da literatura relacionada a
sistemas de recomendação que fazem uso de revisões de usuário.

Alguns trabalhos recentes fazem uso de revisões para caracterizar
os itens do sistema, produzindo representações de itens [5, 6] ou
construindo grafos relacionais [12]. Outros trabalhos também fazem
uso de revisões para descrever usuários, construindo perfis que
explicitam as suas preferências em relação à características [8], ou
usando seus textos para encontrar similaridades entre eles [18]. Por
fim, alguns trabalhos descrevem ambos usuários e itens [4], fazendo
uso de revisões para organizar em ranques as características que são

1http://babelfy.org/
2http://babelnet.org/
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mais relevantes para a preferência do usuário. A maior limitação
dessas abordagens é que nenhuma delas lida com problemas de
ambiguidade nos textos, como polissemia e sinonímia.

A taxonomia do WordNet3 e os algoritmos de DLS baseados nela
têm sido ativamente explorados na última década por sistemas de
recomendação baseados em conteúdo [2, 10]. Por outro lado, alguns
trabalhos de recomendação fazem uso de técnicas de LE para extrair
características [14]. Finalmente, esforços têm sido realizados na
incorporação de técnicas que façam ambos em SRs baseados em
conteúdo, facilitando a criação de representações de itens [15, 17].

Este trabalho se diferencia dos demais apresentados nessa seção
nos seguintes pontos. Primeiramente, trabalhos que usam DLS
e/ou LE se baseiam em descrições pré-definidas, como sinopses ou
páginas da Wikipedia. Por outro lado, trabalhos que usam revisões
de usuários não realizam a extração de conceitos, focando apenas
no uso de palavras-chave. O trabalho aqui apresentado, por sua vez,
concentra-se na extração de conceitos discutidos pelos usuários
em suas revisões. Em segundo lugar, as pesquisas apresentadas
focam-se em recomendadores baseados em conteúdo. Este trabalho,
por sua vez, produz descrições de itens que serão usadas em um
sistema híbrido baseado em vizinhança de itens.

3 SISTEMA PROPOSTO
Conforme mencionado anteriormente, o sistema proposto neste
trabalho utiliza DLS e LE com o objetivo de extrair conceitos dos
itens. A partir dessa estruturação, é possível caracterizar os itens
de maneira mais eficiente, favorecendo o cálculo da recomendação.
Assim, foram elaborados módulos que realizam funções específicas,
como ilustrado na Figura 1. Em linhas gerais, revisões de usuários
são utilizadas para alimentar o módulo de extração de conceitos,
o qual produz uma lista, ou vocabulário, que será utilizado pelo
módulo de construção de representações de itens. Tendo produzido
as representações, elas serão processadas pelo módulo de recomen-
dação, o qual faz uso de um algoritmo baseado em vizinhança de
itens para gerar sugestões para os usuários. Tais módulos serão
melhor detalhados nas subseções seguintes.

Figura 1: Arquitetura Geral do sistema proposto.

3.1 Extração de conceitos
O módulo de extração de conceitos é responsável pela realização
de diversas tarefas que visam a estruturação de revisões de usuário.
Nesse módulo, com o auxílio da ferramenta Babelfy, as seguintes
tarefas são realizadas:

• Remoção de ruído: removem-se palavras com pouca carga
semântica, ou seja, as stop-words, além de palavras com
caracteres especiais, datas e caracteres numéricos.

• Desambiguação e Ligação de Entidades: realiza-se a identi-
ficação de conceitos e entidades nomeadas. Assim, é atri-
buído um synset presente na BabelNet para cada termo

3https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

desambiguado. Além disso, obtém-se a classe gramatical
de cada synset.

• Filtragem morfossintática: selecionam-se apenas os syn-
sets com classe gramatical de substantivo, devido ao fato
que características de itens na maioria dos domínios são
substantivos.

O processo descrito anteriormente é aplicado a todas as revisões
dos itens, produzindo um conjunto de synsets candidatos. Como
o conjunto gerado é muito grande, realiza-se uma filtragem de
características, removendo-se aqueles pouco frequentes. Como um
item possui diversas revisões, utilizou-se a métrica de frequência do
item (IF, do Inglês, item frequency [6]. A métrica IF é uma adaptação
da tradicional frequência do documento (DF, do Inglês, document
frequency) [11], porém considera todas as revisões do item como
um único documento.

Calculado o IF de cada synset, o filtro consiste em remover aqueles
cujo valor de IF é inferior a um determinado limiar. Neste trabalho,
diversos valores de limiar foram testados, e seus resultados em rela-
ção à recomendação final são reportados na Seção 4.2.1. O resultado
dessa filtragem produz um conjunto de synsets, o vocabulário, o
qual será utilizado no módulo de construção de representações,
detalhado a seguir.

3.2 Construção de representações
Esse módulo é responsável por utilizar o vocabulário de synsets
para construir representações dos itens. Tais representações são
modeladas em um espaço vetorial, onde cada synset corresponde a
uma dimensão desse modelo, e cada vetor representa um item.

Assim como [2], este trabalho adota como esquema de pesagem
dos vetores a técnica SF-IDF, uma extensão da técnica TF-IDF [11]
aplicada a synsets ao invés de termos.

Essa técnica analisa quanto um synset é frequente em um item
(SF) e quanto ele é raro dentre todos os itens (IDF). Formalmente,
assume-se que |𝐼 | é o número total de itens do sistema, e que um
synset 𝑠 aparece em |𝑖 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑖 | itens. Assume-se, também, que 𝑛𝑠,𝑖 é
a frequência do synset 𝑠 nas revisões do item 𝑖 . A frequência de um
synset 𝑆𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) pode ser definida como [2]:

𝑆𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) = 𝑛𝑠,𝑖∑
𝑘 𝑛𝑘,𝑖

, (1)

onde
∑
𝑘 𝑛𝑘,𝑖 corresponde à frequência total dos 𝑘 demais synsets

presentes nas revisões do item 𝑖 .
A inversa frequência do documento, 𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖 , é computada como:

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑠) = log |𝐼 |
|𝑖 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑖 | . (2)

Finalmente, o SF-IDF de um synset 𝑠 em um item 𝑖 pode ser dado
pelo produto:

𝑆𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) = 𝑆𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑖) × 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑠) . (3)

3.3 Recomendação
Como algoritmo de recomendação, optou-se pelo uso de ummétodo
de vizinhança baseado em item (item 𝑘-NN) [9], e este foi ajustado
para utilizar no processo de obtenção de vizinhos as representações
de itens geradas anteriormente.

O algoritmo item-𝑘NN tem como objetivo prever notas de itens
desconhecidos pelo usuário, baseando-se nas notas de outros itens
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similares já avaliados por ele. Para tal, utiliza-se uma medida de
similaridade entre as representações de itens. A medida de similari-
dade escolhida é o coeficiente de correlação de Pearson 𝑠𝑖 𝑗 [9].

Com os valores de similaridade, o algoritmo identifica os 𝑘 itens
avaliados por 𝑢 que são mais similares a 𝑖 , ou seja, os 𝑘-vizinhos
mais próximos. Denota-se este conjunto como 𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢). Usando este
conjunto, a nota predita final é uma média das notas dos 𝑘 itens
mais similares, ajustadas às suas estimativas de referência [9]:

r̂𝑢𝑖 = 𝑏𝑢𝑖 +
∑

𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑠𝑖 𝑗 (𝑟𝑢 𝑗 − 𝑏𝑢 𝑗 )∑
𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢) 𝑠𝑖 𝑗

, (4)

onde 𝑏𝑢𝑖 representa as estimativas de referência, um valor que
encapsula os vieses de ambos usuários e itens.

4 METODOLOGIA E AVALIAÇÃO
Nessa seção, apresentam-se os experimentos executados para va-
lidar esta proposta. Primeiramente, apresentam-se algumas infor-
mações sobre a base de dados utilizada, em seguida, descrevem-se
as configurações dos experimentos e, por fim, apresentam-se os
resultados.

4.1 Configuração dos experimentos
No intuito de avaliar o sistema proposto, realizaram-se experimen-
tos na base de dados MovieLens 100k4. Esta foi expandida ao se
agregar revisões de usuários do IMDb5. Foram recolhidas em mé-
dia as 10 primeiras revisões de cada item, ordenadas por utilidade,
resultando em um total de 15963 documentos.

A proposta foi comparada com outras abordagens, também base-
adas em vizinhança no cenário de predição de notas. Comparou-se
com as seguintes representações basais:

• Gêneros: essa representação faz uso dos metadados de gê-
neros dos filmes, onde cada posição dos vetores se refere a
um gênero que o item contém (valor 1) ou não (valor 0);

• Termos Heurísticos: essa representação, proposta em [6],
faz uso de heurísticas para a extração de termos a par-
tir das revisões de usuários. Tal técnica seleciona termos
lematizados da classe morfossintática de substantivos, e
aplica também o IF (com limiar 30) para filtragem de ter-
mos menos frequentes. Consideram-se aqui dois pesos di-
ferentes para os termos: TF-IDF e, conforme proposto no
trabalho original, análise de sentimento. O sentimento re-
presenta a opinião geral dos revisores com respeito a cada
característica do item. Adota-se a terminologia TH-TFIDF
e TH-Sentimento para cada versão das representações.

• Termos Classificados: nessa representação, proposta em [5],
faz-se uso de um algoritmo de classificação transdutivo
para a extração de termos radicalizados, os quais também
possuem as duas pesagens descritas na representação ante-
rior. Adota-se a nomenclatura TC-TFIDF e TC-Sentimento
para cada versão de representações.

Para o desenvolvimento, execução e comparação das representa-
ções, utilizou-se o algoritmo de recomendação descrito na Seção
3.3, com o número de vizinhos configurado para k=(20, 40, 60, 80,

4https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
5http://www.imdb.com/

100), e a similaridade entre os itens calculada pelo coeficiente de
correlação de Pearson retraído de acordo com [9].

Os sistemas foram submetidos ao método de validação cruzada
com 10 partições, e os resultados são avaliados no cenário de pre-
dição de notas, cuja métrica utilizada é o erro médio quadrático
(RMSE, do Inglês Root Mean Square Error). Finalmente, foi utili-
zado o teste Wilcoxon para verificar se os resultados obtidos pela
abordagem são estatisticamente diferentes daqueles obtidos pelas
representações basais.

4.2 Resultados
Para validar a proposta, foram realizados dois experimentos. No
primeiro, analisaram-se diferentes tamanhos de vocabulários de
synsets, definidos por cortes baseados no IF das características. No
segundo experimento, comparou-se a qualidade da técnica pro-
posta em relação a outras representações basais, descritas na seção
anterior. Tais experimentos são detalhados nas seguintes subseções:

4.2.1 Experimento 1: encontrando um limiar ideal. Neste expe-
rimento, diversos limiares de corte baseados no IF foram verifica-
dos no intuito de encontrar o conjunto mais adequado de synsets,
eliminando-se as características menos frequentes e que, consequen-
temente, agregam pouca ou nenhuma informação para as represen-
tações. Assim, o vocabulário extraído pelo BabelFy foi filtrado com
limiares definidos como 𝑙1= 1, 𝑙2= 10, 𝑙3= 30 e 𝑙4= 50. Os algoritmos
foram chamados de: i) Babelfy-limiar 1, ii) Babelfy-limiar 10, iii)
Babelfy-limiar 30, e iv) Babelfy-limiar 50, respectivamente. Além
disso, comparam-se as representações filtradas com a representação
sem aplicar a filtragem (Babelfy-completo). A Tabela 1 apresenta
os resultados obtidos.

Tabela 1: Valores obtidos de RMSE para as representações com diferentes
limiares. Valores em negrito indicam melhores resultados.

Algoritmo Termos k=20 k=40 k=60 k=80 k=100
Babelfy-completo 60466 0,9197 0,9200 0,9208 0,9216 0,9224
Babelfy- limiar 1 28182 0,9189 0,9192 0,9201 0,9209 0,9217
Babelfy- limiar 10 6238 0,9183 0,9190 0,9203 0,9214 0,9224
Babelfy-limiar 30 2747 0,9212 0,9217 0,9230 0,9243 0,9254
Babelfy-limiar 50 1797 0,9225 0,9231 0,9246 0,9260 0,9271

Nota-se que as representações com limiares menores apresenta-
ram melhores resultados, ou seja, os vocabulários produzidos por 𝑙1
= 1 e 𝑙2 = 10. Ambos vocabulários apresentam resultados similares,
sendo que o primeiro é estatisticamente superior apenas para k
= 100 com valor 𝑝 < 0.05. Além disso, comparado ao segundo, o
tamanho do primeiro vocabulário é significativamente maior (29000
características em relação à pouco mais de 6000). Desse modo, dá-se
preferência pela utilização da abordagem Babelfy-limiar 10, dado
que uma vez que ter uma dimensionalidade menor reduz recur-
sos computacionais, além de gerar recomendações mais rápidas.
Utiliza-se, portanto, essa abordagem para o próximo experimento.

4.2.2 Experimento 2: comparação com representações basais.
Nesse experimento, a abordagem Babelfy-limiar 10 foi comparada
com as representações descritas na Seção 4.1. Ambas representações
TH possuem 3085 termos, enquanto as representações TC possuem
8433 termos. A representação baseada em gêneros possui, ao todo,
18 características.
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Segundo trabalhos anteriores [6, 7], o tamanho da representação
é um fator importante no cálculo da similaridade e, consequen-
temente, recomendação do algoritmo item 𝑘-NN. Para se avaliar
a qualidade da representação independentemente do tamanho do
vocabulário dela, foram realizados experimentos com o mesmo
número de características de ambas representações basais. Os re-
sultados são reportados na Tabela 2.

Tabela 2: Valores obtidos de RMSE para as representações propostas e ba-
sais. Valores em negrito indicam melhores resultados.

Algoritmo Termos k=20 k=40 k=60 k=80 k=100
Babelfy- limiar 10 6238 0,9183 0,9190 0,9203 0,9214 0,9224
Gêneros 18 0,9404 0,9401 0,9401 0,9401 0,9401
Babelfy-3085

3085
0,9202 0,9208 0,9222 0,9235 0,9246

TH-TFIDF 0,9435 0,9407 0,9402 0,9403 0,9404
TH-Sentimento 0,9310 0,9314 0,9330 0,9347 0,9361
Babelfy-8433

8433
0,9180 0,9186 0,9199 0,9210 0,9219

TC-TFIDF 0,944 0,9436 0,9434 0,9432 0,9431
TC-Sentimento 0,9301 0,9305 0,9327 0,9345 0,936

A princípio, foi comparado Babelfy-limiar 10 com as represen-
tações TH-TFIDF, TH-Sentimento, TC-TFIDF, TC-Sentimento e
Gêneros. Nota-se um desempenho estatisticamente superior para
valor 𝑝 < 0.01 contra todas elas.

Além disso, foram construídas versões com o mesmo tamanho
de vocabulário das representações basais, produzindo-se a represen-
tação Babelfy-3085 para ser comparada com ambas representações
TH, e Babelfy- 8433 para ser avaliada contra as representações TC.
Observa-se que ambas abordagens baseadas em Babelfy apresen-
tam resultados estatísticamente superiores com valor 𝑝 < 0.01. Isso
reforça a premissa que, ao agregar maior semântica às representa-
ções, os itens são melhores caracterizados e, consequentemente, o
sistema é capaz de produzir recomendações mais apuradas.

Finalmente, ao se analisar os resultados entre as versões baseadas
em sentimento e TF-IDF das representações basais, pode-se observar
que há uma melhora nos valores de RMSE. Isso serve de indicativo
que a análise de sentimento fornece uma carga semântica a mais
para as representações, o que pode ser incorporado à estratégia
proposta neste artigo em trabalhos futuros.

5 CONCLUSÃO
Este artigo apresentou um sistema de recomendação baseado em
conceitos desambiguados extraídos de revisões de usuários. Os
experimentos foram focados no domínio de filmes, no entanto, o
sistema é generalizável a outros domínios.

Os resultados mostram que a utilização de conceitos desambigua-
dos, associados a entidades nomeadas, pode melhorar a qualidade
das representações de itens, consequentemente aprimorando a efi-
cácia de um sistema de recomendação.

Como trabalhos futuros, espera-se integrar a análise de senti-
mento à proposta, tendo em vista que ela agrega uma carga se-
mântica maior às representações. Pretende-se também estender a
aplicabilidade da técnica a outros algoritmos de recomendação que
façam uso de representações de itens baseadas em conteúdo.
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